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FOREWORD 

In an increasingly international world in Which rapidly 
changing technologies are radically transforming l ife
styles and workstyles , our techn ical ly trained work force 
is of critical importance in assuring that our social , 
economic . and cultural well-being continues to improve 
and that our compet itive pos ition is maintained . It was 
concern about the adequacy of this work force to aeet 
these important obj ectives that motivated the lfational 
Academy of Engineering , in conjunction with the Off ice 
of Sc ienti f ic and Engineering Personnel, to organize a 
Sympos ium on Labor-Market Conditions for Engineers . 

The issue seems to be a hardy perennial . We experience 
continuous cycles of perceived surplus and shortage . The 
bas ic cause is fairly c lear : the demand for engineers 
f luctuates with rather high frequency, responding to eco
nomic conditions and other conditions that seem to change 
rapidly , while the supply s ide f luctuates with low fre
quency . It takes time to train an engineer ; and the im
balances resulting when one tries to match a high
frequency demand with a low-frequency supply gives what 
we see as alternate surpluses and shortages . 

There exists today a cons iderable amount of ambiguity 
about the condition of this labor market . There was s ig-

. nif icant evidence of labor-market shortages--particularly 
in electronics and energy-related f ields--as we entered 
the 1980s . These shortages disappeared in the 1980s as 
a severe economic downturn was experienced and as the 
wor ld energy situation was transformed from one of rela
tive scarcity to one of relative abundance . 

We are now recovering from the downturn and are facing 
new government initiatives in defense, space, and other 
areas that are expected to p lace large demands on our 
engineering work force . It is clear that a s ign ificant 

i 
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number of programs--the space missile programs, the space 
station now being proposed for the Rational Aeronautics 
and Space Administration, or some of the engineering 
initiatives being considered at the Rational Science 
Foundation--wil l  require engineers and scientists of all 
kinds. Moreover, there appears to be a more general ten
dency to seek technological solutions to a number of our 
national problems . The combined effect of these recent 
trends could ultimately p lace severe strains on the ca
pacity of this work force . 

A symposium, then , on the supply/demand problems of 
market condit ions is very timely. I know how difficult 
the problems of  prediction are in natural systems. Pre
diction in human and soc ial systems are much more diffi
cult. Hopefully . the presentations and discussions of 
the Symposium wil l  reduce the degree of ambiguity sur
rounding this question and wil l  provide policy-makers 
with a better factual base on which tbey can evaluate 
what action, if any, should be taken . 

Robert H .  White 
President 
Rational Academy of Engineering 

H 
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SYMPOSIUH OVERVIEW 

Four models of the eqineerins labor market--those of 
the American Electronics Association (AEA). the Bureau 
of Labor Statistics (BLS ) , the Rational Science Founda
tion (RSF ) , and the American Counci l  on Education ' s  Busi
ness-Hisher Education (B-HEF) --were examined in depth , 
and two panels were convened to assess the s ituation for 
ensineers in academic labor markets and in federal gov
ernment laboratories . On the demand s ide of the market. 
the three comprehensive models (BLS , RSF , and B-HEF) were 
in reasonable agreement in proj ectins strong growth . 
( These forecasts were all based on an assumption that 
there would not be a repeat of the severe economic down
turn experienced in the beginnins of the 1980s. ) Fore
casts of employment growth for all engineering fields 
over the next five to s ix years ranged from 26,000 to 
�s . ooo. or 2.5 to � . 5  percent per year , depending on the 
assumption made about aggregate economic growth and real 
increases ( in constant dol lars ) in defense spending . 
Growth for electrical/electronics engineers was proj ected 
to be s lishtly higher--ransing from � to 5 percent . In 
addition to this emp loyment growth , new hires would be 
required to replace currently employed engineers Who are 
expected to leave the work force because of death or re
tirement or Who are expected to move to non-engineering 
j obs . This expected replacement demand , estimated in 
three of the four studies examined , far outweighed in 
importance the demand senerated by expected employment 
srowth and raqed from 62,000 to 93,000 annually , or from 
6 to 9 percent of the work force depending on the model 
and economic /defense expenditure scenario examined . 

The forecasts developed by the AEA were more tishtly 
focused on electrical and computer engineers . These fore-

1 
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casts indicated much stron&er &rowth than those of the 
other models--annual &rowth rates of 10 to 16 percent for 
electrical and computer engineers , respectively . 

On the supply s ide of this labor market , the studies 
forecast that only one-tenth to one-half of the proj ected 
j ob openings would be filled by new graduates ,  depending 
on field and scenario examined . The critical issue con
f ronted by those Who attended the sympos ium was Whether 
the large difference between the proj ected number of j ob 
openings and the proj ected number of new graduates enter
ing the field was cause for concern or alarm . The answer 
depended on how the inflow of experienced workers was 
treated . All but the AEA study addressed this inflow . 
BLS and HSF concluded that it would be suff icient in 
numbers to meet proj ected requirements in most fields . 
The studies differed , however ,  in their conclus ions about 
the qualitative adequacy of this inflow . The B-HEF s tudy 
impl ied . by and lar&e . that this inflow would be inferior 
in quality to those Who were already employed and to the 
newly graduated engineers . The BLS and HSF studies did 
not expl ic itly address the quality issue but acknowledged 
its importance . 

Critiques of the Proj ection Studies 

The methods and assumptions of the four studies were 
examined critically by three discussants . One of the 
discussants found maj or needs for improvement in the me
thods of all of the approaches reported and found l i ttle 
bas is for firm conclus ions about shortages for engineers . 
He cons idered the HSF model . Which attempts to incorpo
rate supply adjustments through interoccupational mobil
ity . an important advance in improvin& our ability to 
assess labor-market imbalances . A second noted that the 
various approaches agree reasonably well  in their proj ec
tions of employment growth and numbers of j ob openings 
in the field over the next several years but differ con
s iderably in their assumptions and conclusions as to how 
the demand wil l  be met . particularly in their view of the 
maj or role of mobil ity among fields . He also suggested 
that models in Which supply and demand can respond to 
market disequilibria ( such as that of HSF) require think
ing about shorta&es in terms other than "demand minus 
supp ly . "  The third discussant. suggested that there is a 
l imited . but important role that can be played by models 
based on employer forecasts ( such as that of the AEA). 
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In particular , be stated that such models can be of most 
value in develop ing forecasts of short-term hiring plans . 
He also advocated expansion and ref inement of the stock 
of data describing occupational mobility in order to be 
able to improve the rel iability of proj ections based on 
models such as the one described in the RSF paper . 

Panel Sess ions 

Two discussion sess ions of the sympos ium focused on 
spec ific areas where shortages of engineers may be par
ticularly severe . The first panel dealt with problems 
of finding qualified engineering faculty , and all members 
of the panel indicated concern over the l ikelihood of 
shortages in quantity and quality of faculty becoming a 
severe problem . The second sess ion covered engineering 
emp loyment in federal laboratories . Reports from repre
sentat ives of maj or federal laboratories indicated only 
l imited concern over quantitative shortages in engineer� 
ing research personnel but increasing problems in holding 
highly talented younger investigators and attracting 
"superstar" experienced researchers . Also concern was 
expressed about the dec l ining proportion of Uni ted States 
cit izens earning doctoral degrees in engineering and the 
consequent increasing reliance on foreign citizen engi
neers in the laboratories . 

Is  There a Shortage? 

The papers presented , the panel s ,  and the general dis
cuss ion all pointed to the conclusion that there can be 
no s ingle or s imple answer to the question , "Is there or 
is there l ikely to be a shortage of engineers in the 
U . S . ? " Traditionally , the presence or absence of short
ages has been defined in terms of employers ' demand for 
workers and numbers of individuals seeking employment . 
However , it is  becoming increas ingly recognized that eco
n9mic effic iency and level of performance by engineers 
and other research personnel are not necessarily maxi
mized when supply and demand are in numerical balance . 
Qual ity of spec ialized work forces is a maj or problem 
that bas had insuffic ient study . Meet ing local shortages 
by the transfer of individuals from other occupations may 
have effects both on the quality of work in the receiving 
f ield and on the loss of talent from the donor f ield . 
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Also , shorta&es may become manifest not so much in j ob 
vacancies as in increased len&th and cost of search pro
cesses to f ind appropriate people to fill  specific j obs . 
Finally , mobi l i ty between f ields required to meet local 
shortages may lead to breakdowns of normal career paths , 
which may lead to increased costs both to workers and 
employers and to detrimental effects on future capabili
t ies of the system to meet emerging needs . These qual
i ty-related problems may be of spec ial importance in re
lation to the competitive pos ition of the United States 
in world economic markets . 
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INTRODUCTION 

The eng ineering labor market has been subj ect to a num
ber of unusual pressures over the last decade . The de
mand for bachelor ' s-level engineers has rebounded 
strongly from the depressed conditions of the early 
1970s . This  high demand , spurred by both industry and 
government (particularly with the recent defense bui ld
up ) , has stimulated unprecedented levels of undergraduate 
engineering enrol lment and , hence , very strong demand for 
engineering faculty , espec ially in electrical and com
puter engineering . 

Opinions differ about what these trends imply for the 
future of the engineering labor market . Forecasts based 
on employers ' proj ections of needs for engineers suggest 
that bachelor ' s-level engineers wi ll  remain in short sup
ply despite high enrol lment levels . Other forecas ts that 
derive estimates of the demand for engineers f rom econo
metric models of the U . S .  economy suggest instead an 
overall balance in the supply and demand for engineers , 
with spot shortages in some critical f ields l ike compu
ter engineering and possible surpluses in other fields . 
Adjustments in the engineering labor market have in the 
past rel ied importantly on movements of personnel among 
engineering fields and between engineering and other sci
entific fields , in addition to new engineering graduates . 
Whether the engineering labor market wil l  continue to 
rely heavily on mobile personnel in adj usting to changing 
conditions and , if so , what patterns of mobil ity wi l l  
occur are further important questions about this labor 
market . The implications of such mobil ity of personnel 
for the quality of the engineering work force are an im
portant concern among observers of this labor market . 

High levels of industrial demand for engineers raise 
special personnel problems both for academic engineering 

5 
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departments and for federal research laboratories . The 
federal labs must compete in a tight labor market for 
highly trained personnel with private firms that may have 
more flexibil ity in offers of salary and working condi
tions . Engineering departments at universities are faced 
with the double bind of needing to compete in that tight 
labor market for faculty at the same time that the same 
labor market adds to requirements for faculty by boost
ing eng ineering enrol lments . And univers ities may be 
l imited by rules and traditions governing equity in pay
ment across academic spec ialties in the salary offers and 
working conditions they can make available to engineers . 

The Office of Scientific and Engineering Personnel 
(OSEP ) , recognizing the degree of controversy and eon
cern surrounding these issues , arranged this Symposium 
on Labor-Market Conditions for Engineers , held on Febru
ary 2 ,  1984 , as a way of exploring them further . The 
sympos ium' s primary purpose was to encourage a c lose ex
amination of the methodology , assumptions , and conclu
s ions developed in recent proj ection models of the engi
neering labor market . Improved understanding of how this 
labor market works and is  l ikely to work in the future 
is the essential bas is for intelligent policy making . 
The symposium therefore centered around presentation and 
critical analysi s  of the mos t  widely cited recent models 
of the engineering labor market . The proj ection analyses 
of the Bureau of Labor Statistics , the Rational Sc ience 
Foundation , the Bus iness-Higher Education Forum , and the 
American Electronics Assoc iation were described for the 
sympos ium audience by persons closely involved in their 
development . The models were then subj ected to close 
comparison and criticism by a set of knowledgeable com
mentators . The spec ial problems of

'
the federal research 

laboratories and of eng ineering faculty were the focus 
of separate panel presentations and discuss ion in the 
course of the symposium .  The program included opportuni
ties throughout the day for questions and comments from 
the audience , which included a number of very knowledge
able persons in the f ield . 

Policy-makers , employers , educators , and individual 
engineers depend heavi ly on labor-market forecasts in 
trying to plan responsibly for the future . It is often 
diff icult for dec i s ion-makers to know how to proceed in 
the face of forecasts that disagree ( or appear to dis
agree) and also to make sens ible j udgments about how much 
confidence to attach to various aspect of forecasts . 
Another maj or goal of the sympos ium was to help such 
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decision-makers to understand better why forecasts di
verge when they do and , perhaps even more important , to 
distingui sh those areas where there is s trong and confi� 
dent agreement among forecasters from those where there 
is real disagreement or considerable shared uncertainty 
about the future . 

Still another goal of the symposium was to help advance 
the art of forecast ing itself . The process of mutual 
comparison and criticism is vital to al l scientific en
deavor , including that of improving forecasters• methods 
and results . Moreover , bringing model bui lders into con
versation with the "consumers"  of the modelers• products 
brings important benefits' as well .  Rot only may the con
sumers come away with a better understanding of the 
models ' strengths and limitations , the forecasters may 
also come to a greater appreciation of the uses to which 
their analyses are put . This can help guide them in 
focus ing their work in more productive directions and 
make them more aware of which assumptions in their models 
are most troubl ing or critical from the users ' point of 
view .  

OSEP and i t s  predecessor ot"ganization , the Commiss ion 
on Human Resources ,  have for some time viewed it as an 
important part of their mission to promote this sort of 
constructive interchange among labor-market analysts and 
between analys ts and dec ision-makers . An earl ier ven
ture along these lines was the Workshop fot" Forecasters 
of Demand for Scientists and Engineers conducted in 1978 
as part of the work of the Committee on Continuity in 
Academic 'Research Perf ot"mance . That workshop--narrower 
than the present symposium in focus ing almost exclusively 
on Ph . D .  scientists and engineer's but broader in examin
ing the whole range of scientific and engineering fields , 
rather than concentrating mainly on engineers--was in
strumental in discovering some important areas of agree
ment among competing models of the demand for Ph . D .  sci
ent ists and eng ineers , in isolating and clarifying some 
spec ific areas of disagreement , and in advancing the 
methodological discussion of forecasting the Ph . D .  labor 
market . These contributions were s ignif icant both in 
advanc ing the pol icy debate and in encouraging improved 
model ing effot"ts in this f ield . OSEP hopes that the 
present symposium wi ll prove s imilarly useful in the 
engineering field and looks forwat"d in the future to con
vening similar workshops and sympos ia when developments 
warrant . 

This volume of Proceedings aims to provide an accurate 
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record of the presentations and discussions ( summarized 
as noted in the Contents ) that occurred at the symposium . 
A number of the participants in the sympos ium hold strong 
views on policy toward the engineering labor market ,  and 
these views both color their interpretations of availab l e  
data and structure their opinions about where future ana
lytical efforts should lie . An understanding of these 
sometimes controversial perspectives is important in 
gaining a full  grasp on the analytical and empirical is
sues at stake in these discussions . In presenting a ful l  
and frank portrait of the views aired at the sympos ium , 
OSEP implies no endorsement of those views . Throughout 
these Proceedings , all findings and opinions are ident i
fied as those of particular speakers and should be attri
buted to them and not to the HRC . 

The symposium was the product of a great deal of  
thought and effort on  the part of all the partic ipants . 
The day proved lively and at times contentious , but-
thanks to the discipline and careful preparation of the 
speakers and commentators--discussion also remained re
markably wel l-focused around a l imited set of important 
themes . OSEP is proud and pleased to be able to convey 
the results of the day ' s discussions to a wider audience . 
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TECHBICAL EKPLOYMEHT PROJECTIONS , 1983-198�: 
A SUMMARY 

Pat Hill  Hubbard 
Vice President , Engineering Education 

American Electronics Assoc iation 

Introduct ion 

I am really p leased at this opportunity to present a 
summary o f  the American Electronics Association ' s  (AlA) 
report , Technical Employment Projections : 1983-8 7 . 

Before I get into data , I would l ike to tel l  you 
brief ly about AEA and Why we have done this survey . AEA 
is a non-prof i t  trade association of more than 2 , 400 
growing high-technology companies throughout the country . 
OUr membership inc ludes all  segments of the U . S .  elec
tronics and information technologies industry--including 
computers , telecommunications , defense , instl"Ulllents , 
semiconductors , software , research , aerospace , and office 
systems . While AEA numbers among its members many of  the 
largest electronics manufacturers , nearly three-quarters 
of our companies are relatively young , fast-growing bus i
nesses currently employing fewer than 250 peop le . In 
aggregate , AEA companies employ over 1 .  5 mil l ion Ameri
cans . The purpose of our association is to insure a 
healthy c l imate in Which our companies can continue to 
grow and expand and conduct bus iness economically and 
profitably .  

Three years ago companies around the country complained 
to our national Board of  Directors that an inability to 
f ind suf f icient quali fied electrical and computer engi
neers was j eopardizing the industry • s economic competi
t iveness .  The Board appo inted a Blue Ribbon Cotmdttee 
to s tudy the problem , determine its degree , and recommend 
an action plan to redress it . 

This committee decided that--in spite of  studies by 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics , the National Science 
Foundation , and the Engineering Manpower Commission--a 
miss ing p iece of the picture was the perspective of high-
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tech company management on the need for technical peo
ple . 1 Thi s  focus was especially needed about elec
trical and computer engineers--the two key engines of 
high-technology growth . AEA also bel ieved--and I per
sonally have a very strong view on this--that industry 
owed education and government planners some trend data 
on the types and numbers of people that it expects to 
need with lead t ime suff icient to do something about i t . 
For these reasons , we undertook a survey of our member
ship in 1981 and repeated it with minor modif ications 
this last spring . 

Survey Respondents 

The latest data come from 815 respondents , or 39 per
cent of those companies sent questionnaires . Respondents 
represent 736 , 129 emp loyees as of December 1982 and $56 . 4  
b i l l ion in total sales for the ir most current fiscal 
year . Six partic ipants did not break out data by geo
graphical area , and therefore , are included only in the 
U . S .  aggregate . Six did not break out f igures by j ob 
categories but provided them in totals under the catego
ries "professional"  and "paraprofessional . "  Calculated 
in the data also are 15 respondents who provided negative 
proj ections in areas where they expect to cut back their 
work force . The data ref lect perhaps not an increase in 
j ob growth , but a change in the mix of technical catego
ries . 

1 Members of the National Advisory Committee were as 
follows : Richard Atkinson ( chancellor , University of 
Cal ifornia-San Diego ) ; Joseph A. Boyd ( chairman , Harris 
Corporation) ; John M.  Fluke ( chairman . John Fluke Mfg . 
Co . ,  Inc . ) ;  Dr . c. Lester Hogan (director , Fairchild 
Camera & Instrument Corp . ) ;  Dr . Robert H. Noyce (vice 
chairman , Intel Corporation) ; Dr . Wil l iam J. Perry (part
ner . Hambrecht & Quist ) ; Dr . Joseph Pettit (president , 
Georgia Institute of Technology ) ;  Dr . Al len E .  Puckett 
( chairman , Hughes Aircraft Company ) ; Ray Stata ( chairman 
and pres ident , Analog Devices , Inc . ) ;  Dr . Dean A .  Watkins 
(chairman , Watkins-Johnson Company) ; Dr . Karl Wi l lenbrock 
(Green Professor of Engineering , Southern Methodist Uni
vers ity) ; John A. Young (president and chief executive 
off icer , Hewlett-Packard Co . ) .  
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Respondents as Percentage of Entire u.s. Industry 

Based on Department of Commerce and proprietary ABA 
data , the u.s. electronics industry in 1982 employed 2 . 23 
mill ion people and had total annual sales of $187 bil
l ion . Assuming that survey participants in s ize and 
sales are generally representative of  the broader U . S .  
industry , in aggregate their data represents about 30 
percent of the u.s. electronics industry . 

Company Methodology for Proj ections 

794 fac i l ities reporting 

Bus iness Proj ected Growth Educated 
Plan Sales His too: Guess 

YEAR Yo . {�) Yo . {�) Yo . {�) Yo . (�) 

1983 514 64 . 7  165 20 . 8  42  5 . 3  7 3  9 . 2  
1984 332 42 . 5  269 34 . 5  40 5 . 1  140 17 . 9  
1985 252 33 . 4  181 24 . 0  70 9 . 3  251 33 . 3  
1986-87 181 24 . 7  114 15 . 7  35 4 . 8  398 54 . 8  

The maj ority of survey respondents used some kind of 
thoughtful plan as a bas is for the f irst three years • 
p roj ections . Reliance on a bus iness p lan ,  for example , 
was used by 65 percent the first year , 42  percent the 
second year , 33 percent the third year , and 25 percent 
for years four and f ive . While the maj ori ty rel ied on a 
bus iness plan for years one and two , one-third rel ied on 
a bus iness p lan and one-third on an educated guess for 
year three ; and 55 percent did use educated guesses for 
years four and f ive ; you have to keep that in mind as 
you look at. the data . Growth history was used least in 
each of the f ive years . 

Respondents • Perceptions of the Economy 

In an optional question , respondents were asked to rate 
their perceptions of the economy through 1987 on a scale 
of  1 (poor) to 10 ( exce l lent) .  Predictably , pes s imistic 
perceptions decreased steadily : Sal ( 1982 ) ; 18 . 3� 
( 1983 ) ; 4 . 4� ( 1984 ) ; 2 . 3� ( 1985 ) ; and 1 . �  ( 1986-198 7 ) . 
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Optimistic perceptions steadily increased : 2� (1982); 
5.6� (1983); 16.5� (1984); 31.� (1985); and 38.3� 
(1986-1987). Fif ty-one percent , however ,  still expec t 
an "average•• economy even in 1986-1987. 

Participants by Job Title 

The breakout by title of respondent points out the d if
ference in perspective presented by ABA respondents and 
thosa of other survey organizations : 

Kumber Percentaga Title Of Respondent 

97 11.9 CEOs (Pres ident , Chairman , General 
Manager) 

498 61.1 Personnel ( any level or function 
in Personnel , Human Resources , or 
Industrial Relations ) 

16 2.0 Planning (Corporate , Strategic , 
Manpower Human Resource Planning ) 

45 5.5 Engineering ( any leve l )  

54 6 . 6  Finance ( any level or function , 
including Control ler , Accountant , 
Chief Financial Off icer , etc . ) 

105 12. 9 Other (Administration , Operations , 
Statistician , Administrative As
sistant , etc . ) 

815 10� TOTAL RESPOKDEKTS 

Almost 12 percent were f i l led out by actual CEOs , chair
men , general managers , pres idents . The maj ority , about 
61 percent , were f i l led out by peop le in personnel (human 
resources , industrial relations , and so forth) . 

Methods of Computing Data 

The data is reported in three ways : (1) the actual 
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number of new j obs proj ected by participants , (2) the 
annual compounded growth rates (ACGR) , and (3) simp le 
percentage of growth ( five-year totals ) .  The sample size 
of participants decreases slightly each year . Percen
tages have been adj usted on the assumption that the few 
companies with missing data follow the same trends as 
those who provided it . Proj ection figures are for new 
j ob growth only and do not reflect rep lacements due to 
retirement , death , turnover , or promotion into manage
ment . 

Data Hot Weighted by Regions 

This data , like that previously , continues weighted 
by West Coast respondents (49. 61.). We had 14 percent 
this  time from Hew England , which is at least a 60 per
cent increase; and we had 12 percent from the South
west .  However , regional comparisons can be made broadly 
by using percentages of  growth , minimiz ing imbalances in 
numbers reporting within regions . 

Reducing Duplication 
of Defense Contract Proj ections 

In an effort to counter possible duplication of pro
j ec tions among defense contractors vying for the same 
contract , respondents were asked to indicate the per
centage of proj ections based on receiving anticipated 
defense contracts . Two-thirds of all participants re
ported no percentage . Percentages by those remaining , 
when combined , result in 16 percent of the proj ections 
for the total 815 being based on anticipated defense 
contracts . This percentage correlates closely with a 
recent SRI study that shows 17 percent of all  S i l icon 
Val ley sales and manufacturing j obs as defense-based . 
For every $100, $17 is based on defense in S i l icon Val
ley . 

It  is AEA ' s view that companies exerc ise sophis ticated 
j udgments regarding successful competi tion for defense 
contracts and that many had already f i ltered out proj ec
tions for contracts that they were unl ikely to receive . 
However ,  for those who prefer to do so , data should be 
reduced by 16 percent to eliminate any poss ible dup l i
cation . 
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TABLI 1. u.s. Job Growth Proj ections 

Current l'rojeolecl AdctHionel 
Dec. 1- 1- 1114 1 .. 1111-17 

l'rojeollon llmple 'Mo' 
,..... ACOII' 

TOTAL ftCHNICAL AND NQN.ftCHNICAL IIIIPLOYIII 
Totlllmple,... 

Electronic/Electrical 
Englnews 

Software Engineers 

Mechanical Engineers 

Industrial/Manufacturing 
Engineers 

Other Engineers 

Computer Analysts/ 
Programmers 

Electronic Engineering 
Technologists 

I Other Technics 
Professionals 

Tot.! Tecllnicel 
l'rofeMioftela' 

Electronic Technicians 

Assembly Personnel 

Drafting Personna I 

Other Paraprofessionals/ 
Technicians/Operators 

Tot81 Technical 
p.,�. 

Tot.! Technical 
EmployM8 . 

Number of Facilities 
Reporting 

738.128 

52.261 

21,806 

12,694 

9,431 

31,887 

10,567 

7,607 

16,283 

167,434 

44,368 

110,892 

8,950 

38,537 

203,447 

370,881 

(815) 

57.888 87,088 84,235 125.725 335.058 48.0% 
I.J'Mo 

ftCHNICAL PROI'IUIONALI' 
8.503 8,483 U72 12,314 32.172 85.5% 

1G.I'Mo 
4,378 4,338 4,858 8.705 23,378 115.0% 

1U'Mo 
1,646 1,252 1,476 2,516 6,880 58.8% 

'·"' 

1,319 1,264 1,331 2,030 5,944 87.5% 1G.I'Mo 
3.023 1,887 2,280 4,350 11,540 40.0% 

7-"' 
2,088 1,930 2,135 3,915 10,088 102.5% 11.2'Mo 
1,343 1,531 1,865 2,815 7,454 107.0% 11.7'Mo 
1,773 1,704 1,936 3,240 8,653 58.4% t.I'Mo 

22,816 21,240 23,650 41,743 108,449 88.1% 
11.1'Mo 

TECHNICAL PAJIAPROI'EIIIONALI' 

4,415 4,892 5,931 10,743 25,981 83.1% 1U'Mo 
11,385 14,031 15,497 24,328 65,242 83.7% 10A'Mo 

1,082 1,247 1,323 2,323 5,975 73.3% 1U'Mo 
3,242 2,988 3,434 6,861 16,526 48.5% 

7ft 
20,441 23.504 26,648 44,561 115,154 80.1% 

t.t'Mo 
TOTAL ALL TECHNICAL CATEGOfllll!l 

43,257 44,744 50,288 86,304 224,603 83.7% 10A'Mo 
(815) (788) (773) (745) 

lTechnical Professionals: Those who hold jobs which require a bache
lor's, master's, or doctoral de&ree or comparable experience. 
2Technical Paraprofessionals/Technicians/Operators: Those who hold jobs 

which require one to two years of comnLinity colle&e, vocational school, 
or on-the-job trainin&. 
3Totals listed in this row may be hi&her than the sua of.the fi&ures for 
each specific job cate&ory, since some respondents could &ive projections 
only for total professionals and/or total paraprofessionals with job 
cate&ory breakouts. 
4sillple Percenta&e of Growth &ives overall increase fr0111 1982 throu&h 
1987. It is adjusted for missin& data. 
5Annual compounded &rowth rate. 
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Selected Data 

Proj ections for new j ob growth--both technical and 
non-technical--for all respondents is 49 percent over 
f ive years , or 8. 3 percent ACGR . It predicts to be a 
healthy 11.1 percent for profess ionals and 10. 4 percent 
for paraprofessionals annually through 1987 (Table 1). 

The hot spots ( i . e . , over 100 percent ) are computer/ 
software engineers with 115 percent ; computer analysts/ 
programmers with 103 percent; and electronics engineering 
technologists with 107 percent (Figure 1). 

TECHNICAL PROFESSIONAL CATEGORIES 

Electronic/Electrical Engineers 

Software Engineers 

Mechanical Engineers 

Industrial/Mfg. Engineers 

Other Engineers 

Computer Analysts/Programmers 

Electronic Engineering Technologists 

Other Technical Professionals 

Projected New Jobs Projected lncre81e 

115% 

Figure 1. Proj ected United States job growth , 1983-1987 
(815 facilities reporting) . 
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TABLE 2. Total Projected Growth by Region and Job 
Category, 1983-1987 
-----r-,.,.i.._l_,_l_j_u.a-:-·-: 

I I , .......,. I I ,_, , _ .. _ I . . I _.,. _ -�� . _: _ �2.!. _;__11121_ -�__!!•�_.;___ 1151 I 1o10111 11111 : 

11*1-tEJocttiCII 3,002 2.002' 5.111 1,C11j 1.00C i U72 I 13,711 32,172 � �- -i - -! -1 _, � -
-. enaw-a 2.111 1101 ; ue1 u1o 1 1.oca 2.c13 t,7oo 23.37t · 

Computer Analylta/ 
Progra"""*'' 

T-AIIT
_,IfiiiiiMII' 

ElectroNc: Techntdanl 

OraHing-

Other Paraprofetaionlll/ 
Technk:iantJ()petet� 
T-AIIT
........ tllll& .... 

10U'Mo - - -1 ,..,.,., 11U'Mo 114.a'Mo 111.K 

113 
-

1H 
-

111 
41.1% 

t27 
141.1'1(, 

1,023 : 7.q 780 1 420 I 801 
t1.1'Mo: - ! 71-1% 1 aa.1'Mo j -
1.013 157 I 1.t75 I 2tt : 5t 

- 111.K• -� 111.1'Moo IIA'Mo 

:��r-�� T--v�t- 11�= I . � �CC:1 �: �I � ..: 
I 

2.111 I C,$12 I 
111
1.� I 3.770 2.31C 

...... ! 11-ft ! ...,. i .,"' 17-K 

--=! -�� i �� i t1�� 7t� 
I I i I 

I 
i-
I 

72t 
-

-
TU'Mo 

877 1 
TU'Mo l Mi�l 

I 513 -
I 

-=l 
13,343 1 
71-4% 

3
.
22

• 1 . ..,., 

13.110. 
.. ,., , 

872 1 
71-l"'Mol 

3,102 
.,..,., 

2.112 
TU'Mo 

3.113 
IIA'Mo 

3.805 ,..,.,., I 3.111 -
2.tll 

-

C3,tl2 
... ,., 
12.1ot 

114.a'Mo 

2U77 -"' 
2.3tC -

1.110 -
S.tce 

lilA 
11,SCO 
-

10,011 1 - , 
7,CS4 

tt7.ft 
1.153 

IIA'Mo 

1ot.4CI 
a1'Mo 

25,111 
a1'Mo 

15.242 
•"' 
5.975 -1 1

.
115 1 .... 2 18.521 

a1'Mo .,..,., ... ,., t- 11,17� C7.117 115,154 
lt.2'Mo I IIA'Mo a1"' 

----+ --- ---
32,51C I t1.029 I 22C,I03 

,:::; ,.::i .ll:t ��I ..l:: 
-- -+-- -- ·-+- ----- ----------
7,011 I I.M1 i 1I,M1 1.3et1 U11 
....... - t - - 77.1'1(, 

�--��-- __ _;;, = =I ::� I - IIA'Mo I D.l"'Mo 

lu.s. total includes data for aix respondents that provided fi&ures for 
the accrecate u.s. only and are therefore not included in recional break
outs. 
2overall percent•&• of crowth projected 1983-1987. 
3-rotals listed in this row .. , be hi&her than the sua of all specific 
job eatecories, since s- respondents could &ive projections only for 
total professionals and/ or paraprofessionals. 
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Regional comparisons of percentage growths (five-year 
total s )  show the Morthwest as highest for both electrical 
(86�) and computer engineers (26�); Mew England highest 
for mechanical (12�) and industrial/manufacturing engi
neers ( 9� ) ; the Southwest highest for analysts/ program
mers ( 143�) ; and the Morthwest highest for electronics 
engineering technologists ( 26� ) . The Morthwest leads 
with 111� growth in all technical professional j obs , fol
lowed by the Southeas t  with 86� (Table 2). The numbers 
in parentheses beneath each of the categories show the 
number of  respondents in that particular region . This 
wi ll  give you a l ittle bit of perspective of companies• 
views in both 1981 and 1983 ; and you can see that in a l l  
categories , except f o r  computer engineers , their projec
tions are down in 1983 . The data was collected last year 
between February and March , when we were def initely in a 
recess ion . 

Accuracy of Proj ections 

It is premature to make j udgments about the accuracy 
of these industry proj ections , especially s ince proj ec
tions of any kind should be viewed only as trend indica
tors . However ,  comparisons of 1982 new-j ob proj ections 
made by AEA survey respondents two years ago with the 
numbers actually employed by the end of 1982 show remark
able concurrence in broad categories and in key ones such 
as electrical and computer engineering . Data extrapola
tions to the u.s. electronics industry as a whole provide 
the comparison basis: 

o In AEA' s 1981 report , 6 7 1  companies proj ected to 
have 389 , 073 technical paraprofessional and pro
fess ional people by 1982 . Based on employees and 
annual sales , these companies represented about 
one-third of all u.s. electronics companies , 
bringing 1982 technical personnel to a proj ected 
1,179,000 . 

o In the 1983 survey. 815 companies represented 
about 30 percent of all u.s. electronics compa
nies and employed 3 70 , 881 technical people at the 
end of 1982 , putting technical employment for the 
whole at 1 , 236 , 2 7 0 . 

o The difference between proj ections made two years 
ago for 1982 and actual f igures of employment for 
1982 is 5 7  , 26 1--a difference of 4 . �. In terms 
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o f  overall technical emp loyment , therefore , i t  
appears respondents two years ago underproiected 
the actual trend by less than 5� . 

o Looking solely at the category of technical pro
fess ionals , it appears companies two years ago 
overproJected needs by 3 . �. or 22 , 500 emp loyees . 
Within the technical professional ranks , the need 
for electrical engineers looks to have been �
proiected by 5 . 1� and for computer engineers by 
4 . 7� .  

It  i s  unclear whether overproj ect ions represent miscal
culations or indicate industry ' s  inability to fill posi
t ions with qualif ied peop le . Based on  the fact that the 
need for electronics engineering technologists was dra-

Thousands 

30 

20 

10 

D Projected new EE engineer positions 

8d Projected BS,EE graduates from U.S. colleges 

and universities 

Reduced by 16% if no defense contracts awarded 

1983 

22.2 
18.6 

1984 

24.6 
20.7 

1985 

22.9 
19.2 

1986 

22.9 
J�;..2_ 

1987 
Figure 2. Electrical engineer supply and demand , 1983-
1987 . 
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matically underproj ected by more than 50 percent two 
years ago , it is likely that technologists were hired to 
f i l l  spots original ly proj ected for electrical and com
puter engineers . In any case , a variation in key j ob 
categories of 5 percent or less between proj ected and 
actual is encouraging , if not conclus ive . 

Electrical and Computer Engineer 
Supply-Demand Imbalance 

We extrapolated demand in two j ob categories only-
e lectrical and computer engineering--assuming that ABA 
participants , based on annual sales and employees , repre
sent 30 percent of the entire U . S .  electronics industry . 
I t  is important to understand the assumptions behind the 
proj ections and the extrapolations . 

Figure 2 j uxtaposes proj ected industry demand against 
projected supply of new electrical engineering (EE )  grad
uates with these assumptions : 

1 .  EE demand is based on ACGR of 10 . 6� .  
2 .  BS/EE graduate supply is based on Rational Center 

for Education Statistics ' proj ections of a 2 . 4� 
annual growth through 1985 and a 2 . 5� decrease from 
1985-1987 .  Supply proj ections are further reduced 
by almost 2� , s ince the Rational Science Founda
tion (&SF) estimates ·only 80 . a of al l engineers 
are employed in u.s. industry . 

3 .  Each year ' s shortfal l may be reduced to eliminate 
dup licate defense contractor proj ections : 

Year Includes Defense Data Exc ludes Defense Data 

1983 S . lK 2 . 2K 

1984 8 .  7K 5 . 1K 

1985 10 . 7K 6 . 8K 

1986 8 . 3K 5 . 6K 

1987 9 . 8K 6 . 1K 

Annual average shortfall each year , including de
fense data , is around 8 , 000 ; exc luding defense 
data , around 5 , 000 . 

The proj ected need for EEs is 110 , 900 ,  while the pro-
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Thousands 

20 
15 
10 
5 
0 

Fisure 

0 Projected new CE positions 

� Projected BS,CE graduates from U.S·. co11eges 
and universities 

Reduced by 16% if no defense contracts awarded 

17.8 18.0 18.0 
14.9 j_5..;.9_ 1�;.1_ 
1?.;.�-

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 
3 .  Computer en&ineer supply and demand . 

j ected number of new !! sraduates is 67 , 296 . This &ives 
a proj ected shortfall of 43 , 604 electrical ensineers 
( 25 , 860 without defense) .  

Fisure 3 j uxtaposes proj ected industry demand a&ainst 
proj ected supply of new computer ensineerin& (C!) sradu
ates with these assumptions : 

1 .  C! demand is based on ACGR of 16 . 5� .  
2 .  BS/C! sraduate supply i s  based on an annual srowth 

of 15 . �  ( the averase annual increase of computer 
ensineerin& desrees awarded from 1977-1982 ) .  Pro
j ections assume that the number of BS/C! desrees 
wi l l  be awarded at the same rate as in the past 
f ive years . Supply proj ections are further reduced 
by almost 2� . s ince »SF estimates only 80 . n of 
all ensineers are employed in u.s. industry . 
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3 .  Each year ' s shortfall may be reduced to el iminate 
dupl icate defense contract proj ections : 

Year Includes Defense Data Excludes Defense Data 
1983 15 . 6K 12 . 7K 
1984 12 . 0K 9 . 4K 
1985 14 . 5K 11 . 7K 
1986 14 . 2K 11 . 3K 
1987 13 . 5K 10 . 6K 
Annual average shortfall each year , including de
fense data is , around 14 , 000 ; excluding defense 
data round 11 , 000 . 

The proj ected need for CEs , 1983-1987 , is 86 , 76 2 , and the 
proj ected number of new Cl graduates is 16 , 960--a pro
j ected shortfal l of 55 , 920 (or 6 9 , 802 including defense) . 

The E lectrical and Computer Engineer Shortage 

Some suggest that the proj ected shortfall of electrical 
and computer engineers--which , by the way , is the only 
one that AEA ever made a statement on--is  a result of 
weighted geography , a West Coast phenomenon caused by 
the high cost of l iving , which impacts out-of-state re
cruiting . The perspectives of the respondents , however ,  
counter existence of this "weighting bias . " Of the 406 
respondents who reported some kind of electrical and 
computer engineer shortage , 55 percent viewed the maj or 
cause as "j ob growth exceeds supply . "  Twenty-eight per
cent viewed it as a result  of " inadequate education and 
training" of app l icants . Only 7 percent perceived "ap
plicants unwil l ing to relocate" as a maj or reason , 
strongly suggesting that the shortage is not a recruit
ment problem unique to the West . 

Co l leges as Maj or Supp l ier 

Participants indicate an intent to hire experienced 
engineers for two-thirds of their proj ected new j obs . 
S ince the demand data ref lects � j ob growth only , how
ever , the supply wi l l  have to come primarily from new 
entrants into the labor market . Some may come from for
eign countries , although respondents indicate an intent 
to hire only 1 . 1� ( 4 , 000 for the entire industry)  from 
abroad . Some companies may hire less-qualif ied people 
and "make do"--c learly not a desi rable option in this 
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highly competitive ,  international market . Some j ob open
ing• will  undoubtedly be "backf illed" by profe•donals 
witching from one field to another ; the•• individuals 
will likely go back to college for additional education 
or be trained in-hou•e by a company . How exten•iva •ucb 
backf illing i• , •• well a• it• impact on productivity and 
j ob performance , remain• undocumented . It b ,  thu• , 
fairly clear that mo•t companie• wi l l  have to •••k new 
graduate• a• the primary •ource of new employee• , ·�·
eially if you keep in mind that the•• proj ection• are 
only for employment wi thin the high-technology indus
tries . The capac ity of  u . s. engineering colleges is--as 
most of the country is now aware--impacted by a shortage 
of faculty , equipment , and facilities . 

ABA Plan of Ac tion 

The survey data continues to stimulate pursuit of an 
active national program to assist engineering educat ion . 
Since 1981 AKA has : 

o Set a standard for each company to provide 2 
percent of its R&D budget to engineering educa
tion . ( Some $154 million has been tracked from 
AKA members to univers ities to date . ) 

o Established AKA industry committees to raise 
funds for engineering education and to work with 
state legislatures and univers ities to improve 
technical education budgets , faculty salaries , 
and programs . ( Committees have been organized 
in Washington , Oregon , San Franc isco , Los 
Angeles , Santa Barbara , Orange County , San 
Diego , Texas , Minnesota , and Massachusetts . To 
be formed in 1984 are IJew Jersey , llew York , 
Connecticut , Arizona , Colorado , and Florida . ) 

o Established AlA' s Electronics Education Founda
tion and raised $4 million , primarily in company 
support for U . S .  citizens to get Ph . D . s  and be
come engineering teachers and for faculty grants 
to help universities retain professors . ( Some 
32  companies are support ing 96 fel lowships , 54 
of these by HewlettPackard at a cost of $6 mil
lion . ) 

o Worked to enact state and federal legislation-
primarily supporting that which encourages part
nerships between industry , education , and gov
ernment through tax incentives and other j o intly 
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leveraged measures that wil l  communicate to the 
country that engineering education is in a state 
of great need and revitalization . (Key federal 
legislation is the "Scientific Research and Edu
cation Act"--S . 2165 and HR . 4475--designed to 
make the R&D tax credit permanent , enhance tax 
laws to encourage increased university research , 
and extend tax deductions under ERTA to include 
donat ions of teaching equipment ,  service and 
maintenance contracts , and software . Increased 
impact on the budget is  intended to be offset 
by reductions brought about by the bill ' s  
tighter def inition of R&D . ) 

Electronics ranks tenth among u . s. industry categories 
today and is expected to rank second by the end of the 
century . Export sales totaled over $25 bill ion in 1982 . 
Electronics and information technology continual ly result 
in the creation of innovative and entrepreneurial new 
companies--a maj or source of economic growth in the u . s .  
economy . Whi le high technology cannot be looked to pro
vide the answer to the country ' s  employment needs , it can 
be viewed as a maj or contributor through the creation of 
j obs within the industry itself , through the "j ob multi
p l ier effect" in service and other economic sectors , and 
through the improvement of the productivity of American 
bas ic industries . 

Reading through the reports of my col leagues on this 
panel , I did not see great disagreement . It seems to me 
that most of today ' s speakers recognize that electrical 
and computer engineering are two areas in which steady 
growth is proj ected . There also seems to be recognition 
by all on the panel that a shortage of faculty is impact
ing the production of supply . I suppose if I had to look 
at the differences between our views , I would say that I 
am not quite ready to accept the transportability from 
other profess ions into these j ob categories--i . e . , peop le 
not educated in electrical or computer engineering and 
trying to turn them into those particular kinds of pro
fessionals . As high technology becomes increas ingly spe
c ial ized , this  backf i l l ing could have a severe ef fect on 
qual ity and productivity . It is an unclear area and 
could certainly be an agenda for the National Science 
Foundation , the National Academy of Engineering , and the 
Wational Research Counci l . 

Technological leadership , a key national resource , is 
c ritical to the long-term growth of the country ' s  domes
t ic economy , to competitiveness in world markets , and to 
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a strong national defense . This technological advantage , 
in the face of strong international challenges , will be 
maintained dependent on the availability of human re
sources . The AKA' s  effort in Technical Employment Pro
i ections contributes , hopefully , along with that of other 
organizations to helping to ensure that these technical 
profess ionals are available . 
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FUTURE LABOR-MARKET COIDITIORS FOR IRGIREERS 

Ronald E .  Kutscher , Associate Commissioner 
Bureau of Labor Statistics 

Introduction 

My remarks today wil l  focus on the Bureau ' s method of 
proj ecting employment and supply-demand conditions and 
our recently released 1995 proj ections . I will  do this , 
of  course , with reference to engineers . First , however , 
I would l ike to discuss brief ly the meaning of the te� 
"shortage" , because we are really here today to discuss 
different views of whether there is a current and a pro
spect ive shortage of engineers . 

The te� "shortage" is often given different meanings 
by employers , by groups of workers , and by others con
cerned with market conditions in a specific occupation . 
In traditional economic terms , a shortage is a disequi
l ibrium condition in the j ob market in which employer ' s  
demand for workers with a specific  education/ training mix 
exceeds the number available and wil l ing to work at the 
existing wage and other working conditions . Employers 
may respond to a real or perceived shortage in an occupa
tion by rais ing wages , intensifying recruiting , or broad
ening hiring standards ( such as a wil lingness to accept 
recruits with lower grades , or with degrees in other 
f ields , or experienced worke.rs who may need additional 
orientation or some retraining ) .  These actions are de
s igned to increase supply--because individuals should 
respond to higher relative wages and seek j obs in the 
occupation or training to qualify for the occupation and 
because the available pool wil l  be expanded with reduced 
s tandards . Employers also may reduce demand for engi
neers by substituting cap ital for labor or substituting 
other occupational skills  ( such as technical for engi
neering ) , thereby changing the manner in which goods or 
services are produced . 

27 
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While some supply responses to employer actions can 
oeeur in a short time-frame , others--particularly in
creases in the supply of new graduates--need a longer 
period of time . I f  short-run responses are not adequate , 
shortages ean pers ist in some oeeupations even when these 
market forees eome into play .  Also , some employers may 
have constraints in their abi lity to raise salaries or 
reduee standards . For examp le ,  universities with Ph . D .  
requirements and uniform salary seales for all  f ields or 
government agencies with rigid eivil service pay seales 
and hiring specifications eannot adj ust--at least in the 
short run--and may have unf i lled j obs while the market 
e lears for other emp loyers who have adjusted to market 
conditions . ' 

Even if  market adj ustments do bring about a balance 
between supply and demand , the eonsequenees of the pro
cess ean eause eoneern not only to emp loyers but also 
among the general publie . Broader hiring standards and 
reorganized production methods eould result in produc
tion delays , lower quality goods and services , lower pro
ductivity , or higher eosts . Sinee these are not des i r
able from a pub lie  poliey standpoint , shortages are a 
eoneern of the government . This is especially true for 
engineers , s inee it is  eonmonly aeeepted that the ser
vices of  engineers are vital to a strong economy , in
creasing productivity , teehnologieal leadership , and 
national defense . 

There are differences of opinion eoneerning the exi s
tence of current and potential future shortages of  engi
neers . Even those who bel ieve shortages exist differ in 
their views of the severity of the situation . In de
scribing BLS ' s  view as it  stems from our reeent proj ec
tions , I would f irst , however , l ike to describe the 
methods used by BLS to proj ect employment and analyze 
future supply-demand conditions . 

BLS Proj ection Procedures 

The Bureau of Labor Statistics prepares proj ections on 
a two-year eyele , using the Eeonomle Growth Hodel Sys
tem . l This system is composed of a group of  separate but 

1 See BLS Eeonomle Growth Hodel System Used for Proi ee
tions to 1990 , Bulletin 2112 , for more details  of  eaeh 
step in the procedure discussed in this  paper . 
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not unrelated processes . Proj ections are produced in tbe 
f o l lowing areas : ( 1) labor force ; ( 2 )  aggregate economic 
performance ; ( 3 )  industry f inal demand and total industry 
production ; ( 4 )  industry employment levels ; and ( 5 )  oc
cupational employment by industry . Eacb block of tbe 
proj ections depends upon inputs f rom an earlier stage and 
feeds logically into tbe next . 

The labor force proj ections use tbe Bureau of tbe Cen
sus population proj ections by age , sex , and race , based 
on trends in birtb rates , deatb rates , and net migration . 
Witb tbe population proj ections in band , BLS proj ects 
labor force participation rates--tbe percent of eacb 
group in tbe population wbo wil l  be working or seeking 
work-- for 64 age , sex , and race groups . The labor force 
partic ipation rate proj ection for eacb group is developed 
by analyzing past rates of change . If past trends are 
j udged not l ikely to continue tbrougbout tbe entire pro
j ection period , tbe rate is modified . The levels of 
antic ipated labor force are calculated by applying tbe 
proj ected participation rates to tbe Bureau of tbe Census 
population proj ections . 

The aggregate economic proj ections (Gros s  Rational 
Product) , in total and by maj or demand and income cate
gory , use tbe BLS labor force and Census population pro
j ections as inputs . Consi s tent economic scenarios are 
developed to provide aggregate controls for tbe various 
categories of demand and emp loyment . These scenarios are 
selected to encompass a band around l ikely growth of tbe 
economy in tbe future . Later stages of tbe proj ection 
process develop industry-level proj ections consistent 
witb tbese aggregate data . 

The Bureau ' s  aggregate economic proj ections are devel
oped based on a macro model developed by Cbase Economet
rics Associates , Inc . That quarterly model of tbe U . S .  
economy , i s  composed of 312 behavioral equations and 275  
identities , tbus determining 587 endogenous variables . 
In addition , tbe model contains 110 exogenous variables . 
Assumptions are spec if ied for tbe 110 exogenous vari
ables , and tbe model is s imulated . The results are 
analyzed for cons istency and reasonableness , and modifi
cations to tbe exogenous variables and to tbe behavioral 
relationships are incorporated into tbe model unti l  a 
reasonable set of results bas been obtained . 

For tbe industry output proj ections , tbe U . S .  economy 
is  disaggregated to 156 produc ing sectors , an exhaustive 
grouping tbat combines botb tbe public and private sec
tors . The framework for tbis  procedure is an input-
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output model prepared for a base period by the Bureau of 
Economic Analys is of the u. s . Department of Commerce . 
The f i rst  s tep at the industry level i s  to disaggregate 
the GHP estimate from the aggregate proj ections to a set 
of demands by industry . This proj ected industry demand , 
in conj unction with a proj ected input-output table , is 
used to calculate total industrial production . The pro
j ected changes in input-output coef ficients in the 
input-output model capture , among other factors , ex
pected changes in technology . Finally , the employment 
necessary to produce those levels of output is estimated 
through use of proj ected industry productivity . 

Aggregate demand proj ections are avai lable from the 
macro model for f i fteen categories of consumption , eight 
types of investment , f ifteen end-use categories of for
eign trade , and three categories of government spending . 
Where possible , a further disaggregation of  the control 
values is undertaken : purchases of producers ' durable 
equipment is divided into 23 types of capital equipment . 
Government spending is grouped into 12 categories . 

To allow for shifts in the composition of aggregate 
demand and in the industrial makeup of a given demand 
category , "bridge tables" are proj ected . The bridge 
table is a set of percent distributions for each g iven 
demand category , such as one of the consumption groups 
or investment , among each of  the 156 industries in the 
BLS input-output model . 

The proj ection of  the input-output table accounts for 
the changes in the input patterns for each industry . In 
general , two types of changes are made : ( a )  those made 
to the inputs of a specif ic industry after an industry 
study ( as , for examp le , the changes in inputs in the 
aluminum industry)  and (b)  those made to the inputs of  
all industries for  a speci f ic commodity ( as , for  example , 
increased use of bus iness services across a wide spec
trum of industries ) .  OUtput requirements by industry are 
the result of multip lying the proj ected input-output 
table by proj ected changes in the level and distribution 
of f inal demand . 

The proj ected changes in industry output are important 
factors determining the proj ections of industry employ
ment . However , converting output proj ections into em
p loyment est imates requires productivity-industry pro
j ections and measures of changes in average hours by 
industry . This  is accomplished by us ing a regress ion 
model , with an equation for each industry , that estimates 
worker hours as a function of the following variables : 
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( 1 )  the industry ' s  output , ( 2 )  capacity utilization , ( 3 )  
the relative price o f  labor , and ( 4 )  a technology vari
able as approximated by the output/capital ratio . Worker 
hours are converted into j obs by dividing by average an
nual hours , which are proj ected using time trends . The 
sum of employment by industry is  controlled to total em
p loyment as estimated in the macro model . Several itera
tions are usually necessary for a reasonable balance to 
be achieved . 

Proj ections of employment for the 156 sectors in the 
Economic Growth Hodel are disaggregated to 3 7 2  industries 
corresponding to the three-digit Standard Industrial 
Classification ( SIC ) . This is done to match the industry 
detail of the industry-occupation matrix described later . 
The disaggregation is accomplished via a time-series 
regress ion model . The disaggregated three-digit SIC in
dustry employment proj ections are reviewed in l ight of a 
broad range of economic information . When the industry 
proj ections are considered f inal , they are used as inputs 
to the process of proj ecting occupational employment . 

The main resource used to develop occupational employ
ment proj ections is the industry-occupation matrix . This 
matrix is produced f rom data collected by State Employ
ment Security Agencies and brought together by the Bu
reau of Labor Statistics to produce national estimates . 
The data are collected from employers on a three-year 
cycle--manufacturing one year , nonmanufacturing the next 
year , and the balance of nonmanufacturing ( trade , trans
portation , communications , and utilities ) the final year . 
The data from the three-year cycle are put on the same 
employment basis ( the base year of the proj ections ) to 
form annual average estimates for occupational employment 
in each of the three-digit SIC industries . The matrix 
contains over 1 , 500 detai led occupations , although most 
industries do not have employment in many of these occu
pations . 

The occupational cells  of the industry-occupation ma
trix for the base year are analyzed and proj ected to 
a4Count for changes expected to take place in the indus
tries because of technological change , product mix 
shifts , and other factors . The changes introduced into 
the input-output model for expected technological change 
may also change the s taffing patterns in industries using 
the new technology ( for example , one would expect more 
employment of computer specialists as computer technology 
spreads across industries ) .  The proj ected industry em
ployment data are appl ied to the proj ected industry occu-
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pational employment patterns ; and f o r  each occupation 
employment is aggregated across all industries to y ield 
total occupational employment for the proj ected year . 

Using these procedures we have developed estimates of 
employment for all occupations--including engineers--for 
a low- , a moderate- , and a high-growth scenario to 1995 . 
These proj ections represent only three of many poss ible 
responses of the economy to differing fiscal and monetary 
stimuli .  A different perspective on the inner workings 
of the U . S .  aggregate economy could eas ily lead one to 
arrive at different results . It is pos s ible to envision 
a scenario generating much lower engineer employment . 
one much higher , however ,  does not seem l ikely . 

I ' ll concentrate my remarks primarily on the moderate 
scenario . While some of the macro assumptions are fairly 
optimistic , in many occupations our analyses have shown 
that the growth of individual occupations may not be that 
sensitive to changes in macro assumptions . Among the 
speci f ic assumptions made are unemployment declining to 
6 percent by 1995 and GIIP growth averaging about 3 per
cent over the period--somewhat faster than since 1 9 7 3 , 
but s lower than during the 1960s . Defense spending , on 
the other hand , with its high engineering-employment im
pact , is proj ected to grow sharply through 1986 and then 
increase more s lowly thereafter ; the 1995 level is  pro
j ected to be about 40 percent above the 1982 level in 
real terms . 

Growth of Engineers 

In the moderate growth scenario , we proj ect a growth in 
engineering employment of 48 percent over the 1982-1995 
period--a net increase of 585 , 000 j obs , or about 45 , 000 
a year , on average . About two-thirds wi l l  be due to 
growth in industries in which engineers are employed and 
one-third due to the relative increase in the use of en
gineers in indivichlal industries . Engineers have been 
growing faster than total employment in most industries 
during the past f ive or s ix years . This  trend is pro
j ected to continue , but at a s lower rate . 

Growth is proj ected for all branches of engineering , 
with electrical engineers proj ected to grow fastest , 6 5  
percent . Although making up 2 7  percent of all engineers 
in 1982 , they constitute 35 percent of growth . Proj ected 
growth is broad-based across industries (Table 1 ) . About 
20 percent of the 585 , 000 growth in engineering emp loy-
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TABLE 1 .  Proj ected Growth in Engineering Employment , 1982-1995 , by Selected Industries 

1982-1995 
f. ,  All Growth 

Industr:t 1982 1995 Growth Growth Rate 
Total 1 , 204 . 3  1 , 788 . 4  584 . 1  100 . 0  48 . 5  

!lining 36 . 5  43 . 5  7 . 0 1 . 2  19 . 2  
Construction 4 7 . 1  74 . 4  2 7 . 3  4 . 7  58 . 0  
Manufacturing 588 . 1  864 . 9  276 . 8  4 7 . 4  47 . 0  

Durable goods 500 . 8  757 . 7  256 . 9  u . o  51 . 1  
Machinery , ex . electrical 121 . 8  206 . 0  84 . 2  14 . 4  6 9 . 1  

Office , comput ing and 
accounting 58 . 2  102 . 5  44 . 3  7 . 6  76 . 1  

Electrical machinery 152 . 3  235 . 4  83 . 1  14 . 2  54 . 6  
Communication equipment 7 7 . 3  102 . 7  25 . 4  4 . 4  32 . 8  
Electronic components 40 . 8  85 . 1  44 . 3  7 . 6 108 . 5  w 

Transportation equipment 129 . 4  1 7 7 . 8  48 . 4  8 . 3  37 . 4  w 

Aircrafts and parts 6 6 . 8  92 . 1  25 . 3  4 . 3  37 . 9  
&ondurable goods 87 . 3  107 . 3  20 . 0  3 . 4  22 . 9  

Transportation , communications 
and utilities 81 . 3  127 . 8  46 . 5  8 . 0  57 . 2  

Communications U . 1  75 . 9  34 . 8  6 . 0 84 . 7  
Wholesale and retail trade 45 . 5  5 7 . 5  1 2 . 0  2 . 1  26 . 4  
Services 211 . 7  401 . 6  189 . 9  32 . 5  89 . 7  

Business services 6 1 . 8  131 . 1  6 9 . 5  11 . 9  112 . 1  
Engineering , architectural 

and surveying services 1 21 . 7  235 . 3  113 . 6  19 . 5  93 . 3  
Government 148 . 2  169 . 9  21 . 7  3 . 7  14 . 6  

Federal 87 . 0  106 . 1  19 . 1  3 . 3  21 . 9  
State 3 2 . 3  31 . 5  -0 . 8  -2 . 5  
Local 28 . 9  3 2 . 3  3 . 4  0 . 6  11 . 8  

&ote : Based on moderate-trend scenario . 
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ment proj ected is in engineering and architectural ser
vices , the largest  employer of engineers in 1982 . Engi
neering employment in thi s  industry , is proj ected to grow 
93 percent . Other industries with large growth are elec
tronic components manufacturing (which is proj ected to 
grow 109 percent and to require about 45 , 000 new j obs ) 
and office , computing , and accounting machines (which is 
proj ected to grow 73  percent and also to requi re 45 , 000 
new j obs ) . 

OUr high-growth model would generate about 4 , 000 more 
openings a year . The low-growth scenario shows the same 
1995 employment as the moderate-growth scenario . Higher 
defense-related employment in the low model compensates 
for lower employment in other industries . 

Separat ions 

Growth of an occupation only determines part of total 
openings . In most occupations the need to replace work
ers who leave the occupation is an even greater source 
of openings . Based on an analys is of mobility data for 
1980 , we estimate that engineers left the occupation at 
an annual rate of 6 . 25 percent ; most transferred to other 
occupations . Limited data indicate movements to manage
ment or management-related j obs , other technical j obs 
inc luding technical sales , and a wide range of other 
occupations . Earl ier studies by BLS and the llational 
Science Foundation indicate s imilar separation rates over 
the past two decades . This rate is also close to that 
observed for other predominantly salaried professional 
occupations such as accountant and chemist . Indications 
are that many individuals who transfer out of engineering 
eventually return to engineering and thereby become part 
of the supply . Unfortunately , detailed data on thi s  exit 
and return phenomenon are not avai lable . 

Applying this 6 . 25 percent separation rate to proj ected 
average employment over the period yields 93 , 500 openings 
annually . Adding 45 , 000 openings calculated for growth 
yields 138 , 500 openings annually , on average . 

Avai lable Hew Graduates 

The llational Center for Education Statistics (llCES ) 
proj ects total bachelor ' s degrees but no longer makes 
proj ections by f ield . llCES data indicate that about 
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80 , 000 bachelor ' s degrees in engineering and engineering 
technology were granted in 1982 , accounting for 8 . 4  per
cent of all  bachelor ' s degrees granted . By assuming that 
engineering degrees wil l  remain at this percent of total 
degrees through 1995 and us ing WCIS intermediate proj ec
t i ons of total bachelor ' s degrees , we get an annual aver
age of 79 , 000 engineering degrees for the 1982-1995 pe
riod . The numbers increase for several more years but 
then begin a moderate decl ine in 1986 , ref lecting the 
dec l ining col lege age population . Of course , the propor
t ion studying engineering could decl ine sharply in re
sponse to engineer layoffs , as it did in 1970 and 197 1 ; 
but as long as the demand for engineers remains as strong 
as we are proj ecting , the proportion is not l ikely to 
drop . The absolute number is not l ikely to rise very 
much , given the shortage of engineering faculty , but it  
i s  possible that the number wil l  not dec l ine after 1986 . 
I t  should be kept in mind that these degree proj ections 
are done independent of demand ( other methods of proj ect
ing engineering degrees have been developed that assume 
an interaction between supply and demand ) . 

In the past about 80 percent of engineering graduates 
have entered engineering , and we have assumed that thi s  
p roport ion wi l l  remain unchanged through the mid-1990s . 
Adjusting the number of degrees by this  factor yields an 
annual average estimate of 6 3 , 200 entrants with engineer
ing degrees . This  number is 46 percent of the proj ected 
number of openings calculated earl ier . 

Thi s  46 percent rat io of recent graduate entrants to 
total openings does not imply a shortage of 54 percent 
of demand . In 1980 , the most  recent year for which we 
have reasonably comprehensive data on total entrants to 
engineering , we est imate that about the same proportion 
of al l entrants were recent engineering graduates . 
Others came from a wide range of sources , such as : ( 1 )  
t ransfers from other occupations , ( 2 )  employed peop le 
with previous experience or training in engineering or a 
related occupation , ( 3 )  recent science and math grad
uates , ( 4 )  immigrant engineers , and ( 5 )  older engineers 
returning to the occupation . Thus , we anticipate that 
the availab i l ity of recent engineering graduates relative 
to total openings wil l  be roughly the same as in 1980 . 

Market Conditions 

One good measure of market conditions is changes in the 
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salaries of engineers relative to those of other workers , 
since ( as I discussed earlier) employers are incl ined to 
bid up salaries when they experience shortages . BLS data 
indicate that , s ince the early 1970s , engineers ' starting 
salaries have increased relative to other professiona1 
workers and men with four or more years of col l ege . 
Salaries of experienced engineers , however ,  have not 
changed relative to others s ince the early 1970s , or even 
the early 1960s . Another measure of market condit ions 
is the unemployment rate . In 1980 the unemployment rate 
for engineers was 1 . 3  percent . This  rate was below the 
high of 2 . 9  percent in 1971 , right after maj or layoffs ; 
but it  was above the 0 . 7  percent rate of the late 1960s , 
when there were numerous reports of shortages . In gen
eral , these data indicate that recent graduates may have 
been in short supp ly ,  to a l imited extent , but that over
all , no significant problem existed . This conclusion is  
also consistent with anecdotal evidence that shortages 
existed in some specialties , but that overal l ,  shortages 
were not a significant constraint on engineering activi
t ies . 

In summary , the availabil ity of new engineering grad
uates relative to total openings is proj ected to be 
roughly the same as in recent years , when there was no 
overwhelming indication that significant shortages ex
i sted . Assuming a s imilar availability of other 
entrants , · significant shortages would not be expected 
during the next 13 years ; and there would , therefore , be 
no need for employers to broaden hiring standards s ignif
icantly , bid up relative wages , delay productions , or 
make other adj ustments .  

Short-Run Imbalances 

Even though the BLS analysis  indicates a rough overall  
balance between requirements and supply , imbalances over 
short periods of time and among specialties are inevi ta
ble , given the nature of the engineering labor market . 
Most engineers are directly or indirectly involved in 
producing either goods such as industrial machinery and 
other producer durables or buildings , factories , and 
other structures--products for which demand f luctuates 
widely over the bus iness cycle . Another large group of 
engineers is  involved with producing mil itary hardware 
or doing related R&D . Defense spending has f luctuated 
widely , directly affecting the demand for engineers , and 
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may continue t o  d o  so over the lons run , even though in 
the short run i t  i s  expected to increase . 

Ensineering has a great many subdivisions and special i
zations . An engineer • s experience is  often limited to 
one or a few specializations ; and employers , When seekins 
experienced engineers , of ten have narrow hiring spec ifi
cations . Therefore , mobility between specializat ions to 
bring about adjustments in supply and demand i s  impeded . 
In addition , recent graduates and older engineers in the 
same speciality of ten are considered to have different 
ski lls and may be considered by employers to have lim
i ted substitutabil ity . 

Selected areas of  engineering are characterized by 
rapidly changing technologies . In these areas . there 
very likely will  not be suff icient engineers with formal 
training or experience . particularly those dealins with 
the cutting edge of that changing technology . However , 
it i s  unreal istic to expect that the educational system 
wi l l  or can anticipate needs in f ields Where a technology 
may not yet exist  or is only in the early stages of de
velopment . Therefore , needs have to be met by training 
ensineers from related speciali zations . Such conditions 
have always exis ted ; and despite them, employers have 
generally been able to accomplish engineerins soals . 
This i s  very likely to be the ease in the future . 

It i s  apparent that I have addressed the issue of 
shortages f rom a standpoint of the availability of work
ers to f i l l  available j obs . The scenario I have de
scribed . which indicates a rough supply-demand balance . 
does not deal fully with quality . I f  reductions in qual
i ty of our nation • s engineers has already taken place . 
the s ituation may not improve in the future . OUr data 
s ources do not allow for this  analys i s . It is , however , 
an important topic and perhaps the most s ignif icant point 
in discussion of the adequacy of ensineerins supply . 

Perhaps it is  best  to end a discussion of the future 
by notins some of the uncertainties that may have a sig
nificant bearing on What actually wi ll happen to the de
mand , supply , and supply-demand conditions for ensineers 
through the mid-1990s . I will  discuss them as they re
late to the Bureau ' s  analysis , but keep in mind that 
these same uncertainties also have a s ignificant bearing 
on analyses done by others . First , our demand proj ec
t i ons are based on signif icant increases and continued 
high levels of defense expenditures . A different pol iti
cal climate at some period between now and 1995 could 
result in a significant decl ine in defense spending , 
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which would reduce engineering employment significantly . 
We all remember 1970 . In addition , we have assumed that 
engineering degrees wil l  account for the same proportion 
of total degrees over the 1982-1995 period as they did 
in 1982 . This proportion could increase . With a decl ine 
in total degrees awarded in the latter part of the p ro
j ection period because of the decl ine in the col lege-age 
population , the proportion of total degrees in engineer
ing could increase if there is only a small or moderate 
increase in the capacity of engineering schools . This 
would increase the supply of new graduates above the 
levels that we have proj ected . 

Both of the uncertainties I have just described would 
tend to reduce or alleviate any shortage condition . How
ever , it is also poss ible that employers may feel that 
they cannot continue to broaden hiring standards to the 
extent they have in the past . They could require a 
higher proportion of total entrants to have engineering 
degrees , or they could leave positions unf i l led . This 
would , of course , tend to exacerbate shortage conditions . 
There are many other uncertainties . Perhaps the only 
thing certain about the future j ob market for engineers 
is that at this time it is uncertain what the exact sup
ply-demand conditions will  be in the 1990s . 
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PROJECTED LABOR-MARKET BALABCE I. �GIKBERI.C 
ABO COMPUTER SPECIALTY OCCUPATIO.S : 1982-19871 

Jean E .  Vanaki 
Division of Sc ience Resources Studies 

•ational Science Foundation 

Introduction 

The labor market for highly trained science and en&i
neerins (S/E)  personnel generally responds to industrial 
growth and economic activity with a lag . Thus , as a re
sul t  of weak performance at the beginning of the ' 80s , 
labor market analysts and industrial employers are ex- . 
pressing little concern over general personnel shortages 
in these occupations . Those concerns that do exist are 
relegated to specialized areas of the labor market . 
These include electrical/electronic engineering and coa
puter-related occupations that are expected to resume 
their strong employment growth , as wel l  as new occupa
t ions that are being required by emerging technologies . 2 

If one wanted to search below the surface , one could also 
point to problems related to the competi tion between aca-

1This  paper is based on a •ational Science Foundation 
<•sF ) analys is of the proj ected impact of the defense 
buildup on the science , engineering , and technician ( SET) 
labor market . <•ational Science Foundation , "Proj ected 
Emp loyment Scenarios Show Poss ible Shortages in Soae 
Engineering and Computer Specialities , "  Science Resources 
Studies Hi&hl ights , •sF 83-307 , and Projected Response of 
the Science , Engineering, and Technician Labor Market to 
Defense and •ondefense •eeds , 1982-8 7 , Special Report , 
Washington , D . C . , forthcoming . )  
2•ational Science Foundation , "Industry Reports Short
ages of Scientists and Engineers Down Substantial ly from 
1982 to 1983 , "  Science Resources Studies Highlights <•sF 
84-303 ) ,  Washington , D . C . , January 1984 . 
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demia and industry for qualified engineering and computer 
personne l , as wel l  as to industrial concerns about the 
availability of appropriately trained , experienced 
workers . 

A number of factors can be expected to have a s ignifi
cant impact on the S/E labor market during the next sev
eral years . Large increases in requirements can be ex
pected to result f rom the defense bui ldup . As dep icted 
in the five-year defense plans proposed by the Adminis
tration throughout the early • 80s , this  bui ldup repre
sents the largest p lanned increase in such spending dur
ing peacetime and is directly targeted on S/E-intensive 
high-technology procurements and research and develop
ment activities . Defense demands ,  moreover , wil l  have 
to compete within the context of growing nondefense 
requirements . The strong economic recovery that began 
in 1983 wi l l  provide a solid bas is for future employ
ment growth in S/E occupations . Beyond general emp loy
ment expansion , however ,  wi l l  be the increased require
ments generated by shifting industrial compos ition 
toward high-technology industries and by industrial 
s taff ing changes that favor the uti l ization of S/E per
sonnel relative to workers in other occupations . 3 Be
cause rapid employment growth can strain available labor 
supply in highly specialized f ields , in 1982 the Nat ional 
Science Foundation undertook an analysis  of potential 
labor market balance in sc ience , engineering ,  and tech
nician occupations for the f ive-year period ending in 
1987 . This paper wi l l  concentrate on those f indings re
lated to labor-market conditions within engineering and 
computer-related occupations . 

Methodology · 

This analys is util izes two state-of-the-art proj ection 
models . Requirements are estimated us ing a dynamic 
input/output ( I / 0 )  model , the Defense Interindustry Fore
casting System developed by Data Resources , Incorporated 

3 National Science Foundation , Changing Patterns of 
Sc ientists I Engineers 1 and Technicians in Manufacturing 
Industries : 197 7 -80 , Final Report (NSF 83-331 ) , Wash
ington , D . C . , October 1982 . 
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(DRI ) . 4 Because proj ections are highly dependent on 
the assumptions underlying them, four scenarios were run 
to provide a well-def ined range within which employment 
is likely to occur (Table 1) .  These scenarios were based 
on varying assumptions about general performance of the 
U . S .  economy and the level and distribut ion of defense 
expenditures . Variations in macroeconomic act ivity were 
based on high (OPTIM) and low ( STAG) economic-growth as
sumpt ions . In the OPTIM scenarios , the first half of the 
simulation period is characterized by a vigorous economic 
recovery that moderates to a long-run growth path in 
subsequent years . In the STAG scenarios , poor economic 
performance persists until  mid-decade , after which t iae 
moderate economic growth occurs . Variations in defense 
expendi tures assume either ful l implementation of the 
Administration ' s  FY 1983 Five-Year Defense Plan , with 
real spending increasing at an average annual rate of 8 
percent over the proj ection period , or a more moderate 
plan characterized by a 3-percent real annual rate of 
increase .  These defense spending assumptions are 
indicated by the t itles HIGH and LOW , respect ively . 

Labor market balance is determined by comparing esti
mates of labor demand with those of available supply . 
The mos t  distinguishing feature of this  analysis  is the 
use of a model that depicts operations of the entire sci
ence and engineering (S/1)  supply system as it responds 
to changing j ob opportunities . Developed under contract 
to HSF by Drs . Robert Dauffenbach , Jack Fiorito , and Hugh 
Folk , the model determines the supply of personnel in any 
given year from supply in the preceding year adjusted to 
account for the net effect of worker f lows into and out 
of various occupations . 5 

� The DIFS model is  a cottl1lercial version of the Defense 
Economic Impact Modeling System (DEIMS ) , a collaborative 
effort of DRI and the Department of Defense (Department 
of Defense , Off ice of the Secretary of Defense , Defense 
Economic Impact Model ing System ,  Washington , D . C . , July 
1982 . )  
5 Robert c .  DauffenBach and Jack Fiorito , Proiections 
of SupplY of Scientists and Engineers to Meet Defense and 
Hondefense Requi rements , 1981-87 : A Report to the Ra
tional Science Foundation , HSF contract Ho . SRS-8210548 , 
Oklahoma State Universi ty ,  Stillwater , April 1983 . 
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TABLE 1 .  Summary statistics for Macroeconomic/Defense Expenditure Scenarios , 1983-1987* 

Macroeconomic Indicators 

Average annual rates of change : 
Defense expenditures , constant $ 
Gross national product , constant $ 
Industrial production 
Consumer price index 

Average annual unemployment rate 

STAG/ 
LOW 

3 . 1  
1 . 6  
2 . 2  
7 . 2 

10 . 5  

STAG/ 
HIGH 

8 . 1  
2 . 2  
3 . 0  
7 . 4 

9 . 8  

OPTIK/ 
LOW 

3 . 1  
3 . 5  
5 . 3  
6 . 1  

7 . 3  

OPTIK/ 
HIGH 

8 . 1  
4 . 3  
6 . 4 
6 . 4  

6 . 6  

*STAG/LOW :  low-economic growth/ low-defense expenditure scenario ; STAG/ HIGH : low-economic 
growth/high-defense expenditure scenario ; OPTIK/LOW: high-economic growth/ low-defense expen
diture scenario ; OPTIK/ HIGH : high-economic growth/high-defense expenditure scenario . 

SOURCE : &ational Science Foundation . 

� 
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Personnel f lows in the model relate to three types of 
workers : new labor force entrants , experienced workers , 
and immigrants . ltew entrants become part of avai lable 
supply as a result of the culmination of four decisions : 
( 1 )  degree attainment , ( 2 )  curriculum choice , ( 3 )  labor
force entry , and ( 4 )  occupational choice . A wide variety 
of factors are modeled to inf luence the supply behavior 
o f  these workers including demographic trends , family in
come , labor-market conditions , and the compatibil ity of 
col lege coursework and occupational ski l l  requirements . 
Experienced workers provide a short-term f lexibil ity to 
the S/E supply system that cannot be met through recent 
co l lege graduates . The experienced work force is incor
porated into the supply model through estimates of per
sonnel flows into , among , and out of S/E occupations , as 
well  as f lows out of the labor force that result from 
deaths and retirements . Experienced worker behavior is 
primari ly determined by j ob opportunities . as wel l  as 
occupation-specific  characteristics . The supply behavior 
of  immigrants is affected by labor-market conditions and 
immigration laws . 

Proj ected Requirements in Engineering 
and Computer-Related Occupations 

Because engineering and computer spec ialty occupat ions 
are concentrated in high-technology industries , they are 
particularly sensitive to the industrial pattern of eco
nomic growth and the level and distribution of defense 
expenditures . ltonetheless , the four scenarios that form 
the basis of this  analysis indicate a relatively narrow 
range of proj ected employment . The STAG/LOW and OPTIM/ 
HIGH scenarios , which def ine the maximum variation in de
mand , proj ect 1987 engineering employment to range from 
1 , 300 , 000 to 1 , 420 , 000 , implying a net addition of 
160 , 000 to 285 , 000 j obs over the 1982-1987 analys is pe
riod (Figure 1 ) . For computer spec ialty occupations , 
employment is expected to range from 5 7 7 , 000 to 603 , 000 
in 1987 , a net increase of 125 , 000 to 150 , 000 j obs (Fig
ure 2 ) . ' 

Overal l ,  the proj ections suggest an easing of the em
p loyment growth in engineering and computer spec ialty 
occupations that was observed in the five years preceding 
1982 (Table 2 ) . The annual rate of engineering employ
ment growth , proj ected to range from 2 . 6  percent to 4 . 5  
percent between 1982 and 1987 , lies below the 4 . 7  percent 
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Figure 1 .  Proj ected range of employment in engineering 
occupations . 
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Figure 2 .  Proj ected range of employment in computer 
specialty occupations , including both computer systems 
analysts and programmers . 
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TABLE 2 :  Proj ected Requirements in Engineering and Computer Specialty Occupations 
( in thousands ) 

Projec ted l!!!l!lO�:Mnt* 
STAG/LOW OPTIM/HIGH 

Annual Annual Annual 
srovtb srovtb srovtb 

1982 198 7 rate 1987 rate rate ** 
0CCUJ!at ion !!!!l!lO!!!!!nt !!!!l!lOm!nt 1982-1987 !!!!l!loment 1982-198 7 1 9 7 7-1982 
Total ens ineers 1 , 139 1 , 296 2 . 6f. 1 1 U3 4 . 5f. • .  7f. 

Aeronaut ical /as tronaut ical u 86 5 . 9  109 11 . 1  5 . 6  
Chemical 53 5 7  1 . 6  6 1  2 . 7  6 . 2  
Civi l 163 1 7 5  1 . 3  189 2 . 9  3 . 4  
Electrical /electronic 3 2 7  396 3 . 9  421 5 . 1  4 . 1  
Industrial 109 120 2 . 0  131 3 . 6 5 . 1  
Mechanical 202 224 2 . 1  248 4 . 1  2 . 0  
Metal lursical 15 16 1 . 9  18 • • •  1 . 2  
Minins/petro leum 28 32 2 . 8  32 2 . 7  7 . 4  
Bns ineers , n . e . c .  1 7 7  190 1 . 4  2U 3 . 8  8 . 1  

Total computer spec ial i s ts •s• 5 7 7  4 . 9  603 5 . 8  13 . 8  
Systems analys ts 219 287 5 . 6  303 6 . 7  u . •  
Prosraa.ers 235 290 4 . 3  300 5 . 0 13 . 3  

* STAG/ LOW indicates low-economic srovtb/lov-defense expendi ture scenario ; OPTIM/HIGH indicates 
bish-economic srovtb/bisb-defense expendi ture scenario . 
** Based on Bureau of Labor Stat i s t ics ' Current Populat ion Survey ( CPS ) . 
SOURCE : Rat ional Science Foundation . 

• 
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annual growth experienced from 19 7 7  to 1982 ; the 4 . 9-5 . 8  
pereent annual employment growth in computer speeial ty 
f ields l ies wel l  below the 13 . 8  pereent growth exper i 
enced during the earl ier period . cursory analysi s , 
therefore , suggests that the labor market in these oeeu
pations eould probably aeeommodate the proj ected increase 
in personnel requirements . Problema , should they oeeur , 
would mos t  l ikely arise in those oeeupations for which 
there is  an indication of aeeelerated employment demand 
--namely , aeronautieal/astronautieal , eleetrieal/elec
tronies , meehanieal , and metal lurgical engineering . 

Assessment of Labor-Market Balanee 

Alternative Analyses of SUpply 

Supply response restricted to new entrants and immi
grants . Potential labor-market imbalance is  most  f re
quently analyzed at the margin--i . e . , for any given t ime 
period , an assessment is made as to whether the numbers 
of new S/E graduates and immigrants are adequate to f i l l  
the j ob openings generated by growth in requirements and 
attrition . Thi s  type of analysis  cons iderably under
s tates the f lexibil ity of the S/E labor market by ignor
ing oeeupational mob i lity of the experienced work foree . 
Nonetheless , the ease ean be made that , within the highly 
specialized S/E labor market , individuals with field
specific  training may be best suited to f i l l  requirements 
in any given f ield . 6 The set of supply-model s imula
t ions rep l i cat ing this form of analys is provides worst
ease estimates of labor shortages and is used to identify 
those oeeupations most prone to labor-market imbalance . 

SuPPlY response including mob i lity .  I t  i s  unlikely that 
personnel shortages wi l l  be ref lected as unf i lled j ob 
vaeaneies to the extent ant icipated when supply adj ust
ments are restricted to new entrants and immigrants . La-

6 More reeent train ing in bas ic princip les may make new 
entrants more fungible , giving the employer an opportu
nity to train a given j ob app l icant in fields outs ide 
his/her discip l ine of s tudy . The oeeupational ehoice 
subcomponent of the supp ly model permits such f ield 
switching . 
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bor markets do not tolerate prolonged imbalances and wi l l  
a lmost immediately begin to equilibrate the demand and 
supply of personnel . 7 Increas ing j ob opportunities 
coupled with the incentives of ris ing wages and improved 
benef its can be expected to entice workers into occupa
tions experiencing personnel shortages . College stu
dents may be drawn into the work force , foregoing further 
training i technicians may assume respons ibilities usually 
carried out by more highly skilled personnel i and workers 
may decide to enter those occupations most in demand even 
i f  their training and j ob experience are in other f ie lds . 
The latter two types of adjustments are critical in de
termining the abi lity of the work force to meet short
term growth requirements . To assess the ful l  range of 
labor-market dynamics , the supply system was s imulated a 
second time , allowing variations in personnel supply to 
be derived f rom new labor force entrants ,  immigrants ,  and 
net transfers from other occupations . 

P roj ections of General Labor-Market Balance , 1987 

Two concepts of labor-market shortage are used in this 
analys is , corresponding to the alternative sets of supply 
s imu lations . The f irst deals with personnel shortages 
as derived from the "worst-ease" supply scenarios . In 
this analys is , several assumptions are made about the 
degree of imbalance the labor market can support before 
p roblems develop . The f irst assumption is that proj ected 
supply shortfalls  of up to 5 percent are sufficiently 
small so that market adjustments could easi ly accommodate 
them . Occupations in which proj ected supply fal ls short 
of  demand by more than 5 percent are cons idered to be of 
concern with respect to the abi l ity of the market to ad
just by providing either adequate numbers of personnel 
and/or personnel of suitable training and experience . 
Market conditions in such occupations are j udged to merit 
observation . 

7 Employment requirements also adjust to available sup
p ly .  For example , employers can delay production , cancel 
orders , increase overtime , or adjust production tech
niques . These adj ustments are diff icult to quantify and 
are not accounted for by this methodology . They are , 
however , cons idered secondary to the response of supply 
to changes in requirements . 
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Despite the forced inflexibil ity of labor supply in tbe 
''worst-ease" supply scenarios ,  the overall number of en
gineering personnel is proj ected to be IBOre than adequate 
to meet the deaands created by employment growth and tbe 
replacement needs resulting from deaths and ret irements . 
General labor-market balance , however , does aask poten
t ial problems for some engineering specialties , with 
shortages indicated for aeronautical/astronautical and 
eleetrieal/eleetronies engineering occupations . A large 
personnel shortage is also proj ected for computer spe
cialty. f ields (Table 3 ) . Among the reaaining engineering 
specialties , industrial and mechanical engineering appear 
to be in rough balance ; all other f ields are projected to 
have personnel surp luses . 

A second eoneept of personnel shortage , work force 
quality , is  used to analyze results from the vers ion of 
the IBOdel depicting the full supply system, which in
e ludes market-sensitive , occupational mobi lity . Wi th 
such mobility taken into account , no single occupation 
is characterized by market imbalance under the criteri a  
set previously . Supply adjustments elicited t o  meet 
growing requirements , however , suggest a problem seldoa 
considered explic itly in studies of labor-market balance . 
That problem is  whether large market adjustments can be 
sustained while fully meeting the quality requirements 
for specialized person�el . Given the high ski l l  content 
of engineering and computer-related j obs , the pool of 
s imi larly trained peop le in related f ields is likely to 
be limited . Once this source is exhausted , the available 
pool of entrants may not have essential skil l  require
ments unless a s ignificant amount of training is pro
vided . As s tated in the report prepared by Drs . Robert 
DauffenBach and Jack Fiorito , market-sensitive mobi lity 
" . . .  necessitates an adjustment in how we think about 
shortages and surpluses . .. a It is  important to realize 
that economic efficiency and labor-market performance are 
not necessarily maximized when supply and demand are in 
balance . Such maximization is only achieved when re
quirements are f i lled with experienced and appropriately 
trained personnel ; unless such criteria are met , the gen
eral quality of the work force wi l l  be diminished . Use 
of inadequately trained workers is , in itself , a mani
festat ion of labor-market shortage . 

8 DauffenBach and Fiorito , op . cit . 
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TABLE 3 .  Pt"oj ee ted Labot"-Mat"ket Balance in Engineedng and Computet' Spec ialty Occupat ions 
(Hew Entt'ants and Immigt'ants ) , 1 9 8 7  

Occupation 

Engineers 
Aeronautical/astronaut ical 
Chemical 
C ivil 
Electrical/electronics 
Industrial 
Mechanical 
Metallut'gical 
Mining/petroleum 
Engineers , n . e . c .  

Computer spec ial istsl 

Suf f ic ient 
supply 
(Ro shot'tage ) 

* , +  
* , +  
* 

* , + 
* , +  
* , +  
* , +  
* + 

Insuf f ic ient supply2 ______ _ 
High t'ate of Low to moderate rate 
inmobility of inmobi l ity 
( Shortage) ( Potential shortage ) 

* , +  

+ 

* , +  

1 Inc ludes both computer systems analysts and pt'ogt'ammers . 
2 Supply of new entrants and immigt'ants is considered insuffic ient if  supp ly estimates fal l  
short of pt'oj ected requirements by more than 5 percent . 
ROTE : A "*" denotes f indings based on the STAG/LOW scenario ; a "+"- denotes those based on 
OPTIM/HIGH . STAG/LOW indicates low- economic gt"owth/ low-defense expenditure scenario ; OPTIM/ 
HIGH indicates high-economic growth/high-defense expenditure scenario . 

SOURCE : Rational Sc ience Foundation . 
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Table 4 :  Proj ected Labor-Market Balance in Engineering and Computer Specialty 
Occupations , 1987 

!!! lntranta tnd lm!!&rtn�!1 -.w lntranta , I.aicranta , 
an� !!s�l!J!1U2na1 !l!!l!!1ltx2 

lla1anca llalanca 
Total aurplua (+) / aurplua ( + ) / Total 

0cCUJ!atiO!l R!!!ulr-nta !l!J!l!ll •!12ro:t111�-� IYJ!I!ll 8UI!J!lJ: 

STAG/LOW 
Total enclneera 1 , 296 1 , 495 198 13 1 , 3 19 

Aeronautlcal/utronautical 86 73 -13 -18 84 
Chaaical 57 88 30 34 61 
Civil 175 216 42 19 1 7 7  
llectrlcal /elactronica 396 387 -9 -2 398 
Induatrlal 120 129 9 7 120 
llechanical 224 26 7 u 16 230 
lletal lurcical 16 23 7 30 1 7  
Klninc/petroleu. 32 36 4 1 2  3 3  
ln&ineera , n . e . c .  ).90 2 7:! 85 31 199 

Ca.puter apec iallata :!7 7  462 -1).5 -25 :!68 

OPTIII/HICH 
Total en&ineera 1 , 423 1 , 598 .. 6 1 , 43 7  

Aeronautlcal/utronautical 109 74 -35 -47 105 
Cheal cal 61 88 27 31 .. 
Clvll 189 218 29 13 190 
llectrica1/electronica 421 390 -31 -8 421 
Induatrlal 131 130 -1 -1 130 
llechanical 248 270 22 8 253 
lletal lurclcal 18 23 5 22 19 
Kininc/petrol- 32 36 4 1 1  32 
ln&lneera , n . e . c .  214 279 .. n iZ2 

C�ttr II!!C l!llata 603 466 -138 -30 :i93 

Adjuataanta baaed on n- entrant. and 1-.icranta .  1 SUpp lr:  
2 SUpptr : Adjuat.enta baaed on n- entranta , 1 .. 1cranta , and occupational .obl 1 l tr . 

llalance lla1anca 
aurplua (+) / percent 
!hutye�-� •l!J!I!lx 

23 2 
-2 - 2  

3 5 
2 1 
2 0 
0 0 
7 3 
1 6 
1 3 
9 5 

-9 -z 

14 1 
-4 - 4  

3 5 
1 1 
1 0 

-1 -1 
5 2 
1 5 
1 3 
I 4 

-n -i 

.. 
of 

1101'1 : STAG/LOW lndlcatea low-econ011ic crowth/ low-defenae expenditure acenario ; OPTIK/HICH indlcatea hlcb
aconoalc crowth/hi&h-defenae expenditure acenario . 

VI 0 
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P roj ected Shortage Fields , 1987 

Aeronautical/astronautical ensineerin& . Between 1982 and 
1987 , employment growth in this occupation is expected to 
out pace additions to supply from new entrants and immi
grants • indicating potential labor shortages regardless 
of the levels of defense and nondefense demand being s im
ulated . While avai lable supply of personnel in this oc
cupation appears to exceed demand in 1982 , by 1987 short
ages are proj ected to range from 15 percent in STAG/LOW 
to 45 percent in OPTIK/HIGH , suggesting the need for an 
additional 13 , 000-35 , 000 personnel (Table 4 ) . 

Emp loyment in aeronautical/astronautical engineering 
is highly sens itive to cyc lical swings in industrial per
formance . Subsequent to the running of our simulations , 
emp loyment in aerospace industries dec lined s ignif icantly 
due to depressed demand for commercial aircraft . It  cur
rently appears that employment in these industries has 
stab i l ized , however ,  and may begin to grow in response 
to increased defense contracts , an improved commercial 
market . and sustained performance in missi le and space 
industries . Whi le a personnel shortage in this occupa
t ion may still  develop by 1987 . it appears unlikely at 
this time that it wil l  be severe . 

Occupational mobility within the experienced work force 
can alleviate potential personnel shortages when the sup
p ly of new labor-force entrants and immigrants is inade
quate . If  mobility is  taken into account , proj ected 
shortages in these occupations decline dramatically ( Fig
ure 3 ) . 

For the STAG/LOW and OPTIK/HIGH scenarios , the shortage 
of aeronautical/astronautical engineers in 1987 ranges 
f rom 2 . 3  percent to 4 . 2  percent of supply and represents 
only 2 , 000-4 , 500 personnel . In that year , proj ected sup
p ly growth under the STAG/LOW scenario is comprised of 
roughly 9 , 000 experienced workers entering from other 
occupations , 2 , 000 new entrants ,  and 100 immigrants ;  the 
comparable f igures for the OPTIK/HIGH scenario are 
1 3 , 000 , 2 , 000 , and 200 , respectively (Figure 4 ) . 

The number of workers entering aeronautical/astronau
t ical engineering from other occupations expands through
out the proj ection period to reach 11-15 percent of sup
p l y  by 1987 (Figure 5 ) . Inf lows of experienced workers 
can be expected to come from both other engineering occu
pations and , to a lesser extent , from non-engineering 
occupations . In the ease of the former , workers can be 
considered somewhat interchangeable because of common 
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training in bas ic princip les . Some of these personnel ,  
however ,  will  require extensive formal or on-the-j ob 
training that can result in substantial costs and/or pro
duct ion delays whi le still  producing workers with insuf
f icient work experience in the new field . 

Computer special ists* 

Aeronautical I 
astronautical 
engineers 

Electrical/ 
el ectronic 
engineers 

0 20 

Supply adjustments based on new 

entrants and imm igrants 

40 

II Potential shortage, 
STAG/ LOW 

II + 0 Potential shortage, 
OPTIM/H I G H  

60 80 1 00  1 20 1 40 1 60 

*Inc ludes both computer systems and ana lys ts and programmers . 
NOTE : STAG/ LOW ind icates low- economic growth/ low- defense expen

d i ture scenar io ; OPTIK/HIGH ind icates high- economic growth/h igh
defense expend i ture scenario . 

Figure 3 .  Potential engineering and computer speciality 
labor shortages ( in thousands ) ,  198 7 . 
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Growth i n  

requi rements 

Attr i t ion 

Computer 
special ists 

New entrants 

I m m i grat ion 

I n -mobi l ity 

• Addit ional requi rements 

� Supply adjustments 

Growth i n  

req ui rements 

New entrants 

I m m igration 

Attr it ion 
I n -mobil i ty 

Out-mobi l ity 

Electrica l/electronic 
engineers 

Growth i n  

req u i rements 

New entrants 

I n -mobi l ity 

Aeronautical/astronautical 
engineers 

Figure 4 .  Labor-market adjustments to meet growth in requirements . 1987 : High-economic 
growth/high-defense expenditure scenario ( OPTIK/HIGH ) . 
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1. Level of in-mobil ity per year 
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70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0 
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STAG/LOW 

Computer specialists 

Aeronautical/astronautical 
engineers 

Electrical/electronic 
en gin-s 

OPT I M/H IGH 

Computer special ists 

Aeronautical/astronautical 
eng in-s 

Electrical/electronic 
engineers 

5 .  
to 

10 0 
Dependence 

reduce labor 

0 
on in-mobil ity 

shortage$ . 

b. I n-mobil ity as percent 
of supply 

5 
of 

20 

1 0  1 5  20 
experienced 
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During periods of extraordinari ly high demand , eXPeri
enced workers can also be drawn from non-engineering oc
cupat ions including , for example , technologists and 
graduates from other disciplines . Such behavior was 
evidenced in the engineering market during the ' 50s and 
early ' 60s , when defense and space programs generated a 
rap id growth in demand for engineering skills . During 
this period , it was est imated that non-degreed personnel 
consti luted as much as 25 percent of employed engi
neers . 9 Excessive reliance on such personnel also 
exacts costs and is an inadequate long-term solution to 
shortages of appropriately trained personnel . 

Rap id employment growth in an occupation can also exert 
p ressure on academic institutions . According to supply 
p roj ections , the number of new aeronautical/astronautical 
engineering graduates entering the labor force between 
1982  and 1987 would increase by 1 . 6  percent per year un
der the STAG/LOW scenario and as much as 3 . 8 percent per 
year under OPTIK/HIGH . Growth in the supply of new 
labor-force entrants can be achieved in ei ther of two 
ways : students already in the pipeline can be encouraged 
to change maj ors , potent ial ly straining the available 
academic capacity to produce such engineers ; or as was 
evidenced in certain engineering occupations during the 
l ate • 70s and early • 80s , students could be enticed to 
forego advanced degrees so as to capi talize on available 
j ob opportuni ties . This latter behavior could reduce the 
future level of educational attainment among engineers . 
More importantly , however ,  it could also j eopardize the 
future supply of faculty needed by academia . 10 

C omputer spec ialties . Data needed to model differences in 
the supply behavior of computer systems analysts and com-

9 Based on 1958 data . Of those workers employed in 
engineering without a bache lor ' s  degree , two-thi rds re
ported having one to three years of college ; one-f ifth 
reported only to have graduated from high school ; and 
one-eighth reported to have less than high-school train
ing (Mational Science Foundation , Characteristics of Ken 
Employed in Engineering Jobs in the United States in 
1958 , Washington , D . C . , 1963 ) . 
I'O'""Over longer periods of time , academic institut ions 
may be i l l-equipped to increase enro llments to the levels 
proj ected by the model . The model cannot account for 
institutional constraints of this nature . 
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puter progranuners are not available ; these two spec ial
ties are , therefore , combined for the analysis of labor
market balance . Growth in the supply of new labor-force 
entrants and immigrants in this combined occupation is 
proj ected to fall behind that of demand , leading to an 
increas ing shortage in the years ahead . By 1987 , the 
proj ected supply shortfall ranges from 15 percent in 
STAG/LOW to 30 percent in OPTIM/HIGH , generating the 
need for an additional 115 , 000-140 , 000 personnel . 

Personnel shortages in this occupation can be allevi
ated only through large inf lows of experienced personnel .  
Under the STAG/LOW and OPTIM/HIGH scenarios , computer 
specialty f ields receive a dramatic infus ion of workers 
from other occupations , reduc ing proj ected personnel 
shortages to within a range of 1 . 6-1 . 8  percent in 1987 , 
roughly 9 , 000-11 , 000 workers . Labor market dynamics 
depicted by the supply model proj ect 1987 increments to 
supply in the STAG/LOW scenario to inc lude 59 , 000 experi
enced workers from other occupat ions 13 , 000 new labor
force entrants , and over 1 , 000 immigrants . The stronger 
growth in requirements under the OPTIM/HIGH scenario 
generates adj ustments of 64 , 000 , 14 , 000 , and 1 , 200 , 
respectively . 

The inf low from other activities plays an important 
role in computer specialty occupations to meet growth in 
requirements over the proj ection period . By 1987 , work
ers entering from other occupations would represent 
roughly 11 percent of total supply . Traditionally , com
puter occupations have been very flexible in terms of 
accepting workers f rom other f ields . It must be kep t in 
mind , however ,  that personnel working on S/E  app licat ions 
are general ly expected to have a strong foundation in . 
princ iples of phys ical sc iences , mathematics , and engi
neering fields ; for more complex app l ications , graduate 
degrees are becoming increas ing ly common . Therefore , if 
rap id growth occurs in S/E-appl ication systems analysis 
and progranuning , continued high trans fer rates from other 
occupations may become increas ingly more diff icult  to 
sustain . This wi l l  be especially true , over time , as 
more advanced app l icat ions are introduced in areas such 
as CAD/CAM , information technology , telecommunications , 
and the sophisticated model ing encouraged by the develop
ment of the supercomputer .  

Electrical/electronics engineering .  Employment of these 
engineers is expected to increase at an average annual 
rate rang ing from 3 .  9 to 5 . 1  percent between 1982 and 
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1987 . At low levels of defense spending , the labor mar
ket for electrical/electronic engineers is proj ected to 
be in balance even if supply adj ustments are based so lely 
on new labor-force entrants and immigrants . Under as
sumpt ions of high-defense expenditures , however ,  supply 
may be inadequate ; by 1987 , a potential shortage of up 
to 30 , 000 personnel cou ld arise if assumptions made un
der the OPTIM/HIGH scenario are met .  

When occupational ly mobile workers are included as a 
source of supp ly , the high level of demand for these per
sonne l induces a positive net inf low of workers .  By 
1987 , labor-market balance is indicated across all sce
narios , with the OPTIM/HIGH scenario showing a moderate 
surp lus of almo s t  1 , 000 workers . Additional employment 
requirements generated in the last proj ection year under 
this scenario elicit a supply response of 18 , 700 experi
enced workers from other occupations , 15 , 700 new en
trants , and 1 ,  200 immigrants . While the rate of  in
mob i lity required to al leviate potential personnel 
shortages is not as high as that required for aeronauti
cal / astronautical engineers or computer specialists , it 
does increase over t ime , reaching almost 5 percent of 
requirements . 

Conc lus ion 

The relevant po int to be made from this broad overview 
o f  labor-market condit ions is that growth in demand is 
p roj ected to create problems in relatively few occupa
t i ons : computer spec ialties , which have had a relatively 
t i ght labor market over the past decade , as well  as aero
nautical/as tronautical and electrical/electronics engi
neering , both of which are expected to be sens itive to 
the expenditure level and pattern of the defense buildup . 

Desp ite the high levels of ski ll  required in these 
f i e lds , labor-market adj ustments wi ll  occur even over a 
relatively short f ive-year period , moderat ing identifi
able personnel shortages that could potentially be mani
fested as j ob vacancies . The process by which the labor 
market equi l ibrates demand and supply , however , can be 
expected to have an impact on this work force . The 
larger the required adj ustment , the more l ikely it would 
be that employers would be forced to hire individuals 
with inappropriate training and/or experience . This ad
j ustment process i s , i tself , a manifestation of labor
market imbalances and can impose real costs not only in 
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terms of employer-supplied training , but more impor
tantly in terms of lower labor productivity ( shortage 
indicators not manifested as unfil led j ob vacancies in
c lude the following : quality adjustments , salary escala
tion , ris ing nonwage benefi ts , retraining , increased 
overtime , and reduced/delayed production) . Finally , the 
costs of current market adjustments can have an impact 
on future labor supp ly in these f ields if the academic 
sector fails to retain necessary faculty or graduate 
students . 
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ENGINEERING MANPOWER ABD EDUCATION : 
A PRECIS ABD COMMENTARY 

Wi l l iam R .  Upthegrove 
Regent ' s  Professor of Engineering 

Univers ity of Oklahoma 

Introduction 

Thi s  paper summarizes the background , f indings , analy
ses , and conclus ions of an extended consideration of en
gineering personnel issues undertaken for and by the 
Bus iness-Higher Education (B-HEF) in the early 1980s , 
culminating in a Forum report , Engineering Manpower and 
Education . 1 An understanding of the evolution of that 
study and of the Forum itself is important to the consid
erat ion of these views within the avai lable spectrum of 
engineering personnel studies and proj ections . The au
thor ' s  views and interpretations of engineering manpower 
issues have been greatly inf luenced by the opportunity 
to work with the B-HEF in this  study . Nevertheless , 
views and perspectives of this paper , particularly as 
they may depart f rom or go beyond the pos itions of the 
B-HEF Report , are the respons ibi l ity of the author . 

The Bus iness-Higher Education Forum was founded in 1978 
as an aff iliate of the American Counci l  on Education . 
The intent , which has been fulf illed with noteworthy suc
cess , was to create a f ree-standing assemblage of leading 
corporate and academic chief executives that would come 
together on a regular basis to vent ilate and act on the 
critical · issues shared j o intly by American business en
terprises and higher educational institutions . The Forum 
seeks : 

1 Engineering Manpower and Education--Foundation for 
Future Competitiveness , Bus iness-Higher Education Forum , 
Washington , D . C . , October 1982 . 
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. • .  t o  ident ify , review ,  and act o n  selected is
sues and topics that relate to  the current and fu
ture requirements of bus iness and higher educat ion ; 
. . . to enhance public  awareness of the concerns 
shared by bus iness and academic leaders and to serve 
as a positive contributor in help ing shape public  
po l icy thinking as  i t  affects those concerns ; and 
. . . to help guide the evolution of future rela
tionships between corporate America and institutions 
of higher learning , while preserving their separate 
historical and traditional funetions . 2 

The nexus of bus iness and higher education encompasses 
many broad issues and pol icies : the vital ity of Amer ican 
sc ience and technology , economic development and renewal , 
international competit ion , and the concomi tant shap ing 
of the total social environment that enriches or l imits 
the future growth of the peop le and organizat ions that 
make up this  nation . All of these issues stand high on 
our national agenda . Early on , the members of the Forum 
recognized that the engineering manpower system , those 
many act ivities and forces that inf luence the immediate 
and longer-term market demand and supply for persons in 
engineering functions , was a critical , if seemingly un
contro l led ,  component of many of these central issues of 
public pol icy . 

In early 1980 the Forum commissioned a prel iminary 
s tudy of engineering personnel issues . Those prel iminary 
f indings and recommendations were cons idered by the Forum 
members and by a Task Foree compris ing some Forum members 
augmented by a number of engineering deans and engineer
ing managers from large , technical ly-based corporat ions . 
Development of commonly shared def ini tions , descriptions , 
and data within the widely differing perspectives on en
gineering personnel- -both among the business representa
t ives and among the academies--required time , patience , 
and multiple exchanges . The views and expectat ions did 
ult imately coalesce about several widely agreed-upon 
perceptions and , most important , upon a cons iderat ion of 
engineering personne l in terms of a transactional mode l . 
This model helped- -or forced- -the partic ipants to recog
nize that both engineering emp loyers and prospective 
engineering emp loyees have available a true divers ity of 

2 � c it . , ins ide f ront cover . 
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choices and actions relating t o  engineering employment . 
Taken together with the recent state of the economy , 
these choices largely determine whether the immediate 
engineering manpower demand-supply relationship appears 
to be in balance or unbalanced by either unmet demand or 
excess supply . 

The B-HEF study embodied--or more accurately , inter
sected- --a phenomenon that has frequently been cited as 
an inherent characteristic of our engineering manpower 
s ys tem.  B-HEF initiated this proj ect in the winter of 
1 9 7 8-19 79  wi th a sense of urgency mot ivated by industrial 
c oncerns that a shortage of personnel qualif ied to ful
f i l l  industry ' s  ident if ied needs would stand in the way 
o f  the capab i l ity of  the nation ' s corporations to compete 
e f fectively in the then-perceived technological markets . 
By the t ime this study came to f ruition in 1982 , new en
g ineering graduates , along with many engineers at later 
career j unctions , were concerned that they could not f ind 
p rofess ionally challenging employment for their  engineer
ing ski l ls and personal aspi rations . This change gave 
pause regarding the essentially sanguine view that had 
emerged of the demand for new engineering graduates dur
ing the next decade . Further consideration of this im
mediate downturn in the demand for engineers--in terms 
of the overall economic conditions , the available current 
employment data and anecdotal information , a transac
tional approach to manpower issues analys is , and recon
s ideration of the fac i le c laim ,  too-often repeated and 
too-quickly accepted , that the supply and demand for en
gineers are inherently "cyc l ical"--did not counter the 
essential conc lus ion of thi s  B-HEF study that , barring a 
continuing maj or recess ion and allowing for some inevit
able geographically- , chronologically- , or industry
specific  negative impacts , the overall integrated demand 
for engineers would remain adequate and in most condi
tions strong . 

The B-HEF Engineering Manpower Study 

This study was designed to take advantage , to the 
g reatest poss ible extent , of avai lable data and the 
knowledge , ins ights , and impress ions of the experienced 
personne l who were concerned with eng ineering personnel 
i s sues in the four principal agencies involved in ongo
ing data col lection , analyses , and proj ections : ( 1 )  En
g ineering Manpower Commiss ion ( EMC ) of the American Asso-
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elat ion of Engineering Societies (AAES ) , ( 2 )  the Bureau 
of Labor Statistics (BLS ) of the Department of Labor ,  { 3 )  
the Sc ientific  and Technical Personnel Studies Section 
( STPSS ) of the National Science Foundation , and ( 4 )  the 
National Center for Education Statistics (II'CES ) of the 
Department of Education . All of the individuals c on
tacted were helpful beyond any normal requirements or 
expectations , and the specific contributions of many in
dividuals are cited in the notes of the Forum report . 
What was most important was the opportunity to discuss 
and speculate about why certain trends were observed , why 
some data were not available and hence are approximated 
or neglected , why the data were aggregated or disaggre
gated in a particular form or component , and how these 
elements might interact in the actual marketplace cho ices 
of emp loyment . An early real ization was that many data 
that have been or are reported for engineers , engineer
ing emp loyers , engineering pos i tion , etc . , stray far f rom 
the common Stein- like expectation that an engineer i s  an 
engineer is an engineer . 

A def initional question of who (or what ) is an engineer 
is present , if  not manifest , in every cons ideration of 
engineering personnel data : an individual who has grad
uated from a recognized engineering program? an individ
ual who self-identi f ies as an engineer? an individual 
with functional respons ibi l i ties that an employer or  the 
public identif ies as engineering? all , some , or none of 
the above? In recent years , engineering demand and em
p loyment data appear to be converging on an engineering 
population identif ied by any two out of three qualif ica
t ions : sel f-percept ion ( self- ident if ication) , emp loyer
def ined funct ional respons ibilities , and education . Thi s  
s t i l l  leaves cons iderable uncertainty .· An "engineering" 
pos i tion ( demand) may subsequent ly be f i l led by an indi
vidual who wi l l  not qualify as an engineer under this 
2-out-of-3 criterion . An engineering graduate may choose 
to self-identify as an engineer even when emp loyed in a 
patently non-engineering funct ion . 

There is a second problem associated wi th this def ini
tional looseness .  Once individuals or pos i tions are 
identif ied as part of the engineering personnel poo l , or 
employment demand , the very real dif ferences that exist 
among the qual i f ications of divers individuals or among 
the functional requirements of divers pos itions are lost , 
or at least neglected . In fact , engineers and employers 
both recognize a s ignificant hierarchy of des irab i l i ty 
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and benefits in considering alternative possible matches 
of an individual and a posi tion . 

This hierarchical character of these choices is easi ly 
perceived when the usual supply and demand f igures for 
engineering personnel are broken down to identify the 
numbers of spec ific transactions expected on the supply 
s ide or on the demand side of the total engineering em
p loyment poo l . With few exceptions , employers do not 
gain the same resources and benef its ( and certainly not 
in the same t ime frame )  by hiring an avai lable baccalau
reate graduate in technology or physics to provide func
t i onal output formally provided by a B . S .  graduate in an 
appropriate engineering discip l ine . 

An open system model of the engineering ( and pseudo
engineering) shown in Figure 1 3 provides the background 
for further cons ideration of the engineering emp loyment 
proj ections developed by BLS and the other agencies cited 
earl ier . This f igure , reproduced from the B-HEF report , 
ref lects the then-available data and preliminary BLS 
p roj ections . The numbers wi l l  change as more recent data 
and proj ections are substituted , but the important in
s ights and implications of these considerations wi l l  not 
be substantially altered . 

Several c larif ications are needed . This analys is fo
cuses on the comprehensive industry , government , and pri
vate-practice employment of engineers . It is predomi
nantly concerned , therefore , with B . S .  and M . S .  engineers 
and does not represent the special problems associated 
with the supply of , and demand for , Ph . D .  engineers . 
Academic employment is not inc luded , although these data 
may be available in more recent BLS proj ections . This 
analys is of  personnel transact ions also neglects the ef
fect of B . S .  gradu�tes who defer or interrupt employment 
to return to full-time graduate s tudy and subsequently 
reenter the employment market as M . S .  graduates . The 
data for these transactions were insuff ic ient to do any
thing other than to assume that they j ust about balance . 
S imilarly , the analys is in Figure 1 neglects the small 
numbers of B . S .  or M . S .  graduates who enter into full
t ime doc toral programs . Mew B . S .  engineering graduates 
continue to be the dominant component in supply . 

3 This graphical presentation of these data fol lows 
the approach taken by Dr . Robert Stambaugh in a discus
s i on of an early draf t of  the B-HEF report . 
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1 "· L. Carey (Bureau of Lebor stet btiea ) ,  "Occupational ll'olp l o,.ent Growth Throu&h 1990 , "  J!onth1y L!bor Ra
v i - ,  Ausuat 1981 . Th .. a 4ata froa " l ov" &rovth proj ect ion . 
r-Averese• deteraoined froa valu .. of Table 18 in 8at ional Center for Educat ion Statbtiea , Pro!actiona of 
lducation Stat i a t i c a  to 1988-89 (Waahin&ton : GPO , Apr i l  1980 ) ; and 1990 valuea from 8CIS Bulletin 81-406 , 
February 13 , 1981 . 
3 Occupat ional Pro!ac tiona and Tralnin& Data. 1980 ldi tion. Bureau o f  Lebor Stat btiea , U . S .  Papart.Mnt of 
Lebor Bulletin 2052 , Sapt-ber 1980 . The 2ot. f l &ura la probably conoervativa in l l&ht of the incraaoin& en
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S unpubl lohed data c011p l lad in 1978-79 by Daniel I .  Hacke r ,  Bureau of Lebor Stat i o t ic o . 
6 Survey of ansinaerln& -lo,.ent 1974-1976 ouuaoted an aver•&• tranofar-out of 3 .  7'4 . Kora recent ourveyo 
have indicated an evan hi&her rata (unpubllahad Bureau of Lebor Stat latico data froa Daniel 1. Hacker ) .  

Figure 1 .  Proj ected engineering manpower transae tions , 1 9 1 8-1990 . 
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Demand 

This  presentation emphasizes three maj or components in 
demand : 

( 1 )  The increase in the emp loyment pool created by 
proj ected expans ion of the economy tt'eated as a 
linear increase ovet' the 12-year period

· 
of  these 

pt'oj ections , 
( 2 )  The demand created by expected death and reti t'e

ments ,  and 
( 3 )  The demand created by "tt'ansfet'-out" of engineer

ing-qualif ied personnel from engineering functional 
pos i tions . These tt'ansfet's were identif ied in the 
retut'ns of a BLS survey of engineering employment 
ft'om 1 9 7 4  tht'ough 1 9 7 6 . At that t ime , the sut'Vey 
data suggested that tt'ansfer-out transact ions af
fected roughly 3 .  7 pet'eent of the emp loyed engi
neers in any one year , an average annual loss of  
4 7 , 000 engineering emp loyees . Subsequent BLS sut'
veys suggested that the engineet' tt'ansfer-out rate 
might be a large as 4 .  3 pet'eent . These sut'veys 
have also begun to tt'aek tt'ansfer-baek tt'ansac
t ions . This  phenomenon is substantial but less 
than the tt'ansfet'-out rate . More t'eeent data and 
the intt'oduetion of t'esults from use of  both the 
most recent proj ection model and tt'ansfet'-out t'ates 
generate a substant ial avet'age demand annually for 
engineering pos itions through 1990 . 

Many members of B-HEF expt'ess views that this economic
model- driven proj ection of demand was probably low be
cause it is diff icult to p ick up all  of the forces that 
are added to the demand for engineering employment--in
e luding the continuing development and rearmament of the 
U . S .  defense establislunent , extending over many years ; 
the continuing need for more effective use of l imited 
energy and material resources ; the expand ing direct
service roles of engineering consultants in both tradi
tional and new f ields ; the continuing expans ion of tech
nological ly based governmental progt'ams and activities ; 
the increas ing penetration of new techno logy (micropro
cessors and other integrated circui t  capab i l ities , new 
materials , etc . )  into a l l  industrial and service act ivi
ties ; and a concomitant yet broadet' advance in the r igor 
and level of mos t  engineering functions . What is both 
persuas ive and reassudng about the demand generated by 
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these trends is the divers ity and breath . It is  not , as 
some earl ier engineering patterns were , a single-dimen
sion demand dependent on one consumer and one obj ective . 

On the other hand , the overall demand wi ll  ( as has been 
manifest in 1982 and 1983 ) still  be subj ect to short-term 
f luctuations and to maj or long-term economic shifts . The 
issues of manpower planning and resource allocation , 
particularly insofar as the al location of educational 
resources is concerned , cannot be done in isolation . 
That is , the vagaries of engineering demand should be 
examined in the context of total human resource demand
supply consideration . The lessened demand that engineers 
are experienc ing today is still  substantially higher than 
the demand for other comparable profess ional baccalaure
ate graduates , and future engineering demand wi ll  rise 
with , or even lead , a renewal of our overal l economy . 

Supply 

The supply components offer employees a set of cho ices 
that are both strongly hierarchical and also very flexi
ble . The largest and most important single component is 
the input of new B . S .  graduate engineers . These degree 
proj ect ions were reduced by 20 percent ; currently only 
80 percent of the engineering B . S .  graduates actually 
enter U . S .  engineering employment . 

The proj ections of new B . S .  engineer entrants were 
lower than the earlier proj ections . Moreover , the actual 
number of degrees granted for the f irst three years of 
these revised proj ections ( 1 9 7 8-1 9 7 9 , 1 9 7 9-1980 , and 
1980- 1981 ) had cons istently lagged the proj ected levels 
by 8-9 percent . 

The estimated level of immigrant engineers is based on 
historical data . Recent growth in the enrol lments of 
foreign students in U . S .  undergraduate programs suggests 
that this number could increase i f  the U . S .  Immigration 
and llaturalization Service again recognizes engineering 
as a critical profession . On the other hand , this com
ponent of the supply is  serious ly threatened by many of 
the immigration bills proposed in the past 18 months . 

The est imate of Bachelor of Engineering Technology 
(B . E .  T . ) graduates available for hiring in pseudoengi
neering ro les is based on proj ect ions that , l ike those 
for B . S .  engineering degrees , exceeded the actual number 
awarded in 19 7 �-1981 . The l imited informat ion on B . E . T .  
employment suggests that the percentage o f  B . E . T .  gradu-
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ates not entering the engineering employment market wi l l  
b e  comparable t o  that for B . S .  engineering graduates .  

Employment of new B . S .  recipients from the other phys
ical sc iences and mathematics may expand beyond these 
e s t imates , but no great surplus is obvious in these 
f ields . Moreover , many mathemat ics and physics graduates 
wi l l  undoubtedly be recruited to help f i l l  demands in 
computer seienee . A s ignif icant number of engineering 
g raduates may also f ind the opportunities in computer 
s c ience attractive and thus further reduce the supply of 
new engineering emp loyees . 

Insuffic ient data are available currently to proj ect 
accurately the potent ial contributions of back-transfer 
and upgrades . Such transactions , however ,  are unl ikely 
to reach the levels needed to meet all proj ected demands . 

Supply-Demand Balance 

The exist ing engineering manpower system ,  as described 
in Figure 1 ,  has a great deal of bui lt-in elasticity . As 
a consequence , and barring an extended maj or recess ion , 
the engineering emp loyment market wi l l  also always gen
erate adequate ,  and in most eases abundant , emp loyment 
opportunit ies for new B . S .  engineering graduates . The 
sys tem also provides indus try with a hierarchy of options 
for meet ing , with varying levels of satisfaction , their 
demand for technical personnel when it exceeds--and it 
u sual ly does- -the supply of B . S .  engineering graduates .  
However ,  when any industry is forced to emp loy too large 
a proportion of less-than-ful ly-qualif ied persons in 
areas of nominal engineering responsibility ,  its techno
logical and economic competitiveness is inevitably dimin
i shed . 

Thus , Figure 1 suggests serious concerns about the sup
ply of B . S .  eng ineering personnel available over the 
remainder of the decade . If the out- transfer rate ap
p roaches 5-6 percent as some earl ier trends suggest and 
i f  a transfer-back to technical functions does not grow 
even more rapidly , there wi l l  almost certainly be a sub
stantial imbalance between supply and demand . 

The obvious ways to reduce this  imbalance appear to be 
either to increase the number of B . S .  graduates produced 
by our engineering col leges or to let an increas ing num
ber of the engineering pos itions be f i l led wi th margin
a l ly qual if ied persons with the risks noted above . 

The prospect of trying to increase the numbers of new 
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B . s .  engineering graduates beyond those currently pro
j ected is equally questionable . Ho proven model is 
avai lable to guide a eolllt\itment to increase the output 
of engineering programs . In general , engineering enroll
ments increase when there is a reasonable or strong em
ployment demand and a general soc ial acceptance or sup
port for the tasks and contributions of engineering . How 
that conjunction might be promoted as a development 
strategy is not clear . Second , the present high student
faculty ratio , the shortage of new faculty members , and 
the l imited instruct ional fac i l ities make it imposs ible 
to maintain quality and increase enrol lments .  Indeed 
there is strong , but sti l l  incomplete , evidence that the 
reduced employment demand of the past two years has al
ready reduced the number of students seeking entry to 
engineering programs . 

Closing 

This prec is has focused on those parts of the Forum 
report concerned with supply and demand issues of engi
neering employment at the M . S .  and predominantly B . S .  
levels . The Forum report addresses a range of assoc iated 
topics and interested participants are encouraged to pe
ruse the entire report . 

The B-HEF s tudy concluded that " .  . . barring an ex
tended maj or recess ion , the engineering employment market 
wil l  almost always generate adequate , and in most eases 
abundant , employment opportuni ties for new B . S .  engineer
ing graduates . "  The experience of the past two years has 
certainly emphasized j ust how uncertain and non-quant i
tative the adj ect ives "extended maj or" are . Hotwith
standing that reservation , the basic inference drawn from 
this reexamination is that the engineering manpower s ys
tem wi l l  provide diverse , challenging , and in most eases , 
extensive opportunities for the foreseeable supply of new 
B . S .  engineering graduates to enter the i r  chosen profes
s ion . 
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SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION 

Fol lowing Pat Hi l l  HUBBARD ' s  description of the AEA 
study , Richard AHDERSOH inquired about the dif ference 
between the proj ections resulting from the 1981 survey 
and the actual growth f igures in 1983 . He pointed out 
that while the overal l over-proj ection was 5 percent , the 
growth that was proj ected was probably 50 percent off ; 
only  half of the growth proj ected actually occurred . An 
effec t ive method for determining shortage is to watch for 
increases in price , but Anderson observed that the sala
ries for new engineering graduates have not shown marked . 
increases . This leads one to bel ieve that the demand for 
electrical engineers has not exceeded the supp ly . Ac
cordingly , ANDERSOH was troubled by the AEA ' s proj ected 
growth in demand of 10 percent when growth rates in the 
pas t have been closer to 5 percent . 

HUBBARD replied that many factors ean inf luence growth 
rates for engineering emp loyment . It is very diff icult 
this  near to the recess ion to determine why the elec
tronics indus try did not f i l l  the proj ected pos itions-
whe ther defense contracts were not obtained , whether 
companies were unable to secure capital to expand , ete . 
However ,  AEA data show that salaries for new electrical 
and computer engineers have not been constant ; there has 
been a heal thy growth rate . For experienced engineers , 
HUBBARD agreed that salaries have not risen at an ade
quate rate . 

While Paul DOIGAH concurred that there is a need for 
electrical and computer engineers , he did question the 
magnitude of the shortage proj ected by AEA . The f irst 
problem is the fact that a number of the firms surveyed 
may be bidding on the same contracts , particularly in 
defense areas . The magnitude of the openings that dis
appear when those contracts are awarded is unclear . See-
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ond is the survival rate of electronics companies , which 
we understand to be two of f ive for Silicon Valley f i rms . 
Again , might a substantial factor in these proj ections 
be wishful thinking on the part of these companies ? Many 
of these f i rms may be taken over by a larger company . 
In the recent oil  industry mergers , for example , the rate 
of exp loration for new oil  sources and , in turn , the num
bers of new openings for geologists are l ikely to de
crease . 

HUBBARD noted that many factors are not taken into ac
count by the AKA proj ections , including the movement of 
engineers into management and the demand for computer 
engineers by other industries . The survey was never in
tended to provide that level of precision . As far as the 
survival rate of electronics indus try companies , AKA mem
bership data show a steady growth rate in all  s ize cate
gories--including start-ups--during the last seven years . 
We see a continued , healthy new-company addition . 

Robert WEATHERALL noted the methodological problem in 
asking compet ing companies about their plans and proj ec
tions . Some are l ikely to lose as much market share as 
others wi l l  gain . One should rather ask the compan ies 
for proj ections of product l ines , obtaining the col lec
tive wisdom of the indus try on growth in product l ines , 
and then translate this growth into the number of profes
s ionals needed to support these products . 

HUBBARD agreed that this approach would provide more 
reliable proj ections . However ,  when AEA attempted a 
product-l ine survey , we found that companies would not 
participate . Many firms had all of the 26 product l ines 
identi f ied by AKA but d id not have the capability of 
making business plans on a product-by-product basis . We 
have found it to be s imply a monumental effort . to obtain 
even the bas ic information we now receive from the com
panies . 

Discussion of Ronald KUTSCHER ' s  presentation of the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics ' supply/demand model began 
with a question f rom Herbert RABIN concerning the accu
racy of BLS proj ections over time . 

KUTSCHER repl ied that the BLS regularly evaluates their 
proj ect ions and has done so for those published in 1 9 7 0 , 
1 9 7 5 , and 1980 . While the average error rate for occupa
t ions is roughly 12 to 14 percent over a 5- to 10-year 
period , there is cons iderable variation within occupa
t ions . Consequently , for some occupations BLS proj ec
tions can be almost exactly correct , and for others the 
proj ections can be off by a substantial margin . For en-
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gineers , BLS over-proj eeted the growth by about 1 pereent 
per year over the 1960-1975  period . The 1970-1980 pro
j ee tions were very elose to the aetual growth in engi
neers , but again this aeeuraey varied among individual 
engineering f ields . 

Fred LAIDIS asked for elarif ieation on Kutseher • s  
s tatement that 80 pereent of engineering graduates enter 
the profession . Does that figure exelude those going on 
to graduate study in engineering? KUTSCHIR replied that 
the 80 pereent f igure ineludes all those entering engi
neering-oriented oeeupations . The 20 pereent represents 
individuals going on to work in f ields unrelated to en
g ineering . 

Daniel DRUCKER noted that the BLS proj eets that if past 
trends eontinue , then the quantity of supply of engineers 
should be in balanee with the demand . Is any thought 
g iven to the quality of engineers , and how following the 
pattern of the past may effeet our world eompetitiveness? 

KUTSCHER rep lied that BLS did not have any way of an
swering the question of  Whether the past levels o f  engi
neering expertise are good enough for the future . The 
labor-market s ituation that BLS sees is not a radieal 
ehange from the past . In faet , if BLS proj eetions of 
demand are a bit high and supply a bit low,  then over the 
near-term, eondi- tiona may improve somewhat . 

Charles FALX eontinued the diseuss ion of  the quality 
issue by asking to What extent one should def ine shortage 
as the diserepaney between demand and the number of new 
degree-holders entering the market . Responses to a 1983 
WSP survey of 350 large teehnology-oriented eompanles 
showed that less than 10 pereent reported shortages of 
eleetrieal engineers , down from 60 pereent in 1981 . 
Given the BLS assumption that 50 pereent of these new 
entrants are not engineering degree-holders , do sueh re
sults indieate that employers are satisfied with the 
s tate of the labor market? Is  this apparently low short
age level satisfaetory from a quality point of view? 

HUBBARD replied that the larger eompanies , wbieh formed 
the group that RSF surveyed , seem to have more sueeess 
in attraeting engineers by offering highly eompetitive 
salary and eompensation paekages than do the smal ler , 
more dynamie eompanies . Moreover , HUBBARD maintained 
that employers would not be sat isf ied with 50 pereent of 
their new hires eoming from What they would pereeive as 
less-qual if ied individuals : our ability to maintain 
world eompetitiveness is very important in speeialty 
areas . As the eomputer field beeomes inereasingly eom-
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p lex ,  a phyeicist sillply cannot be rapidly translated 
into a computer engineer , and this baa a negative illpact 
on productivity . 

KUTSCHER pointed out the broad public-pol icy question 
involved here : because no one can predict with certainty 
the categories of skills needed ten years in the future , 
What is the impl ication of employers not wil ling to hire 
someone from another f ield! If  an individual makes the 
wrong guess , for example to go into physics When we need 
electrical engineers , should this person be delegated to 
the "scrap heap" at a relatively early aget It is prob
ably true that using those individuals may be less effi
c ient than hiring al l new graduates , but we should be 
concerned with What happens to those who may have chosen 
the wrong degree f ield and f ind themselves , at age 35 or 
45 ,  in a f ield Where there is no demand . 

Charlotte KUH spoke to the issue of future needs for 
computer specialists as described in Jean Vanski ' s  paper . 
KUH noted that over the next 10 years , shortages of coa
puter speciali s ts are l ikely to disappear because com
puters will  be doing What programmers are now doing . In 
fact , today many j obs that programmers used to do are 
s imply wired into machines . This substitution of capital 
for labor with computer-assisted design and engineering 
results in a permanent decrease in the demand for pro
grammers . 

HUBBARD replied that although that is partially true , 
many computer specialty areas are going to remain fairly 
s tatic , and the in-mobi lity from other areas wil l  be in
creasingly a non-solution . Retraining people with no 
computer education for computer occupations is not going 
to �e advisable in the future because the specialties are 
going to be increasingly exact . We are going to need 
higher-quali fied computer people , and that wil l  restrict 
in-mobility . 

· 

Alan FECHTER reiterated KUH ' s point by stating that in 
addition to the possible adjustments mentioned in Van
ski ' s  paper that would equilibrate the labor market , this 
capital-labor substitution could become a s ignificant 
factor in the future . 
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. A RIVIIW OF FOUl STUDIES 

W. Lee Hansen 
university of Wisconsin-Madison 

The four papers prepared for this symposium attempt to 
answer the question posed in its title : "Is There a 
Shortasef" The assignment to comment on these papers is 
formidable for several reasons . First , differing views 
among knowledgeable experts about What constitutes a 
shortase make it  difficult to know what benchmarks to 
emp loy in evaluatin& the evidence presented in tbe 
papers . 1 Second , the papers include f indings from 
several other studies that When combined with the oral 
p resentations here today diffuse my sense about What 
information is most  pertinent for these comments . 2 

Third , differences in the time reference periods for tbe 
proj ections--with one focusing on the short-run , another 
on the lons- run ,  and the other two on the in-between-
mean that the results are not directly comparable . Fi
nal ly , the authors of the papers are all reticent about 
o f ferin& a precise answer to the question , recognizin& as 
they do , the problems that arise because of the nature of 

1 Rational Science Board , Scientific and Technical 
Manpower Proiections : Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on 
Manpower , Washinston , D . C . , October 197 4 , and Scientific 
and Technical Manpower Proi ections : Proceedinu of tbe 
Seminar , Washinston , D . C . , October 197 4 . 
2 Reference is made in the ACE report to several other 
s tudies . The same is true of the RSF report . In addi
tion , several other RSF surveys have attempted to ascer
tain labor-market conditions for science and engineering 
graduates : Science Resources Studies Hb.hli1,hts , RSF 
82-310 ( June 9 ,  1982 ) , RSF 82-330 (Rovember 22 , 1982 ) , 
and RSF 84-303 ( January 1984 ) . 
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the data and methodologies and because of the varying 
interpretations that can be attached to their results . 

Rather than concentrating on arriving at a judpaent 
about Whether the papers demonstrate clear evidence of a 
currant or prospective shortage of engineers , I propose 
to examine each paper and try to indicate what it can and 
cannot tal l  us . My hope is to help us learn mora about 
bow to assess the state of the labor market for engi
neers , emphasizing what must be dona to improve our 
knowledge so that , say , f ive or ten years hence , we wi l l  
b e  better equipped t o  answer the question that brings us 
together . 

American Electronics Association (AEA) 

Three questions guide my discussion of this report . 
What can we learn from this quite different report that 
we cannot learn from the other reports? What else could 
we learn from a more complete analysis of the survey data 
underlying this report? And how might the results of 
this  report be used to evaluate the presence of a short
age? In answering these questions , I f ind it necessary 
to draw not only on the 1983 report but also on a similar 
AEA report published earl ier . 3 

Before proceeding , it must be said that the AEA i s  to 
be commended for attempting its survey . The results help 
throw light on the evolution of the rapidly expanding 
electronics industry . The early release of the reports 
provides a wide range of benchmark data , proj ections of 
employment demand , and an array of answers to rel ated 
questions that help put the proj ections into perspective . 
The information in the AEA report differs fundamentally 
f rom that employed in the other three studies by ref lect
ing the informed j udgments of people in the industry ra
ther- than the explicit assumptions that necessarily un
derlie the usual proj ection models . 

Technical Issues 

The results from the 1981 and 1982 surveys would have 
been more useful had it been possible to weight the data 

3 American Electronics Association , Technical EmploY
ment Projections , 1981-1985 (Palo Alto , CA : 1981 ) . 
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for cUf ferences i n  the characteristics of  those finu 
that cUd and did not respond . Given that the response 
rates were below 50 percent and lower in 1983 than in 
1981 ( 38 versus •8 percent) ,  we are not in a sood posi
tion to interpret the 1983 results or compare the 1981 
and 1983 results . Several bits of evidence lead to thil 
conclulion . Fir1t , the diltribution of firma by 11&e 
differed con1iderably , with 36 percent of the re1pondins 
f i rma  havins more than 200 employee• in 1981 a1 compared 
to •7 percent in 1983 , Second , even thoush the respon1e 
rate fell , the number of respon••• jumped by more than 
20 percent ( from 6 7 1  to 815 ) , implyins that the industry 
srew rapidly (which it no doubt did) , 11l81Dbership in the 
AEA expanded dramatically ( that also appears to be the 
case ) , or some combination of the two . This evidence 
indicates qui te clearly the need to weisht the data , not 
only so that comparisons can be made over the two years 
but also to sive the industry a better sense of the labor 
market for technical personnel . 

Whether the required employment weishts can be obtained 
for non-respondins f i rms to yield total industry emp loy
ment is a question I cannot answer . In view of the 
srowth of the industry and the absence of other bench
mark data , the diff iculties of obtainins the information 
needed are formidable . It seems clear , however ,  that the 
AEA should do what i t  can to develop a weisht ins scheme 
for future as wel l  as pas t reports , both to al leviate 
concerns of readers about the nonrepresentativeness of 
the respondin& f i rms and to enhance the usefulness of the 
pub l ished data . 

Matched Firm Comparisons 

The fact that this is a survey of member f i rms from an 
association means that substantial numbers of respondents 
answered both the 1981 and 1983 surveys . This should 
make it poss ible to analyze the responses of those firms 
for both years . Such an analysis could yield valuable 
information on the stability of the proj ected employment 
levels . The resultin& comparisons would necessar i ly ex
clude employment by new f i rms ( also by new members of the 
AEA) as well as by older firms that ceased operations ; 
that is inevitable but in no way denies the usefulness 
of matched fJ.rm comparisons . S imi larly , because some 
firms respondins to the 1983 survey could not provide 
proj ections over the full f ive-year period , it would be 
informative to show proj ected emp loyment for those f i rms 
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that did provide annual proj ections over the entire pe
riod . It would be even better if the information for 
this eubset of f irma coulj be weighted to show proj ected 
employment totals . 

Puller Exploitation of the Data 

In future surveys I urse fuller exploitation and analy
sis of the survey data . The information is rich in ana
lytical possibilities , but as so often occurs , the pres
sure to produce a report quickly and lack of analyt ical 
expertise lead to a woeful underutilization of the avail
able information . What might be done? It would be use
ful to know how proj ections differ depending on the posi
tion the respondent holds in the organization . Given 
that such information was obtained , it would be possible 
to compare the proj ections put forward by planners , chief 
executive officers , and others . How different are their 
proj ections? Are the differences associated with the 
person or the approach they use? What leads to different 
assessments of the labor market? In addition , the in
f luence of economic conditions could be understood more 
fully by examining how differing perceptions of the state 
of the economy influence the level of proj ections . Fi
nally , adaptations and adjustments to labor-market con
ditions could be explored by comparing how the proj ec
tions vary , depending on perceptions of supply-demand 
relationships , perceived causes of labor market problems , 
possible accOlllllOdations to shortfalls of personnel , and 
recruitment methods . 

A continuing difficulty with employer-generated proj ec
tions is the myopic view they so often reflect , i . e .  , 
their own illlllediate view of the market without respect 
to the behavior of competitors or the larser economic 
s i tuation . Given the volatility of the economy and es
pecially of the most rapidly growing sectors , systematic 
over- and underproj ections of demand for personnel are 
l ikely to occur over any extended period of t ime .  

Accuracy of Proj ections 

The usefu lness of proj ections depends ultimately on tbe 
accuracy of the information they provide . How one as
sesses the accuracy of proj ections is difficult to know 
because the very publication of proj ections is likely to 
alter the behavior of responding ( as well as nonrespond
ing) firms , of individuals employed in these f i rms  and 
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closely related finu , and of  people prepadng to enter 
the industry . »onetheless , one simple test is to compare 
the actual and proj ected employment totals as the 1983 

report does for the proj ections coming out of its 1981 

report . To the extent that markets respond to projec
tions that might imply shortages or surpluses , projec
tions cannot by their very nature earn high marks for 
ac curacy . " Putting these issues aside , I argue that 
the published conclusions about the accuracy of the pro
j ections are misleading . 

The report indicates that while it is premature to make 
judgments about the accuracy of the industry proj ections , 
the proj ection made in December 1980 of total j obs for 
1982 shows a remarkable congruence with actual employment 
at the end of 1982 . This conclus ion is reached by ex
trapolating the survey results to industry totals by ap
p ly ing some crude employment weights ( this is the only 
instance in which any weighting is done) to projected 
19 8 2  employment and actual 1982 employment . The report 
concludes that 1982 employment exceeded that proj ected 
for 1982 by t\ . 8 percent . I t  goes on to note that the 
accuracy of the proj ections for particular categories of 
technical personnel was less good , as might be expected 
for subgroups of some larger total . 

To set the stage for this discussion , the dating of the 
p roj ections must be understood . As indicated by the 
column headings in Table 1 ,  the 1983 report offers pro
j ections of new employment for December 1983 ( also for 
December 1984 ,  December 1985 , and December 19 8 7  but not 
shown in the table) , with December 1982 employment as a 
base . The 1981 report is less clear but proj ects new 
employment for what appears to be December 1981 and 
December 1983 ,  with December 1980 emp loyment as a base . 
This discussion wil l  concentrate on total employment of 
technical personnel ,  presented in the top part of Table 
1 ;  additional information is available and shown for the 
two maj or categories of technical personnel ,  namely , 
p rofessionals and paraprofess ionals . 

It should be readily apparent that no direct compar
i sons can be made so far between actual and proj ected ea-

4 w. Lee Hansen , "Labor Foree and Occupational Proj ec
tions" in Gerald Somers ( ed . ) ,  Proceedings of the Eigh
teenth Annual Meeting, 196 5 , Industrial Relat ions Re
search Associations , Madison , Wisconsin , 196 6 .  
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TABLE 1 .  Actual Employment , Proj ected 8ew Employment and Proj ected Gross Employment , ·for 
Technical Personnel , Technical Professional s ,  and Technical Paraprofessionals , 
1980-1983 , based on American Elec tronics Association Survers 

Type of Employment 
and Source of Data 
Total Technical 

1981 Report 

1983 Report 

Professionals 
1981 Report 

1983 Report 

Paraprofessionals 
1981 Report 

1983 Report 

Actual Levels 
Dee . 1980 

289 

146 

143 

Bmploxment Levels <in thousands> *  
Proj ected Increase Actual Level s  Proj ected Increase 
to Dee . 1981** Dee . 1982 Dee . 1983** 

+6 3  
( 35 2 )  

+30 

( 176 ) 

+33 

( 1 76 ) 

311 

16 7 

203 

+101 

( 453 ) 

+43 

( 414 ) 

+44 

( 210) 

+23 

( 190) 

*Totals do not always add because of roundin& . 
**Fi&ures in parentheses reflect "&ross employment" levels and are the sum of actual eap lor
ment levels and subsequent proj ected increases in new emp loyment . 

SOURCES : American Electronics Association , Technical E!ploxment ProJections . 1981-1983-1985 , 
Palo Alto , Californi a ,  1981 , pp .  24-25 ; American Electronics Association , Technical Bmplot
mant Proieetions . 1983-1987 , Palo Alto , Cal iforni a ,  1983 , p .  24 . 
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ployment , since there are no proj ections for December 
1982 . What the ABA report apparently did was to co.pare 
the 1981 report ' s  proj ected employment for either Decea
ber 1983 or some interpolated f isure for December 1982 
with the 1983 reports actual employment for December 
1982 . Unfortunately , the orisin of the 1982 fisure for 
proj ected employment for the 1981 report is not identi
f ied . If  the comparison is for December 1983 proj ected 
employment and December 1982 actual employment , this is 
c learly an invalid comparison . But even if the compari
son is with an interpolated flsure for December 1982 , 5 
one cannot s imply add the number of proj ected !l!!! j obs 
to December 1980 employment to obtain December 1982 pro
j ected employment . This is because actual December 1982 
employment is the sum of December 1980 employment and new 
employment to December 1982 , minus the number of retire
menta , deaths , terminations , and moves to other j obs . 
Mew employment is def ined expl icitly to exclude all 
forms of attrition . So without additional informat ion 
on attrition , the 1983 report ' s  impl ied employment total 
for December 1982 is misleadin& unless we describe it as 
a sroas employment total . But then it is not comparable 
with actual employment in December 1982 . 

Comparins Levels and Chan&es 

The comparison used by the ABA centers on employment 
levels , notin& that its proj ected employment fell  short 
of actual employment by 4 . 4  percent . Aside from the 
difficulties mentioned above , the measured accuracy of 
proj ections should depend on what is beins projected . 
Suppose we want to compare the proj ections of new a
ployment for 1983 made in the 1981 and 1983 reports . 
Suppose also that we take the 1983 report ' s  proj ection 
as a benchmark asainst which to compare the 1981 report ' s  
proj ection . The 1981 report proj ects 164 , 000 n� j obs 
by December 1982 which , when added to the December 1980 
total of 288 , 000 , yields a sross employment total of 
453 , 000 ; this contrasts to a sross employment total of 
414 , 000 for December 1983 from the 1983 report , obtained 

5 If the plan was to interpo late for December 1982 
based on December 1981 and 1983 proj ections , then the 
resultins base fisure for the ABA • s calcu lation should 
be 401 , 000 rather than 389 , 000 . 
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by adding the December 1982 employment base and new j obs 
to December 1983 . Since 453 , 000 exceeds 414 , 000 by 
39 , 000 , this means that the 1981 report • s projection 
overstated the 1983 report ' s  proj ection by 39 , 000-
which , when divided by 414 , 000 , yields an error of +9 
percent . ' (This percentage figure differs from the 
4 . 4  percent figure mentioned earlier , in part because 
different dates are used but also because these f igures 
are not weighted . ) This accuracy rate might by soae 
standard be viewed as reasonably good . 

And yet the AEA questionnaires asked for proj ections 
not of levels but rather of increases in new employment 
from the base period . This means we must compare changes 
rather than levels . How accurate were the proj ected 
changes? Prom the 1981 report we observe that employ
ment , starting from a December 1980 base of 289 , 000 , was 
expected to be augmented by 164 , 000 new j obs by December 
1983 . Meanwhile , from the 1983 report we see that pro
j ected gross employment for December 1983--414 , 000--rep
resented an increase of 125 , 000 j obs over the December 
1980 base . Thus , to determine the accuracy of the pro
j ections , we must divide the change of 164 , 000 by 125 , 000 
--which indicates that the proj ected addition from Decem
ber 1980 was about 30 percent greater than that seen as 
of December 1982 . A 30 percent error for changes is con
s iderably less impressive than the 9 percent f igure cal
culated for levels .  

Hight one have done about as well by simply extrapo
lating past growth patterns? Who knows? Such extrapo
lations would be useful in giving readers additional 
information , thereby allowing them to compare the em
p loyer-generated and s imple-trend proj ections . Making 
such trend proj ections is not a straight-forward task , 
however , because one must chooae the method of extrapo
lation--straight-l ine , exponential , quadratic , or what
ever ; each produces quite different results . 

6 This i l lustrative comparison is flawed because actual 
December 1982 employment is a net figure , with new addi
t ives s ince December 1980 being partially offset by at
trition over that period . I f  gross employment in Decem
ber 1982 could be ascertained , it would be greater than 
3 7 1 , 000 ; and this difference would have to be added to 
the proj ected gross employment f igure of 414 , 000 in De
cember 1983 . 
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Is There a Shortage? 

The report , whi le not expl icit about whether there is a 
shortage of al l engineers , provides some evidence of 
shortages for particu lar types of engineers . The diffi
culty with its conc lusion is that it  provided no criteria 
in the questionnaire to guide respondents in deciding 
whether they faced or were l ikely to face shortages . The 
proj ections of demand or of new j obs tel l  us nothing 
about poss ible shortages ; for this we need additional 
information on supply . Honetheless , a third of the re
spondents expressed the bel ief that a general shortage 
existed for electronics-electrical and computer software 
engineers . Another quarter thought some shortages ex
isted but were conf ined to part icu lar specialty areas . 
Sti l l  another quarter indicated that while shortages did 
not currently exist ,  they would develop as the economy 
returned to its 1980 level of economic activity . The 
remaining fifth thought there was no shortage . 

How do we interpret these data , assuming that respon
dents answered cons istently? Just over half of all  re
spondents thought that a general or particular shortage 
exi sted at the t ime of the survey . Do the views of this 
group ref lect the true s tate of the labor market? Or is 
the fact that wel l  over 40 percent of the respondents 
thought that no shortage currently existed suffic ient to 
dismiss the c laims of shortages? How do we factor in the 
observations of another fifth of the respondents that 
shortages would exist if the economy returned to its 1980 
level?  As of February 1984 , it had not .  Thus , I suppose 
we could conc lude that because the vote was about evenly 
spl it as of late 1982 and because condi tions had not 
changed enough by early 1984 to alter that sp l it ,  the 
evidence is mixed . 

Summary 

My remarks , whi le they may seem critical , are meant to 
be constructive . Surveys of emp loyers , unl ike the ap
proaches of the other papers , obtain information on cur
rent and prospective labor-market condit ions as seen by 
the peop le who are c loses t to the market . Moreover , the 
information obtained is far richer than that ut i l ized in 
the more sophis ticated proj ection models . But the raw 
data by themselves can answer only a l imited set of ques
tions . To squeeze more out of the data requires analyses 
that probe the data to establ ish quantitative and quali-
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tative relationships that can help i lluminate the dynam
ics of labor markets . So , I urse the AEA not only to 
continue its surveys but also to sharpen the analysi s  so 
that we can learn more about one of the most  important 
and fas test srowins sectors of the American labor force . 

American Council  on Educat ion (ACE ) 

The American Counc il on Education report provides a 
sood description and summary of other studies ; it inte
srates the results of other studies into a useful sche
matic for assess ins labor-market balance , and it of fers 
recommendations for action . The focus of its recommenda
tions is on assurins the avai lability of a key component 
of the ensineerins education infrastructure--namely , col
lese and univers ity ensineerins faculty members . The 
report calls for , amons other thinss . improved faculty 
compensation and more fel lowships to attract American 
undersraduates into postsraduate scientific and ensineer
ins prosrams . 

The schematic encompasses the ACE ' s  proj ection of en
sineers , which is really an amalsam of results from other 
s tudies , and hishl ights the relat ionships between stocks 
and flows . What it does not do is indicate the nature 
of the behavioral assumptions that produce these various 
flows . Ror is a close l ink established between the as
sessment of the market for ensineers and the recommenda
tions that deal with the academic market for engineering 
faculty members . But we cannot be too critical because 
the purpose of the report is not to devise a new approach 
to proj ections but rather to mobil ize the higher educa
tion and bus iness communities to take action on the grow
ing imbalance between the academic and nonacademic labor 
markets for Ph . D . - trained engineers . 

The report might have done a useful serv ice by cal l ing 
for more exp l icit  attent ion to understanding how the 
labor market operates for Ph . D . -trained engineers . Such 
a model might go somethins l ike this . It would besin by 
attempting to understand the determinants of the f lows 
of high school seniors into engineering programs , their 
choice upon graduation to enter the work force as com
pared to beg inning graduate study leading to a Ph . D . , and 
if the latter , their decision to pers ist to complete the 
Ph . D .  degree . Then \hey face the choice of seeking aca
demic employment as against nonacademic employment ; to 
the extent they choose the former , we must then fol low 
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their choice to continue in the academic sector in the 
face of attractive outside j ob offers . Mode lin& thia 
labor market would be an interastin& and challensin& 
task , an4 the results would very likely provide a strons 
rationale for the recommendations noted above and perhaps 
other recommendations as well . 

In recent years various attapts have been made to 
aodal labor markets for people with advanced trainin& 
Where the lons trainins pipeline precludes rapid adj ust
ments to chansins demand conditions . Applications have 
bean made to the labor market for such sroups as col lasa 
facult� members , 7 Ph . D .  economists , 8 and mathemati
cians . With such models it should be poss ible to es
timate the size of salary adjustments needed to prevent , 
if not reduce , the outflow of ensineerins faculty members 
to the academic sector , to recruit larger numbers of new 
Ph . D . s ,  and to lead more bachelor-degree recipients into 
sraduate programs . 

The reconmendations deal ing with salaries wil l  not be 
as easy to implement as many people in the private sector 
might think . Important institutional constraints exist 
within universities that make it  difficult for them to 
adj ust salaries to meet changing market conditions . One 
i s  the sense of equity that pervades salary dec isions 
across discipl ines in the academic sector . For example , 
it  is often argued that a faculty member is a faculty 
member , whether in engineering or English ,  and each 
should receive the same salary because the work of 
teaching and research is essentially s imilar . Such a 
view ignores the reality of the marketp lace , which means 
that there is no s ingle labor market for all faculty mea-

1 Richard B .  Freeman , "Demand for Labor in lion-Profit 
Markets : University Faculty" in D.  Hamermesh ( ed . ) ,  
Labor in lion-Profit H!rkets , Princeton University Press , 
Princeton , 1975 . 
8 W .  Lee Hansen , H .  B .  llewburger , F .  J .  Schroeder , D .  
c .  Stapleton , and D .  J .  Young-Day , "Forecasting the 
llarket for llew Ph . D .  Economists , "  American Economic Re
view , 70 (March 1980 ) . rcharlotte V .  Kuh and Roy Redner , Mathematicians in 
Academia :  19 7 5-2000 , A Report to the llational Science 
Foundation , Conference Board of Mathematical Sciences , 
Washington , D . C . , February 1980 . 
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bers but , rather , a whole series of disciplinary-based 
labor markets , most of which operate independently of 
each other . In fact , salary differences among disci
plines have widened in recent years . 10 Reconci l ing 
these two conflicting positions is not easy , and in the 
meantime , ever larger numbers of engineering faculty 
members , potential faculty members (new Ph . D . a  and grad
uate students ) ,  and even potential graduate students are 
lured away by highly attractive salary offers . 

Faculty salaries also move sluggishly in adapting to 
changing economic conditions largely because salary in
creases are set by legislative action rather than by in
dividual colleges and universities , except for private 
institutions . Were it not for this , it might have been 
eas ier in the past few years to divert salary increase 
money to help retain engineering faculty members ( and 
others in high demand) attracted by outside offers . The 
reality is that faculty salaries have declined in real 
terms by about 20 percent during the past decade , and 
faculty members have been able to do l ittle to arrest 
this decline . ll The magnitude of this decline makes 
it particularly difficult for faculty members in fields 
whose labor markets are depressed to sympathize with the 
need to divert already limited funds from salary in
creases for themselves to salary increases for others 
whose opportunities have almost always looked more at
tractive , whether ins ide or outside the academy . 

To conclude , what does this report have to say about 
the shortage of engineers ?  It suggests that the labor 
market for baccalaureate engineers is in rough balance 
but that this situation is l ikely to worsen in the fu
ture . The report asserts that the labor market for en
gineering faculty members is extraordinari ly tight , and 
it recommends strong action to alleviate this tightness .  
But in neither case does it offer much help in under
standing more c learly how engineering labormarkets oper
ate . 

10 American Association of University Professors , "SUr
prises and Uncertainties , "  ACADEME : BULLITIII OF THE 
�. 68 ( July-August 1982 ) . 
11 w. Lee Hansen , "The Decl ine of Real Faculty Salaries 
in the 1970s , "  QuarterlY Review of Economics and Busi
n!£!, 21 (Winter 1981 ) . 
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Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS ) 

My approach to the BLS study ia di fferent ; I try to 
summarize the BLS approach so as to highlight some of the 
methodological problems , co•ent on the accuracy of its 
pt"Oj ections , and examine what the study says about the 
shortage of engineers . 

BLS Hethodolou 

The purpose of the BLS proj ections is to measure future 
occupational requirements that reflect as accurately as 
possible several different sets of assumpt ions about the 
future course of the economy . The hope is to enable in
dividuals to make more informed decisions about j ob 
choices and the training needed to make those j ob choices 
poss ible . The steps involved in generating estimates of 
future occupational requirements are long and tenuous . 
The exercise starts with the production of labor-force 
proj ections that are used to develop aggregate economic 
proj ections , which are then trans lated into the national 
income accounts framework so as to reflect the composi
tion o f  demand by industry , thereby leading to industry 
output proj ections determined with the help of input
output tables . The - next step is to develop proj ections 
of industry employment that require separately produced 
estimates of product ivity increases . The last step uti
lizes the industry-occupation matrix to develop proj ec
tions of employment by occupation . 

The estimation chain has many l inks and it is not c lear 
how sol idly forged they are . Bach link requires a series 
of assumptions about the future world and the app l ica
bility of past experience in predicting the future . 
Moreover , all along the way countless judgments are in
troduced . For example , in us ing the input-output table 
to proj ect industry emp loyment , adj us tments are made for 
anticipated technological change and attendant labor
cap i tal substitutions . It is diff icult to know exactly 
how these adjustments are made . It is even more diffi
cul t  to know Whether they are truly exogenous adj ustments 
dictated by the on-going pace of technology or instead 
re f lect at least in part responses to future changes in 
labor-market conditions and alterations in the relative 
prices of labor and cap ital . The basis for adj us tments 
in the industry-occupation matrix to ref lect prospective 
changes in util ization of different types of ski l l s  is  
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also unclear ; do these adj ustments ref lect the impac t of 
exosenous factors , or are they too in part endosenous ?  

Another problem is the failure t o  develop a more ex
plicit model ins of both the d.and and supply aides of 
the labor JDarket . The te£'11 "requirements "  sussest a de
mand-side orientation . Yet proj ected requirements are 
taken to ref lect what actual employment wi l l  be , s iven 
the assumptions underlyins the proj ections . This inter
pretation is substantiated by subsequent comparisons made 
by BLS between proj ected requir-.nts for soaae year and 
actual employment for that year , with discrepanc ies beins 
characterized as errors . Al l this sussests that the 
various ad hoe adj ustments in the input-output coeffi
cients and in the industry-occupation matrix may ref lect 
the implicit introduction of supply-side considerati ons . 
It  would seem preferable to senerate proj ections of re
quirements based on unehansed input-output coeff icients 
and an unehansed industry-occupation matrix and then in
troduce a separate supply model possibly to senerate re
sul ts that , when combined with the requirements model , 
would produce somethins that we misht describe as re
f leetins "requirements-supply balance . "  Whether such a 
balance would flow out of the interaction of the require
ments and supply models is not apparent ;  they misht have 
to be forced to produce such a balance . 

On Shortases 

As I understand i t ,  the BLS occupational requirements 
proj ections can tell  us little about past , present , or 
potential shortases , 12 The use of some base year for 
makins the proj ections impl ies that neither shortases or 
surpluses existed at that time ;  while this may be the 
ease for many occupations , it  is  unlikely that every oc
cupation is in perfect balance in the base year . Hence , 
the base year may include soaae imbalance that misht be 
expected to work itself out in the future ; how this wi ll  
be worked out is not clear . The proj ected values are 
not much more helpful . If they are estimates of require-

12 This is in contrast to other BLS reports .  See 
Douslas Braddock , "The Job Market for Ensineers : Recent 
Condit ions and Future Prospects , "  Occupational OUtlook 
Quarterly . Summer 1983 . 
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mente , there is no comparable information on available 
proj ected supplies of workers . Consequently , there can 
be no disparity that would indicate a shortfall or an 
excess of workers in a particular occupation . If  the 
proj ected values are for actual employment , given the 
assumptions underlyin& the proj ections , then they reflect 
the workin& out through the labor market of differences 
in the underlying requirements and suppl ies so that by 
definition we can learn nothing about shortages or sur
pluses . 

Accuracy of the BLS Proj ections 

As a lready mentioned , the proj ections are evaluated regu
larly . The results of such evaluations , Whi le of inter
est , prove to be of minimal value because the methodology 
of the BLS proj ections is constantly evolvins . Thus , the 
methodology used to make proj ections a decade or more ago 
may bear little correspondence to that employed today . 
It would be ironic if earlier proj ections were found to 
be consistently on target , because the method that had 
been used to generate such proj ections would most likely 
have been altered , making Whatever knowledge vas gained 
of only l imited historical value . 

· 

How accurate are the BLS proj ections? At the moment 
we have no way of knowing . The recently published 1995 
proj ections1 3  for the maj or categories of engineers , 
shown in Table 2 ,  indicate relatively large percentage 
gains ; indeed , electrical engineers and mechanical en&i
neers are listed among the 20 occupational groups ex
pected to grow most rap idly over the period 1979 ( the 
benchmark year for these proj ections ) and 1995 , with 
gains of 65  and 52  percent , respectively , based on the 
moderate trend proj ection . These gains compare with an 
increase of 31 percent for all professional occupations . 
The report describing these proj ections gives no indica
tion ,  however , about Whether this growth can be achieved 
or is l ikely to be achieved . 

One way of learning more about the potential accuracy 
of the BLS proj ections is to compare them with the actual 

13 George T .  Silvestri , John M .  Lukasiewicz , and Marcus 
E .  Einstein , .. Occupational Ealployment Proj ections Through 
1995 . .. Monthly Labor Review, Rovember 1983 . 
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TABLE 2 .  Proj ections of Occupational Requirements for 
1995 for Bn&ineers by Type 

Actual Proj ected 
Occupational lmployment lmployment Percentage 
i£2Y2 191Z 122� Chan&! 
Aeronautical 44 6 2  u 
Chemical 56 80 .3 
Civil 156 228 .7  
Electrical 320 528 65 
Industrial 160 227  42 
Mechanical 209 318 52 
Petroleum 26 32 22 
All Ensin1ers 1 1 20• 1 1 788 .9 

SOURCE : George T .  Silvestri , John M. Lukasiewicz , and 
Marcus B .  Einstein , "Occupational lmployment Proj ections 
Through 1995 , " MonthlY Labor Review , Rovember 1983 , 
Table 1 ,  p .  38 . 

employment levels that were realized . Such comparisons 
can be made for the 1975 and 1980 occupational proj ec
tions , drawing on two recent evaluations by the Bureau 
of Labor Statistics . 1• The results for several se
lected types of engineers appear in Table 3 ,  which shows 
base year employment in the f irst column , proj ected em
p loyment in the second column , and actual realized em
ployment in the third column . If we think of  these pro
j ections as most useful for indicating changes in the 
size of occupational groups , then as noted earlier we 
must compare proj ected and actual emp loyment changes , as 
shown in the fourth column . The percentage errors appear 
in the right-hand column . We find that the errors in 
these proj ections--for aeronautical , civil , and mechani
cal engineers--all exceed 100 percent ; only two are less 
than 200 percent ! This is not an impressive record . It 
remains unclear whether the errors , as I have termed 
them , resul ted from faulty assumptions about the economy , 
inadequate data , or other slips in the chain of s teps 
required to generate the proj ections . 

1• Bureau of Labor statistics , "The U . S .  Economy in 
1995 , •• Monthly Labor Review, Rovember 1983 . 
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TABLE 3 .  Evaluat i on of Proj ec ted Requirements for Selec ted Types of Eng ineers for 1 9 7 5  and 
1980 

Type of 
Endneer 

Aeronautical 
Civi l 
Mechanical 

Type of 
Endneer 

Aeronautical 
Civil  
Mechanical 

Actual 
Employment 
1960 

Actual 
Employment 
19 70 

6 4  

180 

207 

19 75 

Proj ected 
Requi rements 
19 7 5 

1980 

Proj ected 
Requirements 
1980 

7 7  
2 36 
2 7 7  

Proiectlons (in 
Actual 
Employment 
19 7 5 

52 

160 

200 

Proiectiona ( in 
Actual 
Employment 
1980 

6 4  

192 

232 

thousands) 
Changes in 
Proj ected 
va Actual 

2216 

102 / U  

101 / 46 

thousands) 
Changes in 
Proj ected 
vs Actual 

13/0 

56 / 12 

7 0/ 25 

Percentage 
Error 

266 

6 29 

120 

Percentage 
Error 

Infinite 
36 7 

180 

SOURCES : 19 75 : Max L .  Carey , "!valuating the 19 75 Proj ect ions of Occupational Employment , "  
MonthlY Labor Review , June 198 1 ,  Table 2 , p .  15 . 1980 : Max L .  Carey and Kevin Kasunlc ,  
"Evaluating the 1980 Proj ections of Occupational Employment , "  MonthlY Labor Review , July 
1982 , Table 2 ,  p .  26 .  
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Whether the proj ections for 1995 wil l  be  closer to  the 
mark cannot yet be ascertained . There is certainly no 
evidence that the two sets of proj ect ions just  reviewed 
led large additional numbers of young people to seek en
gineerins degrees so they would be available to f i l l  the 
uny j ob openings that bad been proj ected . Ror is it 
clear that in 1975 or 1980 there were many engineers Who 
bad been forced to move into other l ines of work because 
of the absence of engineering j obs . Obviously , it would 
be helpful to explore why these developments did not oc
cur . 

SWllllary 

It  appears that the BLS proj ections of engineers can 
throw l i ttle or no l ight on the question of whether there 
bas been , is , soon wi ll  be , or ever ( in 1995 ) wi l l  be a 
shortage of engineers . Moreover , the conceptual fuzzi
ness of these proj ections strikes me as greater now than 
before I began this exploration . Even if thi s  is not a 
matter of concern , the errors pointed out in the evalua
tions of two sets of proj ections appreciably weaken my 
confidence in the accuracy of any employment proj ections 
for the future . 

Rational Science Foundat ion {RSF) 

The Vanski paper and the several &SF-contracted studies 
on which it rests provide a clearer basis than any of the 
other three reports for assess ing the existence of pros
pective shortages of engineers . This is accomplished by 
adding a supply side to what I would describe as a de
mand-requirements model , analogous to that of the BLS . 
The supply-side model allows a one-round market adj ust
ment process to deal with Whatever labor-market imbal
ances are proj ected to exist in an occupat ion after al
lowing for the entry of people newly trained for that 
occupation . The market adjustment process proceeds 
through interoccupational movement by experienced workers 
and through f ield-switching ( entering a particular occu
pation after having been trained in another f ield to 
enter some other occupation)  for newly trained labor
force entrants . 

This approach represents a maj or advance in our abi lity 
to analyze shortages because it  tries to show how pro
j ected employment growth is accommodated on the supply 
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side . Unfortunately ,  the Vanski paper is sketchy on the 
details  of model ing the supply-s ide adj ustments . on the 
methods used to estimate these adj ustments . and on the 
empirical estimates on which her reported results are 
based . Because of this difficulty , I sought out a copy 
of the DauffenBach-Piorito paperlS in hopes that it 
would p rovide addit ional detai l . While c l early qui te 
informative in communicat ing a more detailed understand
ing of the underlying research , the paper does not pre
sent many of the key empirical results or the equations 
underlying them . Apparently , full  details  on the various 
components of the model and the empirical results wi ll 
become available in the proj ect • s f inal report . which 
will be submitted soon to VSP . Given the glimpse of what 
is to come , the f inal report wi l l  be awaited with great 
ant icipation . In the meantime , one can best raise ques
tions rather than offer expl icit criticism of the VSP 
approach . 

Methodological Issues 

Occupational employment requirements in the VSP model 
come out of the Defense Interindustry Forecasting System 
(DIFS ) . which was built  to examine the impact of in
creased defense spend ing . l6 The details of this model 
were not available , but from the little information pro
vided , it appears that the DIPS model generates proj ected 
employment by occupation in much the same way as the BLS 
model . What we don • t know is  whether similar adj ustments 
are made in the input-output coeffic ients and the indus
try-occupation matrix and whether the adjustments could 
reflect endogenous adjustments to available labor supply . 

One would think that the DIPS model would focus on 
proj ecting employment requirements--"the amounts of 
labor that would be required"--to meet different levels 
of defense and nondefense spending . The key question is 

15 Robert c .  DauffenBach and Jack Fiorito , Proiections 
of Supply of Scientists and Bnsineers To Meet Defense and 
llondefense Requirements . 1981-87 : A Report to the Ra
tional Science Foundation , Oklahoma State University , 
Stillwater , April 1983 . 
16 Department of Defense , Of fice of the Secretary of 
Defense , Defense Economic Impact Modeling System , u.s. 
Government Printing Off ice , Washington , D . C . , July 1982 . 
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whether and how such levels of output could be met , g iven 
proj ections of available supplies of labor and capi tal .  
It is qui te conceivable that demand growth could be eon
strained by bottlenecks , actual or anticipated . Inade
quate supp lies of capital equipment could l imit expansion 
of output and thus hold down on proj ected employment 
growth . Or inadequate suppl ies of trained workers could 
prevent employment from ris ing to the proj ected levels . 
Thus , it would seem to have been more illuminating to 
have modeled these proj ected bottlenecks so as to show 
proj ected levels of employment both in the absence of 
these bottlenecks and with them . Thus , we would have two 
sets of proj ected occupational requirements , one uncon
strained and the other af fected by , among other consid
erations , the expected supply of labor . In other words , 
the level of demand would be some compromise between the 
unconstrained demand for labor and the expected supply 
of labor , with the latter taken as given ; this is the 
opposite of the RSF model . Alternatively , available sup
ply could still be predicted on the f low of new entrants 
and some interoecupational mobil ity , but the ful l  burden 
of adjustment would not rest on the supply side alone . 

The RSF model takes proj ected employment by occupation 
as given and then proceeds to estimate the initial level 
of shortage or surplus as the disparity between proj ected 
employment and the inf low of new entrants freshly trained 
for that particular occupat ion . To the extent that sup
ply falls short of employment , the gap is taken up , to a 
greater or lesser extent , by interoceupational shi f ts as 
experienced workers enter the occupation f rom related 
occupations and by f ield-switching as newly trained j ob 
entrants enter the shortage occupation even though they 
did not train directly for that occupation . 

The process that determines the s ize of the adj ustments 
to labor-market imbalances in the RSF model is not 
c learly indicated . As the model appears to operate , it 
is the size of the imbalance that governs the magnitude 
of the response . It  takes more than imbalances , however , 
to induce any substantial movement among occupations or 
to attract new entrants trained in other f ields . Given 
the sensitivity of starting salaries to changing supply
demand conditions , as ref lected in labor-market imbal
ances , something else is going on that is not made ex
plicit in the model . Perhaps there is intens ified 
recruitment �etivity ,  reduced duration of transi tional 
unemployment , better fringe benef its and working condi
tions--all of these can facilitate adj ustments . 
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If , on the other hand , the system is relatively ef
fective in adjusting to labor-market imbalances , why 
would we expect to f ind some labor-market imbalances not 
being resolved over the f ive-year span of the IJSF pro
jections? Is f ive years too short a period? If so , what 
determines the time required for a labor-market imbalance 
to be e liminated? In light of these questions , I would 
prefer a more explicit modeling of the forces that help 
to determine the magnitude of the supply-side responses . 

Some c lues might emerge if  more attention could be 
given to the sequence of actions over the f ive-year in
terval leading up to the 1987 proj ection year . Is there 
some kind of an annual p laying out of the script for 
labor-market imbalances? Or does some interactive pro
cess operate that for simp l if ication is assumed to re
flect perfect foresight among workers and potential 
workers?  What if individuals make miscalculations on 
some l arge scale? These could result in overshooting or 
undershooting the proj ected levels , depending upon how 
we might model the adj ustment process . Would it be pos
sible , therefore , to model the time-adjustment paths that 
help to resolve initially proj ected labor-market imbal
ances? 

That we do not know much about the adj ustment process 
is revealed by the following example of what could result 
from publication of the BLS proj ection for 1995 ; as noted 
earlier , this proj ection shows substantial increases in 
employment for most types of engineers . Suppose young 
people and their parents read these proj ections in the 
Occupational OUtlook Handbook and interpret them as evi
dence of a possible shortage of engineers . As a result , 
parents encourage their high school senior chi ldren to 
think about maj oring in engineering . Many students wil l ,  
no doubt , follow this lead . But other more astute high 
schoo l  seniors wi ll think along the following l ines : if 
everyone decides to go into engineering , there could be 
a substantial surplus of people vying for j obs four years 
from now , and so it may be wise for me to enter another 
field , perhaps one that potential engineering students 
woul d  have entered otherwise . But the many , fewer really 
astute high school seniors , af ter tracing through the 
process , see the f law , namely that a number of o ther 
students may realize what the astute high school senior 
recognized , causing them to f low into the alternative 
occupation . But our few super astute high school seniors 
come to a deci s ion to enter engineering af ter a l l , be
lieving that they wi l l  outsmart their peers in the end 
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and gain f�om a favo�able labo�-market imbalance . This 
is a kind of "�ational expectations" ve�sion of l abo�
ma�ket adjustments .  

I would mueh p�efer a model that allowed fo� s imultane
ous and explieit adjustments on both the supply and de
mand s ides of the ma�ket . This is obviously a mo�e eoa
plex task , but one that �•fleets mo�e clea�ly the way 
labo� ma�kets ope�ate . Individual employe�s may be f�s
t�ated in their des i�es to hi�e additional people in an 
oeeupation , j ust as individuals may be fNst�ated in 
their desi�e to ente� pa�tieula� occupations . We must 
�eeognize , howeve� . that changing pe�eeptions of p�esent 
and future labo� ma�kets wi ll affect future labo�-ma�ket 
balances . To settle on an employment total without al
lowing fo� the possibility that output , and henee the 
level of expected employment , may have to give because 
of const�aints on supply leaves out one of the essential 
featu�es of labo� markets as we know them . 

Is There A Shortage? 

How does this report come out on the question of engineer 
shortages? Based on its analysis of the 1982-1987 pe
riod , shortages are likely for aeronautical engineers and 
computer special ists , and a potential shortage of elec
trical engineers could develop ; labor-market balance wi ll 
exist for the other groups of engineers . These conclu
sions may be comforting , but they rest almost comp letely 
on the supply adjustment model about which we yet know 
too little . The tremendous power of that model is re
vealed in comparing labor-market balances as a percent 
of supply in Table 4 of the RSF paper for supply adj ust
ments with and without occupational mobil ity . Wi th mo
bility , none of the labor-market balances exeeed 6 per
cent of total supply . Without mobility ,  labor-market 
balances as a pereent of supply are below 7 percent for 
only one of the occupations shown . This difference sug
gests a poss ible circularity , namely that the size of 
labor-market adjustments as they are defined here a� 
elosely keyed to the initial imbalances . In other words , 
adjustments almost by def inition wipe out imbalances ex
cept perhaps for some smal l error component . This seems 
too good to be true . 

To sum up , the jury is still out . Moreover , further 
eomments on the RSF paper must be deferred until the ful l  
report becomes available . What we see i n  this model is a 
move in the right cUreetion , a move that we hope will 
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motivate others to work more intensively so as to achieve 
a better understanding of how labor-market balances are 
achieved . 

Conc lus ions 

Whether an engineer shortage exists now or is likely 
to exi s t  in the near future is perhaps no clearer now 
than it was before I received these papers . The American 
Electronics Association offers evidence that is mixed as 
to whether there is or is not a shortage now but indi
cates that with a strong pickup in economic activity 
there cou ld be a general shortage . The American Counci l  
on Education study suggests that a balance currently ex
ists in the labor market for engineers , with the proba
b i l ity of some shortages over the next f ive years or so 
( the ACE study takes as given the shortage of engineering 
facul ty without of fering any direct evidence on the 
point ) . The BLS study provides no help because i t  looks 
only at proj ected requirements in 1995 , saying nothing 
about prospective supp ly and potential imbalances between 
prospective demand and supply in the interim . The Na
tional Science Foundation study starts with the premise 
that there is a current balance , and it goes on to sug
gest that engineer shortages are likely to be conf ined 
to one or two sectors over the period 1982-1987 . The 
only real agreement among the studies was pointed out by 
Hike Handel--namely , that the annual rates of proj ected 
emp loyment growth for engineers are fairly similar across 
al l of the reports--but this is decept ive because three 
of the reports use highly s imi lar measurement approaches . 

I f  the answer is inconc lusive , that is what we must 
l ive with . At the same time I bel ieve we have learned a 
great deal from these papers . One is that care must be 
exercised in reporting the results of surveys and trying 
not to extract too much out of them while at the same 
t ime indicating the need for a more probing examination 
of the survey results . Another is that the record of 
accuracy for employment proj ections leaves much to be 
des ired , and therefore we should not rely too heav i l y  on 
what may be a weak foundat ion for assess ing future labor
market imbalances .  Still another is  that the pos s ibil ity 
of supp ly adj ustments through interoccupational mob i l ity 
represents an important forward step in assess ing labor
market imbalances ; that we may need to incorporate s imi
lar demand-s ide adjus tments to ref lect employer adapta-
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tion to proj ected labor-aarket imbalances via changes in 
technology , alterations in capital-labor ratios , and 
substitution of one type of labor for another ; and above 
all , that we must model both the .upply and demand s ides 
of the labor urket . Only in this way can we unders tand 
what l ies behind and determines the proj ected outcomes 
and associated labor-aarket imbalances--the patterns of 
adj ustment , who does the adjusting , and what mot ivates 
it . 

In conclus ion , let .. propose another meeting l ike this 
in 199• to assess what we have learned in our quest for 
110re accurate perceptions of future labor-aarkel condi
tions . 
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COMPARATIVI ASSBSSKIIT 

Kiehael Kandel 
Harvard Universi ty 

The four studies presented at thi s sympos ium have ar
rived at different--and sometimes diametrically opposed-

conc lus ions about Whether shortages of engineers are 
likely in the coming years . Surpris ingly . these disa
greements do no t ref lect different supply and demand 
proj ect ions . I wil l  therefore focus my comments on 
identifying the s imi larities among the scenarios and un
derstanding how they could have come to different eon
elus ions . In addit ion . I wi l l  discuss some al ternative 
ways of thinking about shortages . 

F i rs t . cons ider the demand for new engineers ( in thou
sands ) over the next f ive years . as proj ec ted by the 
Bureau of Labor statistics (BLS ) . Rational Se ienee Foun
dation (&SF ) . and American Bleetronies Association (ABA) : 

Projection 
BLS (moderate scenario ) 
&SF 

ABA 

s tag low 
opt im/high 

Demand (X 1 , 000) 
45 

32 
60 
48 

The ABA estimate vas obtained by mul tiplying the pro
j ected j ob growth reported by survey respondents by 
three . s ince the responding companies represented about 
one-third of tbe u . s .  electronics indus try ( tbis is tbe 
same procedure that the ABA uses to proj ect growth in 
its s tudy) . 

Rote that if the bigh and low &SF proj ections are av
eraged . all three studies proj ect almost identical growth 
in the total number of engineers over the next. five 
years . This is true even for the ABA study . Which used a 
mueb different methodology than the other two . ( I t  beers 
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mention , though , that the AEA study focused only on the 
elec tronics industry , broadly defined--inc luding aero

space , telecommunications , and sof tware services . Growth 
in the number of engineers in o ther industries , there
fore , is not included in the AEA proj ections ) . 

S imilarly , the three studies yie ld qui te c lose esti
mates of future demand for electrical engineers ( in 
thousands ) :  

ProJection 
BLS (moderate scenario )  
•sF ( optimlhigh scenario ) 

AU. 

Demand (X 1 , 000) 
90 
90 
96 

The BLS estimate is obtained by taking their 1995 pro
j ection and assuming that growth proceeds smoothly over 
that period . As before , the AEA estimate is calculated 
by seal ing up thei r  survey results by a factor of three . 

I t  is c lear that the gross demand proj ections of the 
three studies do not vary appreciably . The same s tate
ment holds for the supply proj ections for engineering 
graduates as well . When the AEA study compares its de
mand proj ect ions for electrical engineers ( II) to their 
supply proj ections , they f ind that about one-third of new 
II j obs canno t · be f i lled by new IE graduates . The •sF 

study reaches the same conc lus ion--that without taking 
interoecupational mob i l i ty into account , one-third of new 
II j obs cannot be f i l led by new II graduates .  Therefore , 
the AEA predicts the annual shortfal l of lis to be 6 -10 
thousand annually ( depending on Whether defense contracts 
are included) , While the •sF predicts a shortfall of 
7 , 000 annually . 

Given that the ir supply and demand proj ec tions are so 
s imi lar , Why do the AEA and •sF studies arrive at such 
different conclus ions ? The AEA s tudy assumes that the 

supply of people qualified to take new El j obs is re
stricted to II degree-holders--specifical ly , new II grad
uates . By contrast ,  the •sF s tudy allows for occupa
tional mobility and reentrants into the labor force . 
When these sources of supply are added in , the supply/ 
demand s i tuation for Els s ignif icantly improves . 

These alternative sources of supply have rarely been 
modeled . The •sF-sponsored model for proj ecting occupa
tional mobi l ity and reentrants ( for Which Robert Dauf
fenBach and Jack Fiorito are principally responsible ) is 
therefore qui te innovative and important . I t , provides 
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estimates of bow many people wi l l  switch into electrical 
engineering f rom o ther f ields and arrives at the eon
elus ion that elec trical engineering bas suffic iently high 
" in-mob i l ity" to amel iorate the shortage problem . 

However ,  in its current form the model bas some prob
lems (which the authors , I ' m  sure , are well aware of ) . 
In part icular , it i s constructed and est imated in such a 
way that supply and demand wi l l  almost always balance . 
Occupational mobil ity is more or less treated as a re
s idual category that wi l l  usua l ly make up the shortfall 
between supply and demand . For examp le , the NSF model 
(under the optim/bigb assumption) predicts that the net 
in-mobility to electrical engineering in 1 985 wi l l  be 
8 , 000 . Since the A!A study proj ected the shortage of EEs 
to be on the order of 6-10 thousand , it is clear that the 
net mob i l i ty is on the same order as the shortage and , 
therefore , accounts for the difference in conclusions . 

However , even accepting the conc lus ions of the NSF 
model- -that there wi ll  be a rough balance between supply 
and demand in almost every engineering category--leaves 
us with a problem .  The AEA su�ey shoved that at least 
hal f  of its  respondents anticipated a shortage of EEs , 
e i ther currently or in the near future as the economy 
improved . I t  is inappropriate to write these fears off 
as mere mispereeptions , s ince the respondents are react
ing to real features of the electrical engineering labor 
market . Instead , we must ask if comparing gross supp ly 
and demand numbers provides an accurate measure of 
Whether a shortage exists .  

Def ining a shortage as "demand minus supp ly" is appro
priate if supply and demand are independent of each 
other . However ,  if supply and demand can adjust to nar
row the gap ( as happens in the NSF model ) ,  then it is 
necessary to think about shortages in other ways . In 
particular , we wi l l  briefly consider here three ways that 
"shortages" can occur , even when supp ly and demand bal
ance : ( 1 )  quality-related shortages , ( 2 )  search-related 
shortages , and ( 3 )  turnover-re lated shortages . 

The qual ity issue has been discussed by several other 
sympos ium partic ipants . I f  personnel outside electrical 
engineering are needed to f i l l  electrical eng ineering 
j obs , there may be a qual ity drop-off , which is diff icult 
to  measure but present neverthe less . Even if there is  
no quality prob lem today , the available pool of qualif ied 
personne l who can trans fer from other occupations may be 
f inite , so that high rates of in-mob i l i ty into electrical 
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engineering are not indef initely sustainable . ( On  the 
other hand , i t  may be possible to rearrange work so that 
not as many electrical engineers are needed . )  

A search-related shortage occurs when a employer has 
to engage in a longer and more expensive search process 
to find the right person for the j ob .  In particular , if 
an employer has to draw on personnel not in electrical 
engineering to f i l l  electrical engineering j obs , it  will 
be harder to identify qualified people and harder to 
evaluate them . When the search process takes longer , the 
number of vacancies wil l  typically increase , even i f  sup
ply and demand remain balanced . In addition , the out-of
pocket search costs wi ll rise (and these are not ins ig
nificant , being of ten on the order of a year ' s  salary) .  
Rote also that the quality issue can aggravate a search
related shortage , s ince as the pools of eas i ly identifi
able qualified labor are exhausted , the search process 
wil l  take longer . 

There is also a third type of  shortage , which appears 
to be related to the high turnover rates found in some 
ski l led occupations . The high turnover rates lead to a 
breakdown of normal career paths and internal labor 
markets , in the sense that short-term employment rela
tionships are common and that experienced engineers have 
been often hired on the spot market on a proj ect-by
proj ect basis . 

As a result , the labor market for engineers disp lays 
some anomalous features . On the one hand , as Hr . Kut
scher mentioned , wages for inexperienced engineers have 
been rising relative to wages for comparable profession
als , while wages for experienced engineers have not ( sug
gesting that inexperienced engineers are in short supply 
relative to experienced engineers ) .  On the other hand , 
smal l e lectronics firms ,  at least in Massachusetts , com
plain of a shortage of experienced engineers .  

One possible explanation for these observations is that 
high turnover and the constant need to hire from outs ide 
the firm leave the firm without the ability to offer some 
incentives to its young engineers , such as promotions and 
long- term security . Instead , it is obl igated to pay 
higher wages immediately . This makes expet"ienced engi
neers cheap relative to inexperienced ones , but the sup
ply of experienced engineers is completely inelastic in 
the short- and medium-term , being effectively determined 
by the number of  gradutes 5-10 years earl ier . Al l told , 
companies can end up paying more for labor than i f  they 
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could bring up suff ic ient numbers of experienced engi
neers within the company . 

These three types of shortage can all occur even When 
supply equals demand . I t  would be useful , therefore , to 
look beyond the aggregate numbers to the more detailed 
workings of the labor market for engineers to determine 
if there real ly is a "shortage" problem . The needed data 
wi l l  not be readily avai lable--mobility rates , vacancy 
rates , and wage rates , for example--on a detailed occupa
tion by industry bas is . However ,  it is important to keep 
these poss ibilities in mind When thinking about the ef
fects of shortages . 
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DATA ISSUES 

Harold Wool 
Independent consultant 

In my comments I wi l l  discuss three empirical data is
sues relevant to the assessment of current and proj ective 
labor-market condit ions in the various engineering 
f ields : 

( 1 ) The adequacy of the available data base for --
surement of current supply-demand imbalances , 

( 2 ) The uses and l imitations of the employer survey 
technique , and 

( 3 )  The l imitations of the available data base for 
measurement of the occupat ional mobility component 
of engineering labor supply . 

To the extent that there are differences in j udgments 
concerning the existence of current shortages in various 
engineering fields , these may be traced--at least in 
part--to the l imitations of current measures of occupa
tional supp ly and demand . The supply of workers for a 
given occupation may be defined as the sum of those cur
rently employed and of qualified persons seeking work in 
that field . The demand for workers , in turn , is the sua 
of occupied positions , i . e . , emp loyment , and of vacant 
positions that employers are seeking to fill , at prevail
ing wages . S ince employment is a conmon component of 
both supply and demand under this formulation , a simpli
f ied form of this relat ionship is the ratio of j ob seek
ers to j ob vacancies . 

Although there is , I believe , general agreement on this 
conceptual fot"DUlat ion , we unfortunately do not have 
adequate data to apply this concept rigorously in anal
ysi s  of occupational labor markets . On the supply s ide , 
the unemployment rates by occupation , based on the Cur
rent Population Survey (CPS ) , are l imited to experienced 
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workers only , i . e . , those with a previous full-time j ob ,  
and c lassify such workers by the occupation of this pre
vious j ob .  Thus , recent engineering graduates seeking 
their f irst regular j obs are excluded by def inition from 
the unemployment count for engineers . 

On the demand s ide , our current information system is 
even more def ic ient . We have , at present , no comprehen
s ive data on j ob vacancies in this country . A j ob va
cancy statistics program , initiated by the BLS in the 
late 1960s , was abandoned after a few years because of a 
combination of technical and budgetary diff iculties . 
Partial data on unfi l led j ob openings at public employ
ment off ices are available , but they are of little or no 
analytical value , particularly in the ease of profes
s ional occupations , because of the l imited role of the 
public employment off ices in f i l l ing j obs in these 
fields . 

As a practical matter , we are forced to rely on a com
bination of partial indicators for any analysis of occu
pational labor markets . These include CPS data on em
p loyment trends and on unemployment rates for experienced 
workers , as wel l  as data on earnings or salaries , avail
able from a variety of sources . Cons iderable supple
mentary data are also provided by VSF-funded follow-up 
surveys of recent degree recip ients in scienti f ic and 
engineering occupations , as wel l  as by two recent sample 
surveys of a panel of a few hundred employers . These 
sources have , in combination , provided us with much use
ful information on trends in the various maj or sc ientif ic 
and engineering fields . However , it is easy to appreci
ate that--because of differences in scope , timing , and 
reliability--the results are subj ect to differing inter
pretations concerning the existence and severity of 
shortage problems in specific engineering occupations . 

Shifting our time focus from historical to prospective 
trends , two approaches to forecasting of occupational 
demands have been i l lustrated by the papers presented 
here today . The methodology used by the BLS and the VSF , 
deriving from national econometric models , has been thor
oughly documented and critiqued , based on the track rec
ords of such proj ections over a considerable t ime span . 
I wil l  therefore not attempt to repeat , here , the 
strengths and l imitations of the "top-down" approach to 
forecasting of occupational employment . An alternative 
approach is illustrated by Pat Hubbard ' s  paper , present
ing proj ections based on a recent survey of firms in the 
electronics industry . This approach is deceptively at-
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tractive , since employers would appear to be the logical 
source of expert knowledge on their own emp loyment plans . 
However , experience with such surveys ever s ince World 
War II has indicated that they tend to result in over
statements of industry-wide emp loyment needs , stenuing 
in part from a tendency of respondents to proj ect that 
thei r  companies wi ll  all enj oy a greater share of the 
industry ' s total market . Moreover , as indicated by the 
AEA survey results , non-response rates tend to be unac
ceptably high in such surveys , since most smal l and 
medium-sized firms do not engage in manpower planning and 
have l imited capabil ity for making informed proj ections 
of their emp loyment needs , particularly for period of two 
or more years in the future . 

Desp ite these limitations , I would like to s tress that 
wel l-designed emp loyer surveys can play an important role 
in any comprehens ive information system on occupational 
labor markets . The primary time focus should be , how
eve r , on recent and current employment experience , pos
sibly supp lemented by data on short-term hiring plans , 
for periods of no more than s i x  months ahead . In addi
tion to the obvious data on employment and j ob vacancies , 
these surveys could help f i l l  an important information 
gap on the qualitative aspec ts of occupational labor 
markets by identifying employer hiring standards in terms 
of such criteria as types of degrees held , type of in
s t i tution attended , c lass ranking , etc . , and by indi
cating the extent to which actual recruits satisf ied , or 
exceeded , those standards . I would also l ike to see more 
systematic probing on the impacts of reported shortages , 
inc luding such poss ible effects as reduced productivity , 
increased labor costs , or inability to meet product ion 
or R&D schedules . The recently initiated NSF "quick re
sponse" employer survey program may provide a useful ve
hicle for develop ing this type of informat ion , with re
spect to scientific and engineering occupat ions . 

Turning now to the supply side of the equation , I would 
l ike , f i rst , to comp l iment the llSF staff and the "DFF" 
team of researchers (DauffenBach , F iorito , and Fo lk) for 
their pioneering efforts in development and appl ication 
of a comprehens ive model of supp ly of sc ientists and en
gineers . Although the maj or elements of the labor supply 
in these profess ions have been wel l  def ined in p revious 
s tudies , this model is--to my knowledge--the f irst sys
tematic effort to integrate the var ious types of supply 
flows into a dynamic model that is  also respons ive to 
changes in occupational demand . In any further develop-
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ment of the model , I would suggest ( 1 )  inclusion of an 
explicit occupational wage variable and ( 2 ) inclusion of 
a feedback mechanism that would simulate adjustments on 
the demand side ( i . e . , emp loyment ) resulting from short
age-induced increases in occupational wages . 

The most critical problem in any approach to forecast
ing engineering labor supply is not , however , in model 
design , but in the limited available empirical data on 
occupational mobility of engineers , including entrants 
or reentrants into engineering of persons last emp loyed 
in non-engineering occupations as well  as recent gradu
ates with non-engineering degrees who have been hired as 
engineers . These sources have , in combination , accounted 
for as much as one-half of the gross flows into engineer
ing under some of the estimates presented to us . Yet , 
the data base avai lable for proj ecting future occupa
tional mobi lity is so limited that BLS , as well  as other 
forecasters , have either refrained from any explicit es
t imates of  these f lows or have assumed that gross and net 
occupational transfers are constant funct ions , hence 
l imiting the "act ion" on the supply side to variations 
in the number of new engineering graduates . I cons ider 
these assumptions to be unrealistic : f irst , the supply 
of qual ified , or semi-qual i f ied , "reserves" available for 
trans fer to engineering is f inite . Hence , any rate of 
inf low based on experience during periods of  high engi
neering demand may not be sustainable . More generally , 
it is reasonable to expect that these flows wi l l  vary in 
relation to changing labor-market conditions because they 
are l ikely to be the sources of recruitment of " last re
sort , "  when the supply of ful ly qual ified engineers is 
inadequate . 

In recognit ion of this logic , the "DFF" team attempted 
to develop an occupational transfer variable as a func
t ion of proj ected demands . As noted in their detailed 
report , their efforts in this respect were not very suc
cessful . It is l ikely that one source of their diffi
culties vas the very l imited data avai lable for analysis 
of occupational transfers into S & I occupations . This 
consisted of three CPS retrospective surveys--conduc ted 
in January 1973 , 1978 , and 1981--des igned to identify who 
had changed occupations during the preceding 12-month 
period . Clearly , a sample of only three periods is in
sufficient to measure sens itivity of occupational mobi l
i ty rates to changing labor-market conditions . Moreover , 
the CPS occupational entry data derived from these sur
veys include as occupational transfers persons who were 
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both employed ( in non-ensineerins j obs ) and enrol led in 
school in the base period and who entered ensineedng 
�loyment in the followins year after havins received a 
desree in ensineerins or in some related f ield . At a 
miniliiUIII this aucseata the need for a careful diaassrega
tion of the existing data base , in order to more spe
cifical ly classify entrants into ensineerins j obs by 
educational qualifications , prior emp loyment , and other 
relevant characteristics . In the lons run , 1 would sus
seat that expansion and ref inement of the exiatins stock 
of data on occupational mobi l i ty may be the moat coat
effect ive approach to improvins the rel iabil ity of labor
market projections in ensineerins , as wel l  as other pro
fessional occupations . 
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PAHIL A 
FACULTY SHORTAGES IK IKGIKIIRIKG DIPAITMIHTS 

Presentations 

Daniel DRUCKER of the College of Engineering , Univer
sity of I l l inois-Urbana , opened the sess ion with a strong 
statement that faculty shortages in universi ty engineer
ing departments pose severe problems across the country . 
Departments are increas ingly dependent on hold-over re
tirees who wi l l  soon leave the system entirely , part-time 
personnel chosen more for thei r  availabili ty than for 
their  expertise , and Ph . D . s whose undergraduate standing 
was below the top 10 percent of their class . DRUCKER 
c ited a statement by the dean of engineering at the Uni
versi ty of Washington that the engineering college "has 
replaced only about half of its recent facu l ty losses" 
and one by Dean J .  Charles Jennett of Clemson Univers ity 
that " the College of Engineering now teaches the larges t 
j unior and senior courses at Clemson Univers ity and , 
strangely , the s i tuation is becoming worse . . . . The 
Col lege rece ives [ from the state ] only a fraction of the 
funds required to sustain qual ity . "  The concern , DRUCKER 
stressed , is fundamental ly about quality : not enough of 
the top-quali ty engineering undergraduates are pursuing 
the Ph . D .  and , of those , the fraction who would like to 
teach has been dec l ining . That is the source of  the 
faculty shortage . 

Samuel HULBERT , Pres ident. of Rose-Hulman Insti tute of 
Technology , described the faculty shortage as it is  ex
perienced at Rose-Hulman , a highly selective , predomi
nantly undergraduate engineering institution with a total 
enro l lment of 1300 students .  HULBERT reported a rap id 
shif t  of undergraduate enrol lments  toward computer sci
ence and electrical engineering . Just over a quarter of 
the s tudents maj ored in those f ields in 1978 , whi le more 
than half  are expected to do so next year . A s imilar 
trend in enro l lments is evident at other schools  as wel l . 
In response to this demand , Rose-Hulman has expanded its 
electrical engineering and computer sc ience faculty from 
eight to eighteen during the past s ix years , but antici
pates three vacanc ies in the coming year . Most  hires in 
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these fields have come from personal contacts , including 
the hiring of four Rose-Hulman alumni , rather than adver
tising . In other fields , including chemical and mechan
ical engineering , recruiting of new faculty through the 
normal channels is much eas ier . 

HULBERT noted that half  to three-quarters of all j ob 
applications for his faculty are from foreign-born eng i
neers . Despite the advantages of foreign-born faculty 
in providing a broadening experience for students ,  there 
are real l imitations in their .communication ski lls . 

In the short-term , Rose-Hulman wil l  try to deal with 
its faculty shortage problems by employing faculty from 
other departments in the teaching of electrical engineer
ing and computer science courses , by encouraging lllOre 
students with an interest in computers to maj or in f ields 
other than electrical engineering that also cal l for com
puter app lications , and by hiring visiting instructors . 

HULBERT concluded by arguing that as a faculty shortage 
continues over a sustained period of time , its effects 
become more severe . Heavy teaching demands on available 
faculty reduce the amount of scholarly activity on cam
puses and in the long run reduce the quality of the fac
ulty . The fact that the shortage has continued so long 
is beginning to affect the overal l quality of U . S .  engi
neering education . 

Edward LIAR , executive director of the American Society 
for Engineering Education , drew on the results of the 
Engineering Faculty Shortage Proj ect , a j o int study by 
the ASEE and the American Associat ion of Engineering So
cieties , to document the faculty shortage . He sugges ted 
that data indicat ing an overall faculty shortage in engi
neering of about 8 percent understate the problem because 
administrators will  not authorize positions , even if 
they are needed , if there is no prospect of their being 
f i l led . If deans are asked how many faculty are real ly 
needed , rather than how many positions they are currently 
willing to authorize , the impl ied shortage would be about 
20-25 percent , instead of 8-10 percent . 

A different way of estimating the shortage is to com
pare increases in numbers of engineering students to in
creases in the faculty available to teach them . Such a 
comparison indicates that to restore the ratio of faculty 
to students that prevai led in the late 1960s would re
quire an addition of about 6 , 000 faculty in the engineer
ing col leges . Even if it would be appropriate to cut 
this figure in half , allowing for greater efficiency in 
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teaching now than in the late 1960s , that f igure stil l , 
in Lear ' s  view ,  indicates a very serious shortage . 

LEAR noted that several recommendations of the Faculty 
Shortage Proj ect have been acted upon , inc luding soae 
good industry stipends for graduate students , some at
trac tive government scholarships , and the 8SF ' s new Young 
Faculty Inves tigator Program , but that a great deal more 
needs to be done . Prospects for the immediate future a� 
worrisome , since the output of u . s .  Pb . D . s  bas fal len by 
almost a thousand f rom its 1972 high of 3 , 700 ( and indeed 
the falloff in u . s .  citizen Pb . D . s  is even greater since 
the number of foreign nationals getting u.s. Pb . D. s in 
engineering has risen sl ightly over that period) . LEAR 
reported that an analys is by Bob ARMSTROKG of Dupont of 
the Ph . D .  pipel ine points toward some increase in the 
number of  Ph . D . s  being produced in the near future . How
ever , the increase in the pool of young faculty wi l l  be 
almo s t  entirely foreign nationals .  Many of these are 
highly talented people , but owing to language capabil ity , 
availab i l i ty for j obs , and other factors , they are not a 
poo l i t  is  safe to count on . 

Fred LANDIS of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 
brought further evidence to bear on the qual ity issue by 
c i t ing data from 29 member institutions of the National 
Assoc iation of State Universi ties and Land-Grant Colleges 
that are among the maj or producers of engineers . These 
data indicate that over the period 1 9 7 5-19 7 6  through 
1980-1981 , the increase in the student population in 
engineering was much greater than the increase in 
facul ty ( 43 percent vs . 7 . 9 percent ) .  The student
facul ty ratio has moved over that period from a desir
able ratio , on a national basis , of about 12 to 1 ( after 
adj ust ing for faculty research conmitments ) to one of 
more than 16 to 1 .  To restore the ratio that prevai led 
in 19 7 5-19 7 6  on a national bas is would require 6 , 000-
7 , 000 more engineers , thus corroborat ing Edward Lear ' s  
calculation . 

In LANDIS '  view ,  nothing of significance bas been done 
over the last four years to al leviate the faculty short
age . Minimal efforts by the federal government , along 
wi th efforts by selected industries and a few states , to 
:':upport engineering educat ion are inadequate . Moreover , 
in Landis ' assessment , the problem wi l l  not go away on 
i t s  own . His assessment is that engineering enrol lments , 
and therefore requirements for faculty , wi ll  continue 
strong even i f , as is not unlikely , some softening of the 
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engineering j ob market occurs . This is partly because 
the j ob prospects outs ide engineering are expected to 
remain relatively unfavorable and partly because the high 
innate ability of recent engineering graduates has made 
industry more receptive to employing engineers in a wider 
variety of bus iness-oriented ways . 

LABDIS concluded by urging that a solution to the fac
ulty shortage problem wi l l  require raising faculty sala
ries to levels competitive wi th industry and res toring 
the relative advantage of Ph . D .  and mas ter ' s  salary lev
els over bachelor ' s levels . LABDIS cited figures indi
cat ing that these salary different ials had fal len s ig
nif icantly in constant dol lar terms since 196 7--in the 
ease of Ph . D . s ,  from $500 more than B . A . s to only $300-
$350 more . He asserted that it is up to university 
pres idents and boards of regents to face up to the need 
for better pay and working conditions for engineering 
faculty . 

David REYES-GUERRA , executive director of  the Accredi
tation Board for Engineering and Technology , opened his 
remarks by suggesting a possible lesson in the increas ing 
tendency for industry to undertake its own graduate in
s truction . Perhaps this is an indication , he proposed , 
that it would be useful to distinguish more sharply the 
task of transmitting knowledge to undergraduates from the 
task of creating new knowledge that is associated with 
graduate study . He suggested that engineering schools 
may not be do ing the knowledge transmission j ob as we l l  
a s  they shou ld , partly because faculty divide their ef
forts between knowledge transmi ssion and research and 
partly because foreign graduate assistants with a weak 
command of English may be poorly equipped for this task 
of transmitting knowledge . 

In reporting on the accreditation work his organzit ion 
performs , REYES-GUERRA indicated that a decreasing pro
portion of engineering schools are receiving a ful l  s ix
year accreditation , whi le more are being approved for 
only a three-year accreditation , after which a revisit  
is  required . The most frequent sources of deviat ions 
from the miminal criteria for accreditation were , in 
order of occurrence , curriculum , faculty , and fac i l i t ies 
and academic support . 

REYES-GUERRA cited data on changes in various indi
cators at engineering col leges between 1982 and 1983 , 
showing very rapid increases in eaptial expenditures  per 
facu l ty member and in computer expendi tures per student . 
These expenditures tef leet both the efforts of  engineer-
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ing col leges to deal with the problem of obso lescence of 
equipment and the need to make strong efforts to stay 
abreast of developments in computing . Data on faculty 
salaries have to be j udged carefully , since they are 
nine-month data and do not include outside compensation . 
From 1980 to 1983 ful l  professors ' salaries increased 30 
percent , associate professors ' salaries increased 33 per
cent , and assistant professors ' salaries increased 40 
percent . Desp ite the more rapid rise in percentage terms 
in assistant professors • salaries , REYES-GUERRA s tressed 
that the number of dol lars by which those salaries grew 
is  not very impress ive , since the base is  relatively low . 

Percentages of foreign students in engineering have 
s t ayed remarkably steady over the las t  thirty years , at 
between 22 and 23 percent , and the percentage of foreign 
s tudents in graduate school is actually lower now than 
i t  was ten , twenty , or thirty years ago . llonetheless , 
these constant percentages may be mis leading , since the 
actual numbers of foreign undergraduate and graduate 
s tudents have grown quite rapidly over the last three 
decades , increas ing approximately tenfold . 

Discussion 

Daniel DRUCKER opened the discussion by sketching a 
s imp l ified steady-state analysis showing that with a to
tal engineering faculty of approximately 20 , 000 , about 
1 , 000 new faculty per year ( 5  percent of the total ) would 
be needed to replace faculty who leave for industry , re
t ire , or die . With 2 , 700 new Ph . D . s  produced per year , 
DRUCKER estimates that about one-third are qualif ied to 
teach and of those qualified about one-third des ire to 
teach . Thus , the steady-state supply of new Ph . D . s to 
teaching i s  about 300 , whi le the steady-state require
men t  for new faculty--which is smal ler than the actual 
current requirement because there is growth in demand 
for engineering faculty--is  about 1 ,  000 . DRUCKER esti
mates that if it takes ten years to deal with this prob
lem ,  it wi l l  kill  the qual ity of at least hal f  of the 
eng ineering schools  in the country . 

Joseph SHERIDAN , executive director of  the Engineering 
Manpower Commission , raised two quest ions suggesting that 
there might be indications that the situation in academia 
is  improving . The first  was evidence that recent figures 
indicate that more engineers are leaving industry for 
academic j obs than are leaving academic j obs for indus-
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try , suggesting that academic emp loyment is  becoming more 
attractive . The second was the information from David  
REYES-GUERRA that faculty salaries were ris ing by  7 to 
10 percent per year while other engineers are receiving 
raises on the order of 2 . 8  percent . This too might in
dicate that diff iculties in hiring faculty are being re
duced . 

Fred LABDIS rep l ied to both points . Regarding the flow 
of engineers from industry to academic j obs , LAIDIS sug
ges ted that this was a product of the recent recess ion 
and that as the economy recovers , there wi l l  again be a 
net f low of faculty into industry . Regarding salaries , 
LABDIS agreed that there has been an increase in ass is
tant professors ' salaries relative to industrial sala
ries but c laimed that it  was not an adequate change . He 
stressed that students examine the career income prof i les 
of engineers in academia versus indus try and that the 
present economic situation of ful l  professors does not 
make them attractive role models for young people . 

Paul DOIGAII of General Electric Company inquired of 
Sam Hulbert whether his institution requi red the Ph . D .  
of all new faculty , s ince fai lure to hire Ph . D . s  might 
be a source of some of the accreditation problems that 
David Reyes-Guerra described . HULBERT repl ied that most 
of Rose-Hulman ' s  new faculty are Ph . D . s ,  but there is no 
hard and fast rule against hiring non-Ph . Ds to tenure
track positions . He noted that even at a starting salary 
of $32 , 000 to $33 , 000 , it is not possible to f ind assis
tant professors in computer engineering . DRUCKER added 
that at I l l inois  new faculty wil l  start at $36 , 000 next 
year , and that is still  not adequate to attract the 
highest-quality people away from industry . 

Charlotte KUH of AT&T , pursued the salary quest ion by 
asking to what extent academic salaries are supplemented 
by consulting money . She ci ted evidence from AT&T that 
this kind of link between teaching and industry can be 
symbiotic because it helps to improve the pipel ine for 
students into industry . Daniel DRUCKER stated that at 
his institution , which is highly research-oriented , the 
average number of days consulting per engineering faculty 
member is less than ten--a much smal ler number than many 
people think . Robert WEATHERALL of Massachusetts Insti
tute of Techno logy indicated that a survey at MIT of 1967  
graduates showed that among those electrical engineering 
graduates who later got the Ph . D .  and j oined faculties , 
they were on average receiving more compensation from all  
sources than were those in industry . His view is that 
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graduate s tudents are disturbed more by lack of 
and resources than by salalry differentials . 
he suggested , of ten provides more opportunities 
pendent research than does academic employment . 

equipment 
Industry , 
for inde-

Wi l l iam UPTHEGROVE , Regents Professor of Engineering 
at the University of Oklahoma , followed up on the con
sul ting question by saying that the best available data , 
to his knowledge , comes from a study done at the Office 
of Insti tutional Research at USC about three years ago . 
They found that on average engineering consulting incomes 
for faculty at a research institution were on the order 
of $5 , 000 to $6 , 000 for an ass istant professor ,  and under 
$9 , 000 for a ful l  professor , wi th a somewhat higher fig
ure for assoc iate professors . Thus , consulting income 
is not enough to overcome the real problems of inadequate 
facul ty compensation . Fred LAHDIS supported this point 
by noting his reco llection that average ful l-year total 
earnings for engineering faculty on a national bas is were 
onl y  about $9 , 000 per year higher than nine-month base 
salary . Sam HULBERT added that the problem is not simply 
financ ial , but relates to the quality of li fe issue that 
Robert Weatherall addressed . 

Michael PELCZAR , president of the Counci l  of Graduate 
Schools in the Uni ted States , asked the univers ity repre
sentatives to describe their present efforts and future 
p lans for offering education training programs for em
p loyed engineers . Daniel DRUCKER agreed that the need 
for such cont inuing education was great , but that it was 
very diff icult to f ind a cl ientele for it , even when i t  
i s  made available quite conveniently . Jeanne CAIUIEY o f  
the Department of Defense noted that electronic teaching 
arrangements transmi tted by satellite to remote locations 
elicit  a very high response . Fred LMJDIS pointed out 
that there are great differences in the kind of continu
ing education sought by recent graduates , who are more 
professionally- than company-oriented , and that of the 
typ ical person over thirty , who is general ly interested 
in continuing education only if it wi l l  improve the abil
ity  to perform his  or her present j ob .  Sam HULBERT ac
knowledged the importance of continuing education of 
eng ineers working in industry but stressed the importance 
of the other s ide as wel l , of having faculty learn from 
engineers in industry about important new developments in 
such f ields as computer graphics , CAD/ CAM , and robotics . 

Howard P .  TUCKMAH , economist of Florida State Univers
ity , suggested that the group was really saying two very 
dif ferent things . The f irst was that forecast models 
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should integrate market forces more effectively ; the 
market is in some sense good because it directs resources 
sensibly . Engineers are drawn to industry because indus
try has a greater use for them and can supply the cap i tal 
equipment they need to work with . We know that Ph . D .  
salaries are fal l ing relative to B . S . - and master ' s
level salaries . Perhaps the market is making a j udgment 
that the best use of people is not in academia right now . 
If  so , perhaps the group should be discussing how to tap 
into the most  productive people in indsutry for part-time 
academic work . He asked the panelists to address  the 
lack of integration between these two sets of discus
s ions : the virtues of the market and the negative effects 
of the market on hiring of Ph . D .  faculty . 

Daniel DRUCKER rep lied that Tuckman was assuming that 
the marketplace makes valid intellectual j udgments , which 
Drucker considered a novel proposal . The marketplace may 
or may not make valid economic judgments , but it i s  
clearly not true that it makes proper intellectual j udg
ments . The nation ' s present difficulties wi th element
ary-secondary education i llustrate this : the marketplace 
has worked superbly in that we have been paying teachers 
low salaries and we get what we pay for . But as a re
sul t , the country is  going downhi ll . Similarly ,  at uni
versities we don' t pay engineers enough , and we don ' t 
have the peop le . Hence , univers ity educat ion in engi
neering is going rapidly downhill . This is a national 
problem and not expl icitly and directly the problem o f  
any individual industry . Industry mu s t  pul l  together to 
help with the faculty problem because doing so is  in the 
collective interest of industry even while it is not in 
the interest of any one company to do it alone . That is 
the tragedy of the commons . 

one symposium participant added that Tuckman ' s  approach 
assumes that universities , like industry , are governed 
by supply and demand . But they are not in the market
place in that way . Universities are governed by values 
and laws internal to themselves that impose l imits on the 
range of engineering salaries . Universities thus lack 
the f lexibility to respond to the market as industry 
does . 

Lee HANSEK , economist at the University of Wiscons in
Madison , asked when the malaise in academic engineering 
actually began . He wondered if it real ly dated from the 
19 7 3-19 74  period when student-faculty ratios began to 
rise or whether there has really been a longer-term de
c l ine in the quality of work at engineering schools as 
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the focus of new developments has moved , for whatever 
reason , to industry . HABSBIJ suggested that the discus
sion has assumed implicitly that these negative develop
ments have all occurred in the last decade . If that is 
wrong , then the discuss ion might want to proceed in quite 
other terms . 

Daniel DRUCKER did not agree with Hansen ' s suggest ion 
that most fundamental developments occur in industry . 
It has always been true that the forefront of the prac
tical app lications of new technology occur in industry , 
but the number of fundamental deve lopments that occur 
there rather than in univers ities is much smaller than 
one might expect . The very new development , however ,  is  
that the apparatus for exploring the full power of new 
developments is now in industry . HABSEIJ countered by 
suggestin& that this trend may be a consequence of the 
quality of people who have been in en&ineering schools 
for a lon& time , and not s imply a problem about the qual
i ty of new faculty . DRUCKER replied that the overloading 
of the faculty that accompanied the increasing numbers 
of students be&inning in the early 1970s has reduced 
their  productivity . HABSEIJ pointed out that in 19 71-19 7 2  
enro l lments in en&ineerin& reached a trough ; and uni
versities , including the University of Wiscons in , were 
t ry in& to figure out what to do with their surplus engi
neering faculty . There must have been very low student
faculty ratios , which , by Drucker ' s  logic , should have 
generated a tremendous spurt of research productivity and 
innovations at that time . DRUCKER replied that at most 
universities engineering bud&ets at  that time were cut 
in p roportion to enrol lment decl ines , and since 19 7 2  they 
have not recovered proportionately . 

Fred LAIIDIS noted that in 19 7 1-19 7 2 , the student-fac
u l ty ratio at the University of Wisconsin-Madison was 
indeed quite low , below 10 to 1 .  But he then went on to 
po int out that there are two separate issues at stake in 
the discussion . First is the continuin& overload of fac
u l ty , whose effects can be seen in desi&n courses where 
individual attention to students is essential , and in 
laboratories , where student participation is increas ingly 
replaced with demonstrations . As a result of this crowd
ing , the value added by univers ities is fal ling , but this 
is  not readily recognized in industry because of the high 
quality of the students who are entering engineering pro
grams today . The second , distinct problem is that capi
tal cost per student for modern education has continually 
r i sen ,  owing to computers , CAD/CAM , and other develop-
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Univers ities cannot meet these cost increases 
That is a parallel but basically separate devel-

Robert ARMSTROIJG , B .  I .  Dupont de llemours & Company 
Inc . , noted that the industry point of view is not heav
i ly represented at this meeting and reported on a meeting 
in December of the continuation of the Faculty Shortage 
Proj ect at which industry was heav i ly represented . Ara
strong stated that industry does not see a maj or impact 
on quality as a result of the rising student-faculty ra
tio . This may be because of the high intrins ic quality 
of the entering students , but Armstrong is not convinced 
of that . He reiterated that they think the students they 
hire from the engineering co lleges are great . 
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PAIIIL B 

DGIDIRIIlG BKPLOYKBIIT 
AT FIDIRAL RISIARCH LABORATORI IS 

Presentations 

David BRAUWSTIIIl , executive director for special proj 
ecta at llASA , apoke to the iasue of engineer shortages 
from the Space A&ency ' s  perspective . Employment at RASA 
peaked at 3 5 , 000 in 196 7 and decreased steadily to the 
1984 f igure of 22 , 000 . Roughly one-half of KASA employ
ees are engineers with between 400 and 500 engineers 
hired by HASA annually . Turnover at the agency for en&i
neers is very s l ight , between 4 and 5 percent per year . 
In 1983 , HASA made a strong effort to hire engineers , in 
part because of concern about an aging work force . They 
seized upon the opportunity of a relatively weak j ob 
market and hired 600 new engineering graduates , 3 9  per
cent of whom were women and minority-group members . 
RASA ' s  experience with thi s  hiring effort was a very pos
itive one ; they were able to recruit graduates in the top 
of their classes , and very few of the candidates dec l ined 
the Agency ' s  j ob offer . 

There is concern , however ,  about the large pay gap be
tween HASA and private industry . At present , RASA ad
minis trators bel ieve that because of HASA ' s unique mis
sion , people wi l l  eome to work for the A&ency despite the 
pay gap . 

Of greater eoneern is the increasingly poor image of 
the federal worker and the effect of this changing image 
on morale . These negative effects seem to be greater in 
laboratories outside the Washington area , sueh as Hunts
ville or Houston . BRAUWSTEIIl believes that this image 
problem wi ll  have an impact on the future supply of en
gineers in the federal labs . 

In summary , HASA does not face a shortage of engineers 
in its laboratories . Moreover , because of their recent 
successful experience in hiring new engineers , HASA does 
not see a shortage situation developing in the forseeable 
future . 

James LIIlG , assistant director for institutional rela
tions , Off ice of Seienee and Technology Pol ley , spoke 
about the 1982 OSTP review of federal laboratories . This 
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review panel , chaired by David Packard , looked at a rep
resentative group of federal laboratories wi thin all the 
agenc ies . The study conc luded that the Civil Service 
system , as it now exists , makes it very diff icult for the 
labs to attract and retain top-qual ity sc ientists and 
engineers . One of the maj or problems is the s i gnif i cant 
pay gap between the Civil Service positions and private 
indus try . As Tab le 1 il lustrates . there are very l arge 
salary dif ferentials between government-owned contrac tor
operated ( GOCO ) laboratories which typify private- sector  
establishments and those . such as  the llaval Research 
Laboratory (IJRL) , that operate within the Civil Service . 

Although peop le are attracted to the federal labs be 
cause of the nature of the work , there is a point after 
two to f ive years at which this pay differential wi l l  
cause them t o  leave and take j obs elsewhere . If the f ed
eral employment situation cannot be made more attractive 
for technical people , the only alternative is to turn the 
federal labs over to contractor (GOCO) operation . 

While the Packard Committee found that labs were able 
to hire adequate numbers of entry-leve l personne l ,  there 
appeared to be deficiencies in the qual ity of these new 
hires . The labs reported that at the salary levels they 
were able to offer , they could only hire graduates of the 
second- and third-tier schools in terms of quality or 
students in the lower grade-point average percenti les . 
In addition , the labs were unable to hire peop le f rom the 
outside at higher career levels because the lab salaries 
were not competi tive ; the rigid structure of the Civil 
Service sys tem does not evaluate an experienced scientist 
or engineer on his technical abi lities , only on his man
agement experience . 

LIIG concluded that the Packard study found the govern
ment-operated laboratories living on borrowed time . Top
management pos itions are being f i l led wi th peop le who 
have been in the system for many years . The rising stars 
are leaving in fairly alarming numbers , so that in per
haps f ive years the labs wi l l  have used up the reserve 
of research staff they have built  in the last twenty 
years . Rebui lding this  stock of researchers to carry on 
the program is where the laboratories ' inab i l ity to hi re 
experienced people from the outs ide becomes cri tical . 

John LYOHS , director , llational Engineering Laboratory , 
llational Bureau of Standards , reviewed recent NBS experi
ence in hiring staff for their engineering laboratories . 
The NBS emp loys about 6 , 000 individuals , evenly sp lit  
between sc ientists/engineers and support staf f . Tu�nover 
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TABLE 1 .  Comparison of Laboratory Salary Structure , 1983 

Deputy Associate 
Lab Director Director Director 

COCO A $110 , 000 $97 , 000 $86 , 000-
90 , 000 

GOCO B $110 , 000 $97 , 000 $86 , 000-
90 , 000 

GOCO C $90 , 500 $84 , 000-
88 , 000 

DL $66 , 000 $66 , 000 

*Information Kot Available . 

SOURCE : Office of Science and Techno logy Pol icy . 

Kew Ph . D . 
( Top School )  

$43 , 000 

* 

* 

$30 , 402 

Kew Ph . D .  Kew Ph . D .  
( Top 10"1.) ( Superstar) 

$45 , 000 $50 , 000 

* .... 
"' 
VI 

* * 

$30 , 402 $30 , 402 
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is  about 3 to 5 percent , a rate about as low as RASA ' s .  
LYOHS began with two anecdotes that set the tone of  his 
remarks . First , he told of Lewis Branscomb , a former 
director of HBS , who left his position to become Chief 
Scientist at IBM , roughly trip l ing his salary . LYOIIS 
also spoke of Ernest Ambler , current HBS Director , who 
as a presidential appo intee is  paid less than 50 of the 
Civi l Service executives that he supervises and , yet , 
eaeh year must distribute bonuses to these individuals . 

LYOHS noted that HBS lab scientists and engineers ho ld 
advanced degrees and primarily do bench research . Al
though the engineering schools currently have very high 
enro l lments at the baccalaureate level , this is not the 
ease for mas ter ' s

' 
or doctoral candidates , which is the 

hiring poo l for ns . As a result , ns , which is tradi
t ionally physics-oriented , of ten hires physicists and 
trains them as engineers for their center for Electronics 
and Electrical Eng ineering . Physicists account for about 
one-half of the profess ional staff in that center . 

LYOHS went on to review the supply s i tuation in each 
of the engineering centers . The ehemieal engineering 
center is  now benefi tting from the favorable hi ring 
market caused by the shutdown of the o i l  shale bus iness .  
Prior to that bus iness downturn , HBS could not hire Ph . D .  
ehemieal engineers because of the pay gap with the pri
vate sector . Even now , LYOHS noted a $ 15 , 000 salary dif
ferential , but because of the current oversupply , chemi
cal engineers can s t i l l  be hired . Roughly the same 
situation exists in c ivil engineering , where HBS ean hire 
because of the weak j ob market . Civil Service salaries 
do become competitive with academe at mid-career levels , 
such as GS 13-14 . However ,  HBS is not competitive at the 
senior level ; they s imp ly cannot recruit for top research 
engineers or managers . 

In manufacturing engineering , they have been able to 
f i l l  entry- level positions despite the low salaries be
cause of their unique automation research faci l i ty .  En
g ineers wi l l  eome to work at this fac i l i ty regardless of 
the pay gap . They expect , in fact , that people wi l l  
leave the automation lab i n  a few years . HBS considers 
this  turnover to be a technology-transfer contributi on . 
Again , they are unable to hire at the senior leve l s  in 
manufacturing engineering . 

At the entry-level , HBS salaries for electronics engi
neers are not competitive , but they do become comparable 
at the GS 13-14 level . NBS expects to hire individuals 
with f ive to seven years ' experience , people who choose 
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t o  leave industry to do bench research and be able to 
publish . In some areas , such as microwave engineering , 
people are extremely scarce . Ph . D .  electronics engi
neers , mathematic ians , and computer scientists are ex
tremely hard to f ind , so NBS hires at lower degree levels 
in those disciplines . 

LYOIIS is concerned with two potential changes in the 
Civil Service system . First is the budget proposal to 
reduc e  the number of GS 11-15 ' s .  While these may be man
agers in most federal agencies , these are the bench re
searchers at NBS , so reduction in these individuals would 
serious ly impair research productivity . The other issue 
is an OPK proposal to withhold raises for certain engi
neers who have higher salaries because they were thought 
to be in a scarce discipline , which OPK has now decided 
is no longer a shortage area . 

For the future , the supply and demand situation in 
fields such as petroleum ,  chemical , and civil engineering 
wi l l  be highly dependent on how many universi ties begin 
to turn out graduates in that area . At this point , manu
facturing engineering is  not thought of as a true disci
pline ,  and very few universi t ies have programs in manu
fac turing . 

HBS is l ikely to follow a strategy of using unconven
tional methods for hiring engineers . Their experience 
has been that if they can get students into the labs for 
the SW11ller , or in a co-op program , then the l ikel ihood 
of hiring them as permanent employees is greatly in
creased . LYOHS felt that the Bureau would need more au
thority to conduct such programs in the future . 

Another category of successful recruitment strategies 
is the HRC ' s  research associateships program . The Bureau 
of S tandards has about 25 people in the program , which 
lasts two years . Conversion of these peop le to full-time 
emp loyment is better than average , but less so for engi
neers than for sc ientists . 

LYOHS concluded by commenting that of ten the system 
itself is one of their worst enemies . As long as s ix 
months can elapse between decision to hire an appl icant 
and the making of a formal j ob offer . The best peop le 
do not wait around for six months , so they are lost to 
HBS t ime after time . LYOHS concurred with Braunstein ' s 
assessment of the RASA situation by noting that NBS em
ployees are feeling the impact of the low esteem associ
ated with working for the government . 

Final ly , LYOIS expressed concern about the decl ining 
proportion of u . s .  citizens earning eng ineering doctoral 
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degrees , particularly in light of NBS ' s  not being able to 
hire non-u . s .  citizens because of the nature of the work . 

Horman SELTZER f rom the Off ice of Energy Research , De
partment of Energy , opened his remarks with a description 
of  the DOE ' s  data-collection and analysis program on 
sc ientists and engineers involved in energy-related ac
tivities . Over the years , DOl has developed a compre
hensive data base on scientists and engineers , piggy
backing questions on energy-related activities on HSF , 
HRC , and Census manpower surveys . They have also con
tracted with the research staff of the Oak Ridge Associ
ated Universities to help analyze these data . Surpris 
ingly , there does not yet exist a detailed data base on 
scientific and engineering personnel working at GOCO ' s ,  
a very sizable segment of the energy-related work force . 

SELTZER went on to discuss the impact of changes in the 
federal budget as wel l  as changes in industrial activi ty  
on  the util ization and need for scientists and engineers . 
SELTZER spoke primari ly about the large multiprogram labs 
such as Argonne and Livermore . Funding for energy R&D 
at these labs decreased between 1981 and 1983 ; but was 
expected to increase somewhat in the next year . During 
the second half  of 1983 , these labs employed about 6 , 000 
engineers out of a total 11 , 000 engineers in all energy 
R&D fac i l ities . The percentage of advanced-degree eng i 
neers at these labs is rather high , with a great many o f  
them being Ph . D . s .  

The turn-around in 1983-1984 funding is expected to 
provide an increased demand for Ph . D .  engineers in all  
f ields except for  electrical engineering . The largest 
estimated increase in demand for graduate-level engineers 
is in the nuc lear/mechanical area . Overa l l , total engi 
neering employment is  expected to increase i n  1984 and , 
if defense-related funding remains high , continue to in
crease in 1985 and 1986 . 

The personnel managers in these labs do not indicate 
any concerns about recruiting the people they wi l l  need . 
They feel  that because of the salaries and fringe bene
f i ts they can offer , they are very competit ive wi th pri
vate industry in hiring top-level engineers and scien
tists from prestigious schools . Unless there is some 
undue stress on the system , such as vigorous resurgence 
in the economy coupled with increases in expenditures in 
spec ialty areas by industry as wel l  as government , they 
do not report any broad-range concern . 

Over the next f ive years , the out look seems to be for 
moderate growth but probably at a s lower rate than has 
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occurred in the recent past . The only potential indica
tion of a labor shortage is at the Ph . D .  level , where 
sraduates in engineering , phys ical , and l ife sciences 
have lagged relative to growth at the bachelor ' s level . 

SBLTZBR expects that there wil l  be somewhat lower de
mand at the B . S .  and M . S .  level over the next several 
years . One of the causes of this downturn is the shift 
of f ederal R&D money toward basic and appl ied research 
and away from demonstration and commercialization activi
ties . Accordingly . the supply at the bachelor ' s and 
master ' s  levels should be adequate in the energy area . 

At the Ph . D .  level , there may be trouble hiring suffi
cien t  numbers of people in areas such as petroleum engi
neering . materials science . and perhaps nuclear engi
neering . If the very significant numbers of foreign 
nat ionals earning engineering Ph . D .  s are counted in the 
supp ly figures • then the concern about shortage lessens 
cons iderably , and it may only be in petroleum engineering 
where shortages might occur . SBLTZBR emphasized the need 
to s tudy more careful ly the role of foreign nationals 
earning degrees in the u . s .  and the proportions remaining 

. here for employment . 
Herbert RABIN , former deputy assistant secretary of the 

Navy and now at the University of Maryland , provided the 
DoD laboratory perspect ive on the engineer supply/demand 
issue . In 1982 , Dr . RABIN was involved in a study of the 
status of scientists and engineers in the 7 1  defense 
laboratories . The DoD labs have a total work force of 
60 , 000 , including about 23 , 000 scientists and engineers , 
and an annual budget of roughly $6 billion . There is 
wide variation among DoD labs in size , mission , composi
tion of the work force and relationship to the mi li tary 
services . DoD laboratories tend to be engineering
oriented ; engineers account for 68 percent of the sci
ence/engineering work force . 

Over the 19 7 7 -1981 period , the number of scientists and 
engineers in the labs has remained fairly constant as has 
the distribution by level of education--bachelor ' s ,  mas
ter ' s ,  or doctorate . One-half of the sc ientists and en
g ineers in DoD labs are •t the GS 13-15 grade levels . 

The study found concern on the part of  lab directors 
about losses of experienced people . Lab directors re
ported that significant numbers of GS 13-15 researchers 
are being drawn to higher-paying j obs outs ide the labs . 
Bven at the highest salary levels  permissible within the 
Civ i l  Service system , there is a substantial pay dif fer
ent ial between the DoD labs and the private sector over 
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all GS levels . The sap becoaes widest at the executive , 
GS 15 , level . 

At the Salle t ime ,  however ,  the average turnover rate 
over the Whole DoD system was 6 . 4 percent . Attitudes in 
the labs appear to be s imilar to those at IIASA and BBS . 
The averase vacancy rate was 5 percent , althoush there 
were some variations in this f isure , with a number of 
labs havin& vacancy rates f rom 10 to 20 percent for sci
entists and ensineers . 

Two approaches were taken in the study to sause the 
quality of the laboratory work force . First , lab direc
tors were asked to provide their perceptions of chan&es 
in quality of the work force over time . About 80 percent 
of  the directors said that the overa l l  quality of the 
work force was "sood to excellent ; "  the remainder re
ported "averase to very good" . As for currency of  the 
lab employees , 60 percent reported "very high , "  but 4 0  
percent indicated that there were problems . S imilarly , 
quality of new hires was seen as mixed , with some sayin& 
''good to adequate , "  and others reportin& problems . 

Second , the rank in sraduatin& c lass of scientists and 
engineers hired by the labs in 1981 was studied . The 
scientists hired were found to be in the f irst quarter 
to top half of their c lasses , with ensineers predomi
nantly being in the top half of their c lasses but 
s l ightly lower than the scientists . 

This .study , too , found morale problems among scientists 
and engineers in the labs , mostly centered around f rus
trations in workin& with the rigidity of the bureaucracy . 
The resultin& negative image of work in the labs was 
found to be a strong factor re latin& to the general 
health of the laboratories . 

Discussion 

Po l lowin& James LI»G ' s presentation , discussion focused 
on the problem of hirin& and retention of the "ris ing 
stars"--those individuals Who are the leading researchers 
at the federal laboratories . David BRAUVSTEI» noted that 
at »ASA , turnover has been particularly high at the &sao
elate administrator level . These are among the most  able 
people at »ASA , and their average stay in those pos i tions 
is less than 1-1 1 2  years . It is very diff icult to es
tab l ish stabil ity at that level of the agency wi th such 
high turnover . 

James LI»G outl ined some of the problems with hiring 
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at sen ior agency levels . First , the salary for individ
uals at Executive Level 5 is lower than that of career 
Civil  Service grades , so that people hired into these 
posi t ions find that some of the senior people workin& for 
them earn higher salaries . In addi tion , presidential 
appointees don ' t receive moving expenses . Moreover , to 
be conf i rmed , an individual must go through the Presi
dent ial Personnel System ,  Wbieb includes bearings before 
Congress and the exposure of all  of one ' s personal f i
nances . which can be considered an invasion of  privacy . 
Given those burdens , i t  is perhaps not surprising that 
peop le do not always enter these positions for' the best 
reasons--they may be in the process of  a career change , 
or they are looking for something to do af ter their re
tirement , or other reasons peripheral to bringing the 
best technical talent to the federal government . 

LIIIG exp lained that there is  an experiment under way at 
the llaval Ocean Systems Laboratory in San Diego to allow 
more f lexibility in pay for scientists and engineers . 
The ten Civi l Service grades which typically cover tech
nica l  people have been aggregated into four . Thus , if  
there is a certain type of engineer that is  in  short sup
ply , the lab bas the option of hiring a person in the 
broad category ( for example , Grade 1 3 , 14 , and 15 at the 
top level of 15 rather than as a 1 3 ) . While this kind 
of f lexibility is helpful , the only way to solve the 
problem at the upper end of the pay seale is to somehow 
get waivers to exceed the pay cap . 

In response to a question concerning what approaches 
OSTP is taking to deal with these problems , LIHG said 
that several proposals were under cons ideration , includ
ing expanding the San Diego experiment to other federal 
fac i lities . However , it  is  diff icult to determine Who 
should be covered under such a pay system , should you 
cover all  scientists and engineers in the Civil Service , 
or only those in the federal labs , or j ust those in se
lected federal labs? An interagency group is now working 
on the problem of attracting and retaining technical peo
ple in the federal government . 

Of course , these kinds of proposals wil l  not be adopted 
across the board by the Administration . For examp le ,  the 
OSTP goal of ensuring the vital ity of the country ' s sci
ence and engineering base may impact on the budget 
through higher salaries , which OKB is l ikely to resist  
because of thei r  goal of contro l l ing the def icit . Each 
part of the Administration has i ts role to play in reach
ing a solution . 
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LIHG pointed out that just a few key peop le can drive 
a whole laboratory . One of the Packard panel ' s  key con
cerns was that without these superstars--those in the top 
10 percent of their graduating c lasses--the whole lab 
system could s ink into mediocrity . Consequently , it • s 
not a matter of giving everybody more pay ; i t ' s a matter 
of being able to get key people in a competitive market . 

John LYOHS voiced agreement to LIHG ' s statement that 
the labs could be living on "borrowed time . "  LYONS ex
p lained that the feel ing at BBS was that they were on the 
ragged edge , that the poss ibil ity of losing a subs tantial 
portion of their best people seems very real . LYOHS fe l t  
that the GOCO concept of moving labs out f rom under the 
Civil Service was a possible so lution to the salary prob
lem . GOCO status would not be appl icable to BBS , bow
ever , because the role of the Bureau of Standards as a 
provider of impartial service , independent of the private 
sector . 

LYOHS pointed out that one gratifying aspect of work 
at the BBS is the number of people who stay on past nor
mal retirement age to continue their research . These 
individuals love to work at the Bureau of Standards and 
stay on , even though their retirement incomes would be 
comparable to their current earnings . 

Discuss ion fol lowing Harold RABIH ' s presentation cen
tered on the issue of retention of technical personnel 
in the DoD labs . One quest ion concerned the f inding that 
although DoD labs were able to hire personnel at entry
levels in state-of-the-art fields , there appeared to be 
mobil ity out of the labs after a few years . Did the lab 
system cons ider itself  to be a training ground in tech
nology for private industry? RABIH agreed that this was 
the case , but pointed out that in fact , this was a tra
ditional role throughout the mi litary services . Never
theless ,  this t rain ing-ground loss is not substantial 
when viewed across all DoD labs . For example , roughly 
40 percent of new GS 12 • s were hired f rom the outs ide , 
with 60 percent coming from internal promot ions . Turn
over at that level is about 5 percent . At the GS 13 
level , only about 5 percent are from outside ; most come 
from inside the labs . Of course , these are the levels 
where the Civil Service salaries are most competitive 
with the private sector . 

Robert STAMBAUGH asked whether there was any evidence 
that the relat ionship between sc ientists and government 
was different in other countries ; are their best s cien
tists and eng ineers in the government? 
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David BRAUIJSTEUI responded that in Japan , i t  is an 
honor to work for the &overnment . The top people are 
recruited directly from universi ty &raduates ; there is 
no equivalent to our Civil Service . LIIIG s tressed that 
the Japanese attitude toward working for the &overnment 
as a prestige j ob shows the importance of morale . 

LYOHS noted that in contrast to Japan , &overnment work
ers in En&land have experienced a system s imilar to that 
in the U . S . , but for a lon&er time .  The result has been 
work stoppages and professional strikes . 

LIHG maintained that the problems with the Civil Ser
vice were fundamental issues , and would need to be ad
d ressed at high levels of the government . 

When asked about the Senior Executive Service ( SIS ) , 
James LIHG reported that most of its effects have been 
ne&ative . BRAUIJSTEIH agreed that at the outset , the SES 
was an initiative with great potential , but many promises 
made at the beginning have not been ful f i l led . Many of 
the benef its advertised have eroded ; for example , bonuses 
are l imited to 20 percent . In addition , LIHG pointed out 
that the bonus pay is capped , so even thou&h you are 
awarded a $10 , 000 bonus , you may only receive $4 , 000 be
c ause of the pay cap . 
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PLIIJARY SESSIOII 

Daniel DRUCKER opened the afternoon session with a 
question concerning the composition of the group of  ex
perienced people Who move into engineering positions from 
other f ields . In his experience in c ivil and mechanical 
engineering , these individuals are not phys icists who 
cannot f ind work , but rather people from the shop floor 
who have worked their way up . The I811 perception seems 
to be that they are D.leh higher-level people Who are 
making lateral moves into engineering . 

Jerrier HADDAD , Chairman of the Academy ' s  Committee on 
the Education and Utilization of the Engineer , responded 
that in companies l ike I811 , roughly 20 to 30 percent of 
the people doing engineering R&D are mathematics and 
phys ical sc ience graduates . While over the past twenty 
years the number of technicians upgrading themselves to 
the point of doing professional engineering work has 
steadily decl ined , there has been a tremendous surge in 
recent years in upgrading due to the changing nature of 
engineering j obs . For examp le ,  f ifteen years ago , micro
coding for computer appl ications was done by an engineer ; 
today the same work is performed by programmers with l ib
eral arts B . A . s  or high school backgrounds . A similar 
ease exists with CAD systems , Which 4-year technology 
graduates are us ing to do bona f ide engineering work . 
Thus , the combination of upgrading and the changing na
ture of engineering practice has resulted in roughly 30 
percent of the individuals holding engineering j obs hav
ing non-engineering degrees . 

Robert STAMBAUGH continued the discussion of the makeup 
of this "second" group by asking about the j ob perform
ance of these non-engineers : our assumption is that they 
are not doing a very good j ob ,  but we have heard today 
that perhaps they are not doing too badly . What needs to 
be done is data collection and research on what kind of 
people are in the "second hal f , "  and we might f ind that 
their performance is better than we expected . I f , on the 
other hand , there is a problem with this second group , we 
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need to be more aggressive about doing something about 
it . 

Charles FALK , of the National Science Foundation noted 
that the results of HSF ' s Post-Censal Survey should pro
vide some broad insight on mobility within and out of 
engineering . Two questions seem to be central to this 
issue : f irst , what is the composition of that mobile 
group? and second , to what extent are employers satis
f ied with their performance as  compared to  that of indi
viduals specif ical ly trained in that f ield? Informati on 
relevant to the first question is now available and can 
be analyzed , but answers to the second question wi l l  be 
much more diff icult to obtain . For example , what kind 
of source would one go to in a company to answer such a 
question? Would it  be the vice president for production? 
the director of personnel? 

Dr . STAMBAUGH agreed that the essential problem is to 
obtain information on performance rather than by label as 

is currently collected . 
Dr . HADDAD presented examples of the wide variety of 

non-engineering personnel who are highly useful to indus
try . First are bachelor of technology graduates or tech
nicians , who have ideal backgrounds for working with CAD 
systems whereas a degreed engineer tends to become im
patient with the repetitiveness and detail involved . 
Second are the M . S . - or Ph . D . -holders in mathematics , 
chemistry , or phys ics who are very , very happy in engi
neering j obs and whose companies are quite satisif ied 
with them . One needs to examine both ends of that spec
trum when looking at thi s  non-engineering group . 

Daniel HECKER of the Bureau of Labor Statistics noted 
that some of the apparent movement into and out of engi
neering may be an artifact of our data-col lection 
methods . If  we used a longer time span , for example , an 
individual who leaves an engineering pos ition to work on 
a short-term management proj ect and then returns to his 
or her former j ob would remain an engineer rather than 
be counted as a person moving from an engineering to a 
management occupation . 

Harold WOOL ,  an independent consultant , mentioned two 
possibilities for measuring the performance of the non
engineer group . First is the market test of salary as a 
measure of performance , which can be flawed because the 
lack of a credential may be a critical factor in keeping 
workers ' earnings down . A second possibility would be to 
develop a detai led list  of the kinds of functions per
formed by engineers and then to f ind out about the kinds 
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of people and their backsrounds bein& used for these 
functions . This method •hould yield a measure of where 
elast ici ty exists in the utilization of ensineers . 

Charlotte KUH of AT&T spoke of the cbansin& demosrapby 
of the ensineerin& system .  Industry is now able to pro
vide entry-level pos itions for many people , includin& 
ensineers . If these individuals  follow the normal life
cycle for ensineers--startin& out with c lose supervis ion , 
be comins more autonomous , and eventual ly movin& into 
manasement-- it is unl ikely that there wil l  be enousb 
middle-manasement posi tions in the next ten years rela
tive to the supply . The adjustment problem in the next 
f ive to ten years wil l  probably not be at the entry level 
but wi l l  be with these relatively experienced ensineers 
who are not movin& into manasement-level positions . 

Robert WEATHERALL , director of career services at MIT , 
emphas ized that the day ' s discussions reflected that we 
have not concentrated nearly enousb on the qual ity of the 
ensineerin& labor force . For instance , Japanese f irms 
are so concerned about quality that they bad students at 
MIT take a quiz last year before interviewin& them . We 
wi l l  not have gotten very far if we continue to work with 
quantitative s tatistics without trying to f ind some mea
sure , or measures , of quality .  
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CO&CLUDIIG REMARKS 

Michael McPherson , Moderator 

The following remarks can hardly pretend to suanarize 
the product of an unusually rich day ' s discussions . They 
are rather in the nature of thoughts provoked by listen
ing through the sympos ium' s presentations and discus
s ions . These thoughts c luster around several key no
t ions : quality , mobility ,  and the timing and location 
of training . I should underline that the fol lowing ob
servations are very much my own views ; they are not 
necessarily the views of OSEP or the &ac . They are cer
tainly not views shared by all panel participants . 

I must begin by agreeing with Michael Kandel about the 
rather large measure of agreement among the studies that 
we examined at the sympos ium .  I disagree mildly with him 
about the American Electronics Association study , which 
I think actually seems to imply rather lar&er demands 
than the other three studies do . But his broader eon
elusion is very JWeh on the mark • the s tudies by the 
Bus iness-Higher Education Forum, the Bureau of Labor Sta
tistics (BLS ) , and the Rational Science Foundation (&SF) 
all exhibit striking agreement on the demand we can ex
pect for engineers , not only in the aggregate but also 
by f ields of engineering . Such agreement is , as Kandel 
said , somewhat reassuring . I would f ind it still  more 
reassuring if I did not also notice that all three of 
those studies basically used the same model to predict 
demands . That ' s  quite expl icit , of course , with the 
Bus iness-Higher Education Forum work , which s imply 
adopted the BLS • s estimates . The DBI ( Data Resources , 
Inc . ) model that &SF used is run lar&ely on the same 
princip les as the BLS model . One would feel even more 
conf ident if  the s tudies under review arrived at agree
ment on the bas is of radically different methods for de
riving the results ; but at least we can have some assur-
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ance that the people did the numbers right , s ince they 
came out the same in all three cases . More importantly , 
because the common methodology of these s tudies makes a 
good deal of sense , we have some reason for confidence 
in them . On the other hand , the American Electronics 
Assoc iation study , which is  something of an outlier , does  
have some important methodological weaknesses that were 
identif  led in the discussion and commentary at the sym
posium . There is , I think , therefore good reason to dis
count those results . 

On the supply s ide there is also a large measure of 
agreement . In that case , the consensus is that we have 
very l imited knowledge about the supply of engineers . 
The &SF people have , conceptually , the most i lluminat ing 
approach and the one with the most promise for sol id fu
ture results ; but their staff are f rank to acknowledge 
that the empirical qual i ty of what they have so far been 
able to do on the supply s ide is not terribly good and 
that a lot more work needs to be done . We don ' t have a 
suff iciently good understanding even of the "new en
trants" part of the picture , of how undergraduates make 
their dec is ions about whether to go to college or what 
to maj or in . The Rational Center on Education Statis
tics ' proj ections that &SF rel ies on are really very me
chanical and don • t have any behavioral dec ision-making 
in them and , therefore , are not too reliable . But our 
understanding of that part of the supply of engineers who 
are " in-mobi le" from other f ields is even less adequate . 
As several partic ipants noted , we don ' t even have clear 
information about where people are coming from ,  where 
they are going , and in what ways mobi le people are dif
ferent from in-mobile ones . We certainly have even less 
in the way of a good economic and social understanding 
of what underl ies those movements and how to explain and 
predict them . A lot of important work remains to be done 
there . The agreement on the supply s ide , then , is that 
this work needs to be done . 

Both the presentations and discussions thus point to 
the conc lus ion that we are confronted not so much with 
disagreement , but rather with agreement on some very im
portant l imitat ions on what we know . I think that ' s  real 
progress .  This was , as these things go , a rather well 
focused sympos ium , and I think substantial concensus 
emerged on what we need to know more about . 

How the question is "Where does all that agreement lead 
us in terms of how we should interpret it and where we 
should go next? "  One place it  leads us is to Jerry Had-
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dad ' s Study on the Education and Utilization of Engineers 
( Hational Academy of Sciences , Commission on Engineering 
and Technical Systa.s ) , Which is obviously going to look 
for deeper answers and for more progress on these ques
tions . I hope the symposium' s efforts give that group 
some more fuel and more to think about in pursuing those 
efforts . 

As we look toward the analytical and pol icy impl ica
tions of the symposium' s discuss ion , several maj or points 
emerge . One that Harold Wool stressed , and that other 
discussants pointed to as wel l , is that one has to become 
more sophisticated about What "shortage" means . "Short
ages'' in the real world don ' t usual ly imply huge numbers 
of unf i lled j obs . Labor markets adjust in one way or 
another ; they compromise When the fit  isn ' t What it  
should be , and they compromise in  a variety of ways . A 
key emp irical issue Which we don • t know nearly enough 
about is how that compromise process works . The compro
mise comes partly through peop le ' s switching from one 
f ield to another in response to excess demands in some 
f ie lds and excess suppl ies in others and partly from the 
upgrading of personnel who don ' t have the technical cre
dentials for the j ob that they are doing . It may also 
come partly thro'Jgh wage increases , Which may attract 
peop le to the f ield at the same time they reduce the num
ber of j obs being offered . Or , compromise may come from 
increas ing the productivity of people who are working in 
those j obs , and so on . Sorting out the roles and rela
t i ons of all these adjustment processes is a very compli
cated question on Which the HSF in its recent work is 
making a good start . OUr emp irical understanding of 
these processes has to be improved substantially before 
we can gain a real grasp on how labor markets , including 
the engineering labor market , work . 

Beyond the emp irical issue , we also face the pol icy , 
or the evaluative , issue of how we should think about 
these shortages . There we have at least two questions , 
knowing that labor markets compromise and adj us t :  ( 1 )  
"How wel l  do they adj ust?" and ( 2 )  "What kind o f  costs 
must be borne , and who bears them , When these adjustments 
have to take place?" I am merely seconding remarks from 
a number of the partic ipants today in saying that at this 
po int understanding the quality impl ications of mobility 
becomes a really critical ques tion . In the late 1950s 
and the 1960s , we had a huge expansion in the demand for 
engineers and other kinds of scientists because of the 
space program . Many compromises were made , and many ap-
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parently worked out very wel l ;  but also , a lot of costs 
were borne in doing that--by f irms investing in training 
or making do with personnel who were less than ideal ly 
qualified , by workers relocating and retooling , and in 
other ways . It  strikes me that one thing we ought to 
pursue besides more econometrics is  more history : "How 
did that all really happen? " and "What unexpected costs 
and , for that matter , unexpected benefits came from those 
switches?"  The unexpected benefits really do deserve 
attention : f ield switching is  surely one way of getting 
new ins ights and surprising , new combinations of perspec
tives on a problem . 

A different kind of question is "To the degree we rec
ognize that the markets are working imperfectly and that 
there are costs to these adj ustments , can we really an
ticipate wel l  enough to do anything about avoiding those 
costs? "  Pat Hill  Hubbard said at one point that people 
are very rigid , and therefore , if  the supply-demand bal
ance is imperfect , forced adjustments wil l  inflict very 
large costs . But i t ' s not clear that that ' s  an accept
able answer . If  the reality is that we lack the skil l  
and the institutional flexibility t o  fine-tune so that 
everybody is matched to the j ob he or she was trained 
for , we may need to learn to be f lexible in other ways . 
We shouldn ' t accept personal or institutional rigidi ties 
as absolute givens without a careful look . 

Thus the qual i ty and the mobility questions are closely 
intertwined . We need to know how much and what kinds of 
mobility there are . We need to know how various kinds 
of j ob switches affecting various categories of personnel 
( c lass i f ied by age , experience , degree level , and so on ) 
affect productivity . This wil l  require us to think seri
ously about the kinds of questions Harold Wool pressed 
in discuss ion : How can we conceptualize and get some 
crude operational measures of quality? I sensed wide 
agreement today that quality of the work force cannot 
s imply stay in these discussions as the res idual category 
that we all admit is important but that we don ' t do any
thing about > it has to be thought about hard . There is 
a s imi lar need to focus closely on questions about qual
ity of education : trying to disentangle value added by 
school ing from the intrinsic quality of the students , 
investigating seriously the relation between value-added 
and faculty work load , and so on . Bob Armstrong from 
DuPont reported a subj ective judgment that the quality 
of graduates DuPont sees is terrific , but Harry Shull 
(University of Colorado , Boulder) pointed out that DuPont 
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is seeins the best people . Such subj ective j udsments are important in any study of qual ity ,  but we need to think 
about how to pull  them together with other data in a 
systematic way . As Bob Weatherall observed , we don ' t 
seem hes i tant to use crude numbers to measure quantita
tive aspects of engineering education ; it would be worth 
experimenting with crude numbers related to quality as 
wel l .  But as much as we need better numbers and better 
mode l s , I suspect we may need a better grip on the con
ceptual issues even more . 

That leads me f inal ly to several remarks about the 
ques tion of training and retraining . We have to expect 
to eon tinue to be dealing with an economy where the re
quirements placed on our technical people change at a 
dramatic rate . Inescapably , the particular training and 
knowledge technical workers possess become obsolete 
qui ckly ,  and yet we must keep supplying an appropriately 
trained set of people to meet society ' s  needs . It  is 
c l early not an adequate so lution to say that every time 
there is an innovation , the only source of people to deal 
with the innovation must be brand new people coming out 
of col lege . A tremendous waste of resources results when 
ear lier generations of able people are ''thrown on the 
j unk · heap , "  as Ronald Kutscher put it  earl ier today . 
Moreover , as Charlotte Kuh noted , the option of remaking 
technical people into managers to make room for new tech
nicians is becoming less viable , as prospective demo
graphic movements reduce the number of managerial 
openings . We real ly have to think hard about where 
training should take place--on the j ob ,  in col leges , or 
perhaps in hybrid environments--and who should bear the 
responsibility for retraining of people--both the re
training of engineers who can be recyc led back into new 
technologies and the training of people who may have a 
degree in physics or another sc ience to get what they 
need to become engineers . 

I sensed in some of the remarks today a feel ing that a 
new bachelor engineer is somehow free--well  equipped and 
ready to go--whereas a person who was doing something 
else wil l  either involve retraining expense or wi l l  per
form less capably in the j ob ,  or both . Bow, conceivably 
the fresh bachelor' s engineer may appear "free" to the 
emp loyer- -although with starting wages for engineers 
ris ing faster than experienced wages , that • s not so 
clear--but he or she is certainly not free to society . 
From a social point of view , the question to focus on is 
this : If you have a spec ific  employment need two years 
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down the l ine , do you want to take a college sophomore 
and train that man or woman for two years to do the j ob ,  
or do you want to take somebody Who has already gotten a 
lot of training and train that person for two years to 
do the j ob? When you look at i t  that way , the essen�ial 
symmetry between training and retraining becomes c lear . 

Finally , questions arise about the content of engineer
ing education . If we can anticipate that most technical 
workers wi ll  need substantial retool ing several times 
during their  career , it makes sense to wonder Whether 
engineering education can do more than it now does to 
prepare them for such future f lexibility .  That ' s  a hard 
pedagogic j udgment to make and not one that an economis t  
should claim t o  make f o r  engineers . Obviously , people 
do need highly-specialized , technical skills , but can we 
think about ways to educate people to make them more 
f lexible than they are now? Can we think also about ways 
to run organizations that won ' t ,  after f ive years , have 
people in a rut that leads us to say that there ' s  j ust 
nothing else they can do but continue to do What they are 
doing? This strikes me as partly a question of mores and 
guilds , of people being looked on with suspicion i f  they 
don • t have the right paper credentials , and partly a 
question of the intellectual content of what is being 
taught . Perhaps we need to think more about real ly 
sound , basic scientific education in college with indus
try adding more of the specialized ski l ls . Last but not 
least , f lexibility is very importantly a question of 
psychology . People do get into ruts , and if we want. a 
highly f lexible work force , and I think that we do , we 
have to f ind ways to encourage people from time to time 
to climb out of their ruts and look around . 
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